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Abstract
ABSTRACT
Trends in Hybrid Propulsion System (BPS) development for space applications are moving 
towards achieving low cost, safety, flexibility o f design and understanding combustion 
phenomena.
In the stage o f preliminary design, a comparison between experimental and simulation via 
software programs is needed. To this end, a mathematical model has been constructed and 
simulated using FORTRAN-77 to predict the chamber pressure, characteristic exhaust 
velocity, regression rate boundary layer parameters (i.e. flame height, boundary layer 
thickness, velocity ratio and flame position) and fuel mass flow rate with firing time through 
fuel grain length.
The validity o f the computer program, has been tested by comparing calculated and collected 
measured data from various references and has shown good agreement.
The effect o f various parameters has been studied and the results are investigated in the form 
o f two and three a dimensional graphs for quick and easy analysis. The presented code can be 
considered as a first step towards a powerful tool for selecting important parameters for 
designing HPS’s, resulting in minimising the amount o f experimental required.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
This chapter serves as an introduction to the report and an overview o f research into hybrid 
rocket motor design parameters for space application. The task of propelling space vehicles is 
most often accomplished by using rocket engines. Rocket engines can be classified into solid, 
liquid and hybrid types.
Hybrid rocket are so named because they are the a cross between liquid and solid rockets; 
one propellant is in the liquid state while the other is in the solid state. This combination o f 
liquid and solid propulsion presents some attractive advantages, which are key issues in the 
development for used in upper stage applications. Hybrids are relatively safe compared to 
other propulsion systems due to their inability to produce catastrophic or explosive type 
failures. Hybrid rockets offer specific impulse (I,p) performance greater than that of solid 
rockets, but lower than that o f the liquid rockets. They are capable o f multiple shut down and 
restart sequences and can be throttled, which is not possible with solid rockets. Hybrid 
propulsion systems are more complicated than solid rocket propulsion systems and they are 
volumetrically efficient compared to liquid systems. Hybrids are also considered to be cost 
effective due to their lack of complexity relative to liquid systems, and due to their safety in 
manufacturing and handling relative to solids [1,2].
The lack o f development o f hybrid rocket systems has resulted in a relatively immature 
technical knowledge o f hybrid combustion (Forty years ago) compared to that o f solid and 
liquid combustion. The hybrid combustion process relies on a host o f different parameters, 
which has made it difficult to develop a global model. Uncompleted burning, which can 
result in low combustion efficiency, have been identified in many references [1,2,3,4].
The objective o f this research are to understand the operating principles o f hybrid 
combustion, boundary layer parameters, hybrid motor performance and parameters design 
and finally select the suitable fuel grain configuration in order to be able to effectively design 
and fabricate high performance hybrid system for upper stage application.
To satisfy this research objective, a simplified software program has been developed to 
predict hybrid operating parameters and boundary layer characteristics as a function o f time 
and position along the fuel grain.
This thesis report is divided into four sections;
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The first section (chapter 2): Presents a background to hybrid engines, regression rate law 
and methods associated with recording regression rate values, which are essential for hybrid 
rocket motor design.
The second section (chapter 3): Studies a simplified mathematical model used in the 
computer software developed to predict the internal ballistic, performance and boundary 
layer parameters of hybrid rocket motors. Problems associated with program design such as 
prediction o f nozzle throat diameter, hybrid fuel regression rate, flame height and mixture 
ratio are also discussed.
Third section (chapter 4): Presents the computer program files data, input, main output, 
main software program and output Excel files. This section also assesses the validity of the 
computer program using available experimental data for PMMA with G 02. Additionally this 
section describes the methods used to calculate some important propellant parameters such as 
effective heat of gasification (h^ eff)» the mass transfer number (P) and stochiometric mixture 
ratio (<|)„p,).
The fourth section (chapter S): Is devoted to study solid fuel grain geometry used with 
hybrid engines, multi-cylindrical, double D active channel, four port active channel, wagon 
wheel triangle and special geometry active channel, to evaluate the burning perimeter, port 
area, fuel cross section area, volumetric grain efficiency, and sliver fraction for each 
configuration during burning. Finally to study the main criteria for the selection o f a solid 
fuel grain. Concluding remarks and recommendations for future work are presented in 
chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2 
HYBRH) BACKGROUND, COMBUSTION AND 
REGRESSION RATE INVESTIGATION
2-1 Introduction:
In recent years hybrid propulsion has attracted wide-spread attention in view of a number of 
potentially attractive features, which could combine the advantages o f both liquid and solid 
rocket motors. However; until now, hybrid propulsion has had three major disadvantages: 
low efficiency o f combustion, high sliver amount, and a variation in parameters (regression 
rate, mixture ratio) during firing.
During the design and analyses o f hybrid motors, regression rates was one of the most 
important, there are several methods to measure this parameters
This chapter explains hybrid systems by comparison with solid and liquid propulsion 
systems.
2-2 General Background:
A solid rocket booster failed catastrophically in 1986 during launch of the STS-challenger 
[5]. In the hybrid propulsion system, the combustion chamber contains only the solid fuel, 
while the liquid or gaseous oxidiser is stored in a tank and injected through a feed system into 
a combustion channel inside the solid fuel charge.
In the solid engine, it is almost impossible to stop or restart the combustion after the ignition 
o f the engine [6,7]. Since the oxidiser and fuel are not together in the hybrid system as in the 
solid engine, we may control the combustion o f the hybrid rocket system by controlling the 
flow o f the oxidiser. Also, we may achieve a stop and restart of the hybrid engine and throttle 
as in a liquid rocket system but because the flow o f only one liquid is controlled, the process 
is much simples. Consequently, the controllability, flexibility, and safety issues make hybrid 
rocket systems a very important and promising propulsion system for use in future military 
and space missions.
Hybrid rockets look like a combination o f a liquid and a solid rocket. The hybrid rocket can 
use an oxidiser tank for classical hybrid or fuel tank for inverse hybrid, feed system, and 
injector technology from the liquid rockets. They also can use propellant grain, case and 
nozzle hardware technologies from solid rockets. However, when considering the internal
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combustion phenomena, liquid, solid and hybrid systems are very different. Fig.2-1. 
Compares the internal combustion phenomena of a liquid, solid , and hybrid
Solid rocket motor
Liquid rocket engine
Complete combustion zone c o m p le te  m ix in g  ch a m b er
Hybrid rocket engine 
Fig. 2-1 System comparisons, combustion phenomena.
rocket motors. In a liquid rocket engine, the liquid fuel and liquid oxidiser are essentially 
“completely” burned before they reach the entrance to the nozzle. In a solid rocket motor the 
gas phase combustion occurs within a millimetre o f the propellant surface with only active 
metal droplet combustion occurring in the port or nozzle. For the hybrid rocket motor, the 
active combustion region is in the boundary layer above the fuel surface [8,9]. The details of 
the combustion processes are important in the hybrid because they control the fuel production 
rate. The hybrid rocket motor really looks like a solid fuel ramjet rocket motor when 
considering the internal combustion processes.
The combustion efficiency o f  hybrid system achieved to date is very low (85% - 93%)[3,10], 
when compared to solid system (96% - 98%)[11,12,13] and liquid system (98% - 
99.5%)[1,12,13]. This is due to poorer mixing o f the evaporated fuel and injected oxidiser, 
this is because combustion occurs in the flame zone at a distance well a way from the burning 
surface and unbumed combustion gases under the flame zone can go through the nozzle.
2-3 Historical Development H ybrid In  Space:
Over a 30 year span from 1965 to 1995, the technology o f hybrid propulsion motors (HPM) 
advanced rapidly.
The first successful test for hybrid propulsion in space application was in 1970 at UTC, of an 
upper stage engine that used FLOX and Polybutadien as propellants generating a thrust of 
tons and a firing duration o f 50 sec [16].
The University of Maryland Space Systems Laboratory has proposed a low-cost free flying
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telerobotic spacecraft called Ranger which utilises a hybrid propulsion for its orbital 
manoeuvring system. The spacecraft Ranger, diown in Fig.2-2, is a robotics vehicle designed 
to perform satellite servicing missions, and therefore provide an alternative to extravehicular 
activity on a manned mission, the hybrid engine lies along the centre line o f the vehicle, 
surrounded by four nitrous oxide tanks. Twelve pounds o f hydroxyl terminated 
polybutadiene (HTPB) make up the fuel grain. Nitrous oxide serves a dual purpose as cold 
gas for the attitude control system, as well as oxidiser for the hybrid engine. Initial design 
requirements suggest that the orbital manoeuvring system should be capable o f producing 
444.8 N o f thrust and a maximum delta velocity o f 362.712 m/sec [17].
AanmkrQ^
Fig.2-2 Schematic of the Ranger Spacecraft [8].
NASA has tested two hybrid propulsion systems that will allow scaling to motors of potential
interest for Titan and Atlas launch vehicles, as well as for the SEI lunar ascent stages and
national launch system cargo transfer vehicle and NLS de-orbit system [18]. The ONERA
study consists in an evaluation o f a hybrid propulsion system in the framework o f a typical
mission for micro-satellites requiring different manoeuvres in orbit and changes from GTO to
a low earth orbit. The micro-satellite is placed on a geostationary transfer orbit (600 km /
36000 km) and, its orbit is going to be modified by successive pulses at apogee to become a
low earth orbit. The hybrid propulsion has to provide a global speed increment of 450 m/s,
decomposed into three manoeuvres o f multiple pulses [19].
maneitver. correction o f incline o f the Geostationary Transfer Orbit
(600 km / 36000 km) from 7 to 13“ approximately: AV=175 m/s, 
•-2 ^^  maneuver, braking phase AV=75 m/s. To the perigee is progressively reduced 
to 180 km,
•-3^d maneuver: positioning on the final orbit: AV=200 m/s. The perigee is raised to 
800 km by a first impulse o f 170 m/s. Then the final orbit is 800 km 
to 1000 km, inclined to 13“.
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AMROC also completed preliminary work on a hybrid upper-stage. In the early 1980s, 
AMROC’s efforts were mainly a lone voice in the wilderness. However, in the wake of the 
challenger accident, followed closely by the failure of a U.S. Air Force Titan 34-D hybrids 
began to receive renewed attention. These safety concerns, coupled with increasing pressure 
to decrease cost and environmental impact, led to NASA-funded hybrid research.
Hybrid systems also offer advantages as moderate cost, environmentally acceptable 
propulsion system for intercontinental ballistic missiles, space-vehicle boosters, tactical 
weapons, and specialised small engines for space applications [20,21,22,23,24].
2-4 H ybrid  Combustion Process Analysis:
The combustion process in a hybrid engines differs fundamentally from that o f a solid or 
liquid rockets. The boundary layer is formed above the surface of the fuel grain, and this 
layer is fed by the oxidiser entering from one side o f the channel axis and by gasified fuel 
entering from the other side. These processes in an hybrid engine are illustrated in Fig. 2-3. 
In the steady state the oxidiser droplets become heated as they pass through the boundary 
layer and tend to evaporate since the flame zone with it’s high temperature is heats the 
reaction zone.
oxid izer injection
j profile
hca^ow;^
port centre line To nozzle
boundary  layer edge 
com bustion  reac tion  products  zone —w-si—V—Si- flaracMne
/* •  fuel v apou r zone
fuel
concen tration
profile
solid fuel
Fig.2-3 Simplified model of hybrid combustion process.
In the boundary layer the concentration o f oxidiser decreases as one moves towards the 
surface o f the fuel, like wise, the concentration o f the fuel gases decreases in the zones o f the 
boundary layer as you go up from the surface o f fuel grain. A flame zone is formed in the 
surrounding and neighboured of the fuel surface. In the overlap zone of the fuel and oxidiser 
concentrations, the flame zone leads to the heating and evaporation of both fuel which feed 
from surface after evaporation and oxidiser from other side of zone. The flame zone it self is
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very thin and at a high temperature. Fig. 2-3. Illustrates the temperature distribution through 
the boundary layer, the velocity o f gases, and the concentrations o f oxidiser and fuel. The 
oxidiser enters the flame zone from the port free stream core by diffusion, the fuel enters the 
boundary layer as a result of vaporisation at the wall surface. The combustion zone is 
established at that point where an approximate stoichiometric mixture ratio has been 
achieved.
The burning mechanism of hybrid rocket motors has been the subject o f numerous theoretical 
investigations [24,26,27,28,29]. Fig. 2-4. Illustrate results were obtained with gaseous 
oxygen injection through an active channel port of Plexiglas (Polymethyl-methacrylate or 
PMMA) solid fuel grain. It can be seen that the ablation occures in the immediate vicinity of 
injector. This phenomena can be solved by using special injection head as illustrated blow.
M faM cc  rc r (« a  • «min
* u l«  M w b c t t l* !  rc t(* «- tu thut
---
m c n o n c  •  A n x o x B a  xocL cnr co k s  bv c c to x
MOirz K • JOAd lUra<eQ1& IXT SKTZCTOR
rR o tc  OR r tc c o M  bo z c t o r
T/jcn run iktictor
Fig.2-4 Shape of the fuel grain after firing and versus types of injection head [3].
The velocity o f regression in a direction perpendicular to the burnt surface. The essential 
parameter affecting the regression rate is the total propellant mass flux, the general formula 
o f  regression rate law is [1].
r /« = ûf f L  Gox equation (2-1 )
Sometimes oxidiser mass flux in this equation replaced by total propellant mass flux G,„, 
[52], where a  is the mass flux exponent. It fluctuates between 0.4 to 0.9, a is the regression 
rate coefficient, n is regression rate pressure exponent, and =^ox'*'Gft,(x).
ruM
C^ poC^ )
dx
G ox — niox
[7aV
equation ( 2-2 ) 
equation ( 2-3 )
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Where, dp„ is a port diameter o f active channel grain, Pf„ density o f solid fuel grain, and max 
constant oxidizer mass flow rate. Table 2-1 describes the summary o f the comparison o f the 
regression behavior o f solid and hybrid rocket motors. The regression behavior o f a hybrid 
engine grain differs considerably from that o f a solid rocket propellant, this is due to the 
mechanism o f the propellant combustion.
Comparison item solid rocket motor hybrid rocket motor
1-Dominate combustion mechanism
2-Main parameter governing
by regression rate and operating 
point
3-Regression rate influenced by
4- Regression rate law
- chemical kinetics.
- chamber pressure;
- propellant grain geometry;
- clamping.
- combustion temperature;
- particle size of oxidizer;
- propellant composition;
- ambient temp.;
- gas velocity.
- propellant configuration
r j  = a rP ^ e x p [a (r ,„ ~ n ,)]
a=temp. sensitivity constant
7% =reference temperature 
n=0.1 - 0.8, 
a=0.002 -0.1 cm/s
- heat transfer.
- fuel grain port area;
- oxidizer mass flow rate;
- solid fuel grain length.
- fuel grain composition;
- melting point;
- flame temperature;
- chamber pressure.
Vh — <2 G  tot 
a= 0.02 - 0.04 
oc — 0.5 - 0.8
Table 2-1 Comparison of the regression behaviour of solid rocket motor and hybrid rocket engine.
2-5 H ybrid  P ropellant Rocket Advantages:
The hybrid rocket engine features several advantages in comparison with either solid or
liquid rocket engines, because the hybrid engine combines the advantages o f the solid with
liquid engines [1,2]
1. Low cost: simplicity of solid fuel grain and hardware elements, result a low fabrication 
and testing costs. More over, storage and handling requirements are simpler and the 
system is non-explosive.
2. Safety: unlike solid rockets, fuel grain cracks are not catastrophic.
3. Throttling^ Shutdow n and restart* hybrids can be throttled and shutdown by simply 
modulating only a single fluid flow rate.
4. Environmentally “friendly” clean: the combustion product non-toxic gases or other 
undesirable chemical in the exhaust.
5. Operationalflexibility: low temperature sensitivity, easy testing , storable, and safety
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2-6 Hybrid Propellant Rocket Disadvantages:
Hybrid rocket motors offer greater over all benefits for specific applications than either solid
or liquid engines because o f their inherent safety, simplicity, controllability and lower cost.
Unfortunately, the hybrid engines also have some disadvantage [1,2]
1. Low regression rate: fuel regression rates are much lower than for solid propellant 
rockets, requiring the use o f  multiple active channels, this characteristics may be an 
advantage for long-duration applications, such as target drones, and gas generators.
2. Combustion efficiency: because o f  the diffusion flame combustion process, incomplete 
combustion creates a loss more than for solid and liquid engines. Dr. J. Seller practical 
work combustion efficiencies is the range 85% to 93% [10].
3. Mixture ratio and regression rate shift: during steady state operation and throttling, 
increasing the active channel port during operations causes a change o f fuel mass flow 
that result in a mixture ratio and regression rate shift with time which can lower overall 
performance.
4. Sliver amount: reminder part o f solid fuel grain is still more than solid and liquid 
propellant.
2-7 Application of Hybrid Rocket Engines:
The main products o f mission design analysis is a statement o f the delta velocity required for
the manoeuvres listed as the following:
1- Mission design:
• orbit change (convert one orbit to another in the same plane)
• plane change (convert the inclination o f  orbit plane to other)
• station keeping (maintain constellation position)
• reposition (change constellation position)
2- Altitude control design:
• altitude change (change altitudes)
• altitude control (maintain an altitude)
• thrust vector control (remove vector errors)
In the space mission design, we need Tsiolkowski equation for defined change requirements
to propellant requirements [53].
r \  rrnAF = ^^/^pln
mpr = mi
Where: m,
mf
m„
1
\ m / j
f
exp - A V m f exp
S  c I  s p j
- 1
S c ^  s p j
initial vehicle mass (Kg); 
final vehicle mass (Kg);
propellant weight required to produce the given AV (Kg);
equation ( 2-4 )
equation ( 2-5 )
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AV velocity increase of the vehicle (m/s);
ge gravitational constant, 9.81 (m/s);
Currently, the use o f hybrid propulsion for various applications, because hybrid propellant 
combinations can avoid the formation o f toxic products, development and testing hazards are 
much lower and avoid explosion hazards. Recently, hybrid rockets have gained the attention 
o f the rocket propulsion industry as a cost effective means o f providing booster propulsion 
for a variety o f  launch vehicles. These applications include tactical rockets, high performance 
upper stage space engines, large space boosters, sounding rockets, target drones, orbit or 
plane change engines and various types o f auxiliary power units.
Table 2-2 described the application o f hybrid rocket engine with respect to other chemical 
rockets for space missions [2].
Chemical
Propulsion
Functions
CommentsLaunch Orbit
Insertion
Orbit 
M aintenance 
and M anoeuvre
Attitude
Control
Liquid engine ** ** ** Bi-propellant liquid system
Solid engine **** + It is difficult to restart and 
modulate solid-rocket thrust for 
orbit maintenance and 
manoeuvre and altitude control.
Hybrid engine *** *** Precise thrust modulation o f  
hybrids makes altitude control 
difficult.
Table 2-2 Comparison between chemical rocket engine mission in space [2]
2-8 Classification o f H ybrid  Engines:
A hybrid propulsion unit consists o f two main components, the first item rocket engine which 
subdivided into combustion chamber casing, expansion nozzle hardware, solid fuel grain 
charge, injection head, and ignition system. The second item is the feed system which 
contains compressed gas, valves, oxidiser tanlc and pipes [1,2].
The collective term “hybrid engines” can be systematically ananged in a scheme o f the kind 
that is reproduced in Fig. 2-5. In this scheme one notes three basic types, the classical type 
with solid fuel grain and a liquid oxidiser, the inverse type o f hybrid rocket used with a solid 
grain oxidiser and a liquid fuel, the inverse hybrid type have a larges combustion chamber 
than other types, because the mixture ratio o f oxidiser and fuel is normally such as to require 
greater quantities o f the oxidiser. A tribrid system with a solid propellant (fuel rich
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propellant) is stored in the form o f  a grain with main liquid oxidiser and support oxidiser can 
be branched o ff from the main stream or from compressed gas feeding system to be injected 
into the post combustion chamber (aft-combustion chamber = reaction chamber). This type of 
hybrid system is used to increase the efficiency o f combustion or to attain a constant mixture 
ratio and operating pressure when thrust control o f the engine is employed.
com pressed gas cylinder
so lid  oxid izersolid fiiel
Classical hybrid system Inverse, hybrid system
solid propellant
Tribrid hybrid system
Fig.2-5 Schematic layouts classification of hybrid propulsion systems.
2-9 Com parison Between H ybrid  Engine And Chem ical Rocket Engines:
Since the hybrid engines look like a combination o f a liquid and a solid engine, the classical 
hybrid engine can borrow oxidiser tank, feed system, and injection technology from the 
liquid rocket system. They also can use solid propellant grain, metal case, and nozzle 
hardware technologies from solid engines.
T able 2-3 lists a number o f the properties that characterise the classical hybrid engines and 
compares them with other types o f  chemical propulsion engines.
T able 2-4 lists the various components. It can be seen that quite a number o f the components 
are the same in the different types o f engines.
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2-10 Hybrid Combustion Mechanism:
For the internal ballistics and fuel grain calculation, the fuel grain is ablated by oxidiser mass 
flow. The combustion chamber pressure and mixture ratio can be altered due to exist 
changing fuel port area and the burning surface. Therefore it is necessary to loiow the 
regression rate law o f the fuel grain and oxidiser combination.
Property Solid motor Hybrid motor Liquid Engine
1-specific impulse
2-propellant density
3-expIosion safety
4-detonation safety
5-bombardment safety
6-simplicity
7-relibility
8-compact construction
9-stable combustion
10-temp, independence
11- regression rate rang
12-thrust control
13-reignation
14-calibration
15-sliver
16-comb. Efficiency
17- operating point
18-nozzle erosion
19-exhaust HCL
20- grain cracks effect
21-ignation
260 - 300 (s) 
about 1900 Kg/s3 
easy to explosion 
easy to detonation 
hybrid more advantage 
simple 
more high 
very simple 
related to grain shape 
high sensitive 
high and wide rang 
related to grain shape 
not satisfy
«  2%
95 - 97 % 
more stable 
low 
20% 
high 
use of an igniter
22- Mass flow rate
23- on - off operation
PpAbVs
290 - 380 (s) 
about 900 Kg/m3 
more safety 
more safety 
more safety 
between SR & LR. 
high 
acceptable 
acceptable 
very low sensitive 
limited (1/3 SP ) 
high controllability 
like liquid system 
acceptable 
about 6 %
85 - 93 % 
variable 
high 
low 
low
same as in liquid 
engines
^  -  mox-^ PpAbVh
Fair
140-460 (s)
850 to 1150 Kg/m3 
approximately safe
hyb. more advantage 
bi-prop. Complicated 
acceptable 
hyb. more advantage 
more stable 
acceptable
very high 
excellent 
hy. include problems 
< 1%
98 - 99.5 % 
stable 
very low 
none 
none 
no igniter for 
hypergolic 
combination. Other 
wise necessary
m o x - ^  i h f u
excellent
Table 2-3 The properties of classical hybrid engines compared with anther chemical engines.
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Component Solid Rocket motor Liquid rocket motor
1-Nozzle design
2-CooIing: 
radiation 
ablative 
regenerative 
fiIm(boundary layer)
3-Mixing injection device
4-combustion chamber
5-propellant grain 
building in, design and 
shaping
6-combustion mixing device
7-injection system
8-feed system
9-valves and controller
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar 
dissimilar 
hybrid needs extra equipment
hybrid needs extra equipment 
similar 
similar
Table 2-4 Comparison of the structural components of hybrid engines and chemical rocket engines.
Hybrid combustion typically occurs in a thin sheet o f flame zone within the turbulent 
boundary layer, shown schematically in Fig. 2-3. Fuel is decomposed and evaporated 
(gasified) at the solid surface by convective and radiative heat transfer and diffuses inward 
toward the centre line o f the combustion chamber. Simultaneously, gaseous oxidiser diffuses 
outward from the centre line through the turbulent boundary layer towards the burning 
surface. At a point where the ratio o f oxidiser to fuel concentration equal a stochiometric 
mixture ratio (usually high fuel rich), combustion occurs in a thin layer whose thickness is o f 
the order o f 10 % of the boundary layer thickness.
The rate o f combustion is limited by the rate at which heat is transferred from the flame zone 
to the fuel surface rather than by chemical kinetics o f the flame.
The primary mechanism is o f heat transfer to the fuel regression surface in a hybrid are 
convection and radiation. In a non-metallized fuel grain, heat transfer by convection is much 
larger than that transferred by gas phase radiation. As a result the basic characteristics of the 
fuel regression may be explored via an analysis o f convective heat transfer in a boundaiy 
layer.
Fig. 2-6, illustrates a simplified scheme o f the energy balance at the fuel surface and the 
equation o f energy conservation can be written as the following [1].
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Energy into fuel surface = Energy onto the fuel surface
(flame to surface) + (flame to surface) = (surface to depth grain)
+<7«arf,a.o«(surface to surrounding) 
+epw./,c«ge(surface to surface)
/â rh v e f f ^ T  or k g — â r+ 6 / 7 /  = k f —  +  CT.rî +  Pfukfuhveff equation ( 2-6 )
Combustion port oxidizer flow
Boundary layer edge
// /// /- " " % 'l (p v )s
" " x /  QV  Tp, Gp
r i
r Sty
y / / / / / / / / / / / / /  Flame zone
1 AT^Tp-Ts
' Pf ^K 1 ” 1
^ Fuel grain j
1
1_____
_ 3T 1
1
1
Fig. 2-6 Hybrid Combustion Mechanisms of Heat Transfer [1].
Neglecting radiation and conduction terms, then solid Phase change heat transfer equal:
Qs = Pfu h.eff equation (.2-7 )
Then at steady state, heat transferred by convection equals that transferred by conduction so 
that:
ârQs = hveffàT = ATg—
hyeff^T  or k . -  P f u ^ f u h v e f f
equation ( 2-8 ) 
equation ( 2-9 )
This equation can be written in final form as:
„ = 0 .0 3 6 - ^ f  / fr /i equation (2-10)
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Where:
kg gas phase film conductivity;
is temperature difference between the flame zone and the fuel surface;
is the energy transferred to the fuel surface by convection; 
is the solid fuel density; 
rfu is the surface regression rate;
h,>ejf is the fuel heat o f vaporisation.
Here we see that hybrid fuel regression rate for a non-radiative system is strongly dependent 
on total mass flow flux and rather weakly dependent on axial location (X) and fuel blowing 
characteristics p. One may also note that the regression rate is not explicitly dependent on 
chamber pressure in this derivation. In fact, the collected data from old experimental work 
Appendix-A, show that some fuels do not depend on chamber pressure while others exhibits 
a strong dependence. In particular, metallized hybrid fuel system exhibit a pronounced 
pressure dependency.
The regression rate can be simplified to equation 2-1 with n, a and a  being experimental data 
obtained from characterising specific fuel and oxidiser combinations. The value o f  a has been 
observed to vary from 0.05 in/sec to 0.2 in/sec, a  has been observed to fall in a range 
between 0.4 and 0.7, and n has been observed to vaiy between 0 and 0.25 [31,32,33].
2-11 Hybrid Regression Rate Investigation:
The simplified regression law depends on the total mass flow flux and the combustion 
pressure or fuel grain length [2], The usual form for the empirical regression rate law is [1]. 
Vfu^o.  P^ach Gl,a! equation (2 -11 )
The total mass flow rate flux equals the total mass flow rate over fuel port area. Instead o f the 
whole mass flow, for design calculations it is better to use only the oxidiser mass flow rate, 
therefore [1].
rfu = a  Me/, Gox equation (2 -12 )
The pressure sensitivity exponent n and the mass flow exponent a  can be considered within 
certain limits as constants. The fuel parameters a, n and a  are determined experimentally by 
measuring the regression rates dependence on the oxidiser mass flow and exit chamber 
pressure.
The mass flow exponent a  is o f main interest, because it effects on operating conditions, 
obviously, if  the pressure effect is neglected, that means n equals zero. Therefore equation 2- 
12 changed to simplest form as:
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i"fu — O. G  ox equation ( 2-13 )
2-12 Regression Rate Law Histoiy:
When reducing the data one is faced with the different questions as to the best way for 
presenting the regression rate by some general law. Marxman, Wooldridge and Muzzy [25] 
noted already in 1963 that the regression rate in a cylindrical fuel grain from Plexiglas with 
gaseous oxygen, perforated fuel grain depends strongly on the particular port size, oxidiser 
flow rate and may change significantly with operating pressure and burning time. Humble 
and David Altman in his 1995 book lists a considerable number o f  expressions, proposed by 
different authors (AMROC and NASA), all these fonns function o f mass flux (total or 
oxidiser) and fuel grain length [1,2,34..].
The most popular simple regression rate low are:
f  ft, -  ap Gliai Kch equation (2-14 )
Where G,otai is the total mass flux and the pressure in the combustion chamber [1,34].
r/u — apGoxPcch
When is the mass flux o f the oxidiser. Barrere proposed [1,34].
equation ( 2-15 )
f' fu Cl p G total L fu
Wliere Lg, is the fuel mass flow rate [2,34].
equation ( 2-16 )
fu (Xp G  total Pcch C
Where C* is characteristic velocity. Waidmann proposed [32].
r/,t -  apCr^otai^y^i!j + b
equation ( 2-17 )
equation ( 2-18 )
Where b is the regression rate constant value [32].
Smoot and Price in 1965 [35] proposed three different laws, according to the magnitude o f 
the total mass flux.
r fu  — ClpG^tota!
. _ a p b G llF c c  r/u = ---------------------apCftoh + b K
I" fu Cl p Pcch
cell
for low flux value (a)
for m edium  flux value (b) equation (2 -19 )
for high flux value (c)
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LOCUS O F  MAXIMUM 
REGRESSION RA TES - 
H EA T TRA N SFER CO NTROLLED
 LOW FLOW I
—  RA TE
—  REGION — I LOW PRESSURE
^NOT 
D EPEN DENT INTERM EDIATE 
REGION
ON PRESSURE
I I
r  D EPEN D EN T ON 
BOTH FLOW AND 
PRESSU RE I I
H E A T  
TRANSFER 
CONTROLLED 
r  = «G®‘* 1 ■G®** + b P "
HIGH PRESSURE
INTERM EDIATE PRESSURE
HIGH FLOW B A TE :
I T T i  I
tN O T  D E P E N D E N T . 
ONFLOWI I I I I
KINETICA LLY  CONTROLLED 
r  = bP"
S PE C IF IC  MASS FLOW R A TE (LO/IM.Z-SEC)
Fig. 2-7 Pressure and flow rate dependence on typical nonmetalized hybrid systems [35].
Regression in hybrid propellant system is described by several laws, but equation 2-19,
introduces three basic forms according to working conditions o f hybrid rocket motor [35].
• If  hybrid rocket motor works in region o f the small < 10'  ^ gm/cm^s'* and at
greater extent o f  the combustion pressure then the regression rate o f the fuel grain 
is above all influenced by the heat transfer in the turbulent boundary layer and 
does not depend on the combustion pressure. For this working region the burning 
law has described in equation (a) 2-18. This working region ends at point on the
line given by Fig. 2-7, i.e. at point where is the beginning o f the pressure
influence on the regression rate. This region is on the left to the vertical dashed 
line.
• In the transient region the regression rate depends on the oxidiser mass flux
and also on the combustion pressure This region corresponds to the smaller
combustion pressure and <1; 80 gm /cm V' . The typical regression low has 
been defined as equation (b) 2-18. The transient region finishes there where the 
burning rate is approximately constant at increasing G^  ^ (dash-and dot curve in 
Fig. 2-7).
• If the working region o f hybrid rocket motor is characterised by high G„,, than the
burning rate is above all influenced by the combustion pressure and does not
depend on the G^ .^ The burning law can be expressed as equation (C) 2-18. The
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region of the use o f this burning law is clear from Fig. 2-7 and it can be applied 
for Gqx > 80 gm/cm^s‘‘ .
2-13 Experim ental M ethods F o r D eterm ination O f Regression Rate;
The regression rate can be determined experimentally with two different methods. Either the 
size of the fuel grain port diameters is measured during the combustion period; this way will 
be called the static method. Or the dynamic behaviour o f the combustion chamber pressure is 
used, this method shall get the name dynamic measurement.
2-13-1 Static M ethod:
For a tubular fuel grain the relationship between the channel radius ratio and time t is 
approximately [38,39,40].
1
y  ^  'Icc + 1 
Where:
P-hi = n
2a+l
Rb 1 + A s  2a+  \ Rb
4a - 1
Rb
2 o r+ l - 1
equation ( 2-20 )
hi = a
O.5y0^2 — cc^  
p.l-0.5y^ A P .
=  n  +  O . S a f i A p ,
The radius ratio R  ^ is the momentary radius divided by the initial radius a and b aie 
the regression rate law constant equal 2572.1 m/s and-176.13 m/s respectively. The injection 
is expressed by the initial injection pressure drop APj  ^ and the injection parameter p. This 
parameter shows whether there is a normal injection (|3 = -1), an injection, which is 
independent o f the chamber pressure (p = 0), or an oxidiser flow rate, which is altered by a 
linear regular as a function o f the chamber pressure.
In equation 2-20, the first term describes the time radius relation due to the increasing port 
area, the second term adds the variation o f the chamber pressure, characteristic velocity and 
the oxidiser mass rate.
To measure this relation, mainly the following different methods can be used:
1. Performance o f many engine runs with different burning times but same other 
conditions;
2. Observation o f fuel surface in an engine with a window;
3. Measuring the fuel surface by suitable probes;
4. Short test runs with different but similar fuel contours.
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Equation 2-20 is fitted to the measured points by the method o f the least squares and the 
different parameters can be calculated.
If  equation 2-20 is plotted for different values o f a , it can be seen that the cui'ves differ only 
slightly with increasing max. radius ratio Ry the differences get greater. Since the max. 
difference o f these curves occur at the time t = 0.3 tb(ty = stands for burning time). The radius 
ratio at this time is plotted in Fig. 2-8 for Rb=l .5 and R^=3.
It is obvious that only for higher values o f a better accuracy o f a  can be achieved tests 
with a maximum radius ratio o f about 1.5 are o f no use . I f  Ry can be increased until 3, an 
accuracy o f a  o f  about 0 .1 seems to be a good value.
1.3
1.2
1.91.3
Rb = 3
R b  =  1.5XJ
1.2as Û. 0.9
0.81.7 —— Bpco/ P io “ -1
R b =  ÿ0.7 .—  Bpco/ Pio = 0.5
1.6 0.6
0.80.7 0.3 0.80.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.60.5 0.5 0.70.40.30.20.1
Fig. 2-8 Port radius at the time t=0.3 for tubular 
grain in dependence of the flow exponent [39].
Fig. 2-9 Chamber pressure at cut off for 
Rb=1.5 and Ry=3 [39].
2-13-2 Dynam ic M ethod:
The combustion chamber pressure o f a tubular grain is approximately changing in 
dependence o f the radius ratio R  ^with [37,38,39,40].
A p . Rb
2a-l - 1
h \- ^ h
equation (2-21 )
To obtain the dependence time, equation 2-21 has to be combined numerically with equation 
2-20. To get the fuel grain parameters two ways are possible:
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1. Calculation o f the fuel grain mass rate and the regression rate by a mass balance 
from the chamber pressure.
2. Fitting of pressure records to the equations 2-20 and 2-21.
Low errors in the determination o f a  can be reached if, similar to the static method, high 
radius ratios are used. The greatest chamber pressure variation occurs at engine cut off. In 
Fig. 2-9 this cut off chamber pressure Pg^  ^ is plotted. To increase the change o f the pressure, a 
high positive value of (3, e.g. (3Pc/AP;Q=0.5, and an oxidiser rich^  = 0 /F  is useful.
For Ry=3 an accuracy o f a  o f about 0.1 can be achieved. It is necessaiy to add that for the 
application o f this method a regression rate has to be achieved, which is nearly constant along 
the port axis. In other case a wrong value o f a  is simulated.
2-14 Description of The Experimental Methods Used:
During the development and investigation about hybrid engines in references [38,39,40], 
there are different methods applied to measure the regression rate.
In a two dimensional hybrid engine with an obsei'vation window, the regression rate was 
measured optically [38], acoustically [14], with an electrical probes [38], by fuel grain loss, 
final port diameter measurements, and by chamber pressure shifting using equation 2-20, the 
obtained date were compared with regression time to get the regression rate values.
2-14-1 Optical Measurement O f The Regression Rate:
For the optical measurement o f  the regression rate, a two dimensional hybrid engine with a 
full length observation window was developed by W. Tuzinsky [42,38]. According to the 
experimental requirements it was necessary to achieve a long burning time to get high radius 
ratios. Further more high chamber pressures should be used.
The core port o f the test hybrid motor is the window. Plexiglas could not be used, since resin 
would ablated too much. Quartz glass is likewise not applicable since the temp, stress 
increases too much during regression time. Therefore a window o f normal glass was taken, 
which consists o f two layers. The inner layer is built by a number o f thin glass layers, which 
protect the outer layer against the thermal stress. Since these layers are very thin the temp, 
difference is kept low. The outer layer is so thick that it holds the combustion pressure. 
During the test runs the engine is photographed and afterwards the photos are analysed and 
the regression rate calculated.
In Fig. 2-10, the local real time regression rates were found using the X-ray radiography 
system. A typical fuel web thickness trace and corresponding regression rate trace for PMMA 
fuel hybrid grain, the instantaneous thickness o f  fuel consumed was cui've fit with a power 
law function o f this form [43,44,45]:
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W /„  = "  ttu equation ( 2-22 )
where is the test time, measured from ignition and a and b are empirical constants. The 
corresponding instantaneous regression rate was found simply by differentiating equation 2- 
22.with respect to time to obtain:
b-l
bu equation ( 2-23 )
10II 86
1,5
w = 4.5
x=40.7 cm
0 52 3Hme from Ignition, s 40 1
f
§II
Fig. 2-10 Typical instantaneous fuel web thickness change and regression rate from real-time X-ray
radiography [43].
2-14-2 Acoustical M easurem ent O f The Regression Rate:
Fig, 2-12 illustrates regression rate measurement based on the simple principle o f ultrasonic 
range finding, whereby the distance to the fuel surface is determined by sending out a pulsed 
beam o f ultrasonic energy and measuring the time interval between sending the acoustic 
pulse and receiving the echo signal back from the reflecting fuel grain surface. The distance 
from the transmitter to the fuel surface is one-half the product o f this time interval. If  the fuel 
surface is regressing, the regression velocity can be calculated as this equation:
A? = 2 y ; ^  c
equation ( 2-24 ) 
equation ( 2-25 )
Where: At transit time for acoustic wave ftom transducer, c, characteristic sound velocity, by 
measuring the signal transit time at measurement tim exl and t2, calculating web thickness at
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each measurement time, and dividing by the measuring time interval. Since only changes in 
web thickness are important, any suitable point on the return echo may be used as a reference 
for thickness change measurements. However, only the fuel thickness changes during motor 
operation. Therefore, in taking echo-time differences to measure the change in fuel web 
thickness during a time interval At, then it is easy to calculate instantaneous accurate 
regression rate.
C h i Oh 2
UltrasonicTransducers
PulseTrigger
Timing
Puiser/Receiver DigitalOscilloscope
486DX-33-MHz PC
Signal Processor Data Storage
UltrasonicTransducerAssembly
175
Steel Case Insulation/ Liner
Fuel
CombustionPort
Fig. 2-11 Ultrasonic pulse-echo regression rate measurement [41].
2-14-3 Electrical Probe For Regression rate Measurement:
To measure the regression rate by a probe, R. Katterloher [46,39] developed an electric 
probe. It is built as a printed circuit like wire strain guage, which consists o f a thin tree sap 
and a thin copper layer. The destruction o f the leads is measured and recorded as a step 
function. In this engine no disturbance o f the probe to the local regression rate could be 
observed. But in a small Plexiglas oxygen engine the regression was disturbed veiy much.
2-14-3 Chamber Pressure Shifting:
By a mass balance the fuel mass rate can be calculated from the behaviour o f the combustion 
pressure. If the combustion efficiency x]^  is assumed to be independent o f mixure ratio 0 /F  
and chamber pressure P^ ,^„ the fuel mass flow rate m/u is given by [39].
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-^------  equation ( 2-26 )
a ,P c c h  A - th /
Where: denotes the throat cross-section area. The combustion efficiency t]^  has to be
chosen so that the calculated fuel weight loss is equal to that one, which was measured in 
experiment with the known fuel grain geometry the regression rate can be calculated.
2-14-4 Fuel Grain Loss During Regression:
The simple method to get acceptable value o f hybrid regression rate based up on the mass 
loss o f fuel grain during short firing time.
A precision balance can be used to weigh each grain prior to and after each test. These data 
can be used to determine the average regression rate o f the fuel grain during that firing time 
o f the test. The mass consumption is assumed to occur evenly only over the fuel gain bore 
surface during the firing. This assumption is reasonable if  short bum times are used. Thus, 
regression rate can be formulated by considering the change in mass during the bum, which 
is:
= equation ( 2-27 )
Where: L ,^, is the length o f the grain; Df and D; are the final and initial grain port diameters. 
Thus, solving for the final diameter which equal:
+ 2)^  equation ( 2-28 )
Subtracting the initial diameter and dividing by double the burn time ty gives the effective 
average regression rate o f  the fuel was determined by:
V = — ------------------- equation ( 2-29 )2 At I f ,
Where m^  and m^ are the initial and final grain masses consecutively, this expression assumes 
that all regression occurs over the active combustion channel and does not account for 
regression on the exposed end of the forward and aft grain.
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2-14-5 By Fuel grain p o rt final diam eter:
The simplest method is based upon the detennination o f the mean diameter o f the fuel port 
channel before and after a test run, as the follows equation:
rju poio equation ( 2-30 )
2-15 C om parison O f the Regression R ate M easurem ent:
2-15-1 Regression Rate M ethod C om parision:
As described above the regression rate was measured in the many methods. In the reference 
[39,41,44,45], all experimental data was collected and plotted in Fig. 2-13, where the 
regression rate due to the oxidiser mass flow is shown. The values agree very well, nearly the 
electrical results are a little bit lower. This is probably due to the probe looking a little bit out 
o f the fuel surface [39].
0.5
0.45
0.4 
E 0.35
c 0 25I 0.2
D, 0.15 
 ^ 0.1
0  Optical method 
6, Electric prob method 
p  pressure shaft method0.05
5040302010
Gox (gm/Cm*2. s)
Fig. 2-13 Regression rate results with different methods measurement Pcch"2S bar [39].
2-15-2 Experim ents W ith Polyethylene A nd Gasues Oxygen:
After many experiments data were collected for Polyethylene as fuel and pure oxygen as 
oxidiser, using two fuel grain lengths, 0.12 and 0.3 m. The pressure were in a range between 
0.88 and 1.33 Mpa, most test runs lasted between 16.5 and 17.5 seconds, the initial bore 
diameter ranged between 18.8 to 40.8 mm, while the mass flux rates varied between 30 and 
140 Kg/m^s. The measured regression rate went from 0.26 to 0.399 mm/s. A compilation o f 
the test conditions and the experimental results is given in Table A-5 and A-6 Appendix-A .
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Fig. 2-15 shows experimental data o f the regression rate verses the total mass flux for the two 
grain length. It can be observe that in both cases a pressure increase augments the regression 
rate. Comparing the regression rates for the shorter grain with those o f  the longer grain one 
can see the effect o f fuel grain length on the values o f regression rate. This is in agrément 
with equation 2-16 and with results obtained by Wooldridge and Muzzy [8] and equation 2- 
14 and 2-19. The general formula o f regression rate law for PE +G 02 according to equation 
2-14 as the followes:
0.360.3) = 0.0635 0^.22cch (mm/s) and
,0.32 _0.064/y , ( i  = 0.12) = 2 .7 7 4 G : ; :P ™ ’ (mm/s)
Where in (Kg/m^s) and P,,j, in (Mpa).
The fact that the shorter specimen appears less pressure dependent is in accordance with the 
findings of Smoot and Price [35]. Table A-5 at appendix-A  present the experimental data 
collected for PE-G02 combustion for grain length 0.3 m and Table A-6, appendix-A for 
0.12 m [35,25,26,34].
0.6
0.5
0.4IIc 0.3 o
S 0,2
I
0.1
«  •
%  / A ^
PE +G02
ê length 300 mm
A  length 120 mm
0.05 0.1 0.15
Total Mass Flux (gm /mm*2.s)
0.2 0.25
Fig. 2-15 PE + G02 regression rate versus total mass flux at different fuel grain length.
2-15-3 Experim ental W ith Plexiglas And Gasues Oxygen;
A large number o f experiments was collected using pure oxygen and Plexiglas. During these 
experiments the pressure ranged between 0.27 and 2.25 Mpa, the combustion time was 
between 4.8 and 30.5 Sec, the initial diameter varied from 18.7 to 35.7 mm, with mean flux
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values between 30 and 300 Kg/m^s. The measured regression rate from 0.27 to 0.72 mm/s 
Table A-7 and A-8 [35,25,26,34].
The dependence o f the regression rate on the burning time, can be seen clearly in Fig. 2-16 
for two different pressure ranges (0.4 Mpa T able A-7 and 0.3 Mpa Table A-8). Due to effect 
the burning times on regression rates, decided to analyse separately results for short times 
(around 5 Sec) and those for longer times (around 25 Sec). In each o f these subdivisions runs 
were grouped according to the pressure. A compilation o f the test conditions and the 
experimental results is given in Table A-7 and A-8. For different pressure ranges it was 
possible to obtain correlation of the type o f equation 2-14. As the following:
For the short burning times (about 5 sec) these formula are collected for different pressure 
ranges [35,25,26,34].
0.9
0.8
IêIJ 0-41S, 0.3 
0.2
0.1 • 
0
o
o(&
o o % A
PMMA + G 02 
o  Short Firing 
A  Long© Firing
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
Total M ass Flux (gm /mm*2.s)
0.3 0.35
Fig. 2-16 PMMA +G02 regression rate at different firing time
0.141 <P,„. >0.51 Mpa 0.138 (mm/s)
l< P ,ch > 1 .4 Mpa 0 ,= 0 .0 5 0  G : : , p r (mm/s)
1 .4 ^ P „ „ ^ 2 Mpa / / . = o . i 7 5 G Z p : r (mm/s)
P c c h  > 2 Mpa 0.059 g C  A T (mm/s)
It is interesting to observe that in all these relations these appears to be a strong influence of
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the pressure, whose exponent, n is higher than that o f the mass flux, m. this is in general 
agreement with the findings o f  Smoot and Price [8], according to the pressure influence is 
stronger for higher mass flow [35].
Looking now at the results for longer times (over 5 sec), one observes that for low values of 
the pressure (0.33 - 0.41 Mpa) its influence appears much lower than that o f the mass flux.
=  ( n m i/ s : )
At higher pressure (0.8 - 1.0 Mpa) the influence o f pressure increases: 
r >  = 0 - 0 2 1 G r , P r  (mm/s)
At higher pressures (0.41 - 2.0 Mpa) the mass flux is again dominate as
r ,. = 0-025 (mm/s)
It appears that only at the lowest pressures (0.27 - 0.33 Mpa) the combustion is not complete, 
probably because o f low residence time [35,25,26,34].
2-15-4 Design of The Fuel G rain:
For the experiments the following values o f the fuel parameters result [39]. 
afu = 2x10^ (+0.2 to -0,2) (cm/s)
a  = 0.5 to 0.8 (+0.1 to -0.1) (Gox: gm/cm^s)
n = 0.2 to 0.23.(+0.1 to -0.1) (P^ ^^ : bar)
Since the mass flow exponent is about 0.5, the design of a tubular grain is very simple. The 
possible effects due to 0.1 error o f a  can be neglected. Furthermore the pressure sensitive is 
very small, the size o f the tubular grain results as the follows:
1
-lO.S
C C / 1+
R p o -
n O.5
equation (2-31 )
equation ( 2-32 )
Several bum rate equations been discussed in Appendix-A, which characterise and model the 
hybrid regression rate. Table A l l  provides the actual data from the characterisation tests 
used to develop bum rate equation.
2-15-5 Effect Fuel G rain  Dimension on H ybrid Perform ance:
Table A-9 in Appendix-A: presents experimental results obtained from three test program 
employing different systems as regards size range, operating conditions and oxidiser/fuel 
combination: gaseous oxygen + polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA (Wooldridge and Muzzy
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[8]), gaseous oxygen + hydroxy 1-terminated-polybutadiene, HTPB (Ramohali at al. [47], and 
liquid hydrogen peroxide + polyethlene, PE [Wermimont and Heister [48]). The data have 
been grouped for each propellant combination in equal L/D values in order to examine the 
effect o f propellant combination, initial port diameter and fuel grain length on regression rate, 
as regards it is the most important internal ballistic parameter.
Fig. 2- 17 and Fig. 2-18 demonstrates the effect o f initial port diameter, furl grain length and 
L/D on the regression rate.
1.6
PMMA +G021.4
Pcch = 35 bar
1.2
L = 0.508 m
D) L = 1.016 m
0.4
L = 2.032 m0.2
25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300
Initial port diameter (mm)
Fig. 2-17 Regression Rate versus with initial hiel grain port diameter, data from [8].
0.9
0.8
0.7S'I 06I
§ 0.41 0.3I 0.2
0.1
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 306 820 4
(L/D) fuel grain
Fig. 2-18 Regression Rate versus with initial fuel grain port diameter over length, data from [48, 47]
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2-16 H yb rid  M o tor Basic Definitions Design:
The fundamental parameters which are to be deal with when discussing the performance of 
the post-combustion chamber and hybrid performance are described in as following [1,2,11],
2-16-1 C harac teristic Exhaust Velocity:
This term related to the efficiency o f combustion and is used to compare the relative 
performance o f different rocket motor designs and propellants. It has the expression [2].
r+i
* 4 ^ T c r - \  2  ^ 2(y-l)-  —  T- _ O  equation ( 2-34 )
r + 1 .
The characteristic velocity is almost independent o f y but is quite sensitive to the values of 
combustion temperature T  ^ and molecular mass M. The practical value obtained from 
experimental testing on a hybrid rocket motor can be derived from [1].
. I f / 'C  =    Ao, equation ( 2-35 )
TUp
Where m,.. is the total propellant mass, t .^. is the burning time, P^ ... combustion pressure and
Ath-. thi'oat cross section area.
2-16-2 C harac teristic C ham ber Length:
It is defined as the length that a chamber o f the same volume would have if it were a straight
tube and had no converging section [2].
*T = ------  equation ( 2-36 )
^  A
Where L* is the characteristic chamber length , is the nozzle throat area, and is the 
chamber volume.
To be avoid the increasing o f combustion chamber, one therefore needs additional devices
that will ensure adequate mixing o f the gas stream and this lead to an almost complete
reaction o f oxidizer and fuel within the engine it self. The value o f L* dependent on
propellant combination and the mixing arrangement that is being used.
2-16-3 The Stay Time
The time o f the propellant gases is the average value o f the time spent by each molecule or
atom within the chamber volume. It is defined by [2]
Vt  = -----— equation ( 2-37 )m j / ,
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Where m is the propellant mass flow, V,..is the average specific volume or volume unit mass 
o f propellant gases in the chamber, and V^.ds the chamber volume. The minimum stay time 
at which a good performance is attained defines the chamber volume that gives essentially 
complete combustion.
2-16-4 T hrust And T h ru st Coefficient;
The thrust o f a hybrid rocket is the reaction experienced by its structure due to the ejection o f 
high velocity matter, that is the combustion gases which are produced due to the burning o f 
the solid fuel by liquid or gaseous oxidizer. The thrust is expressed as 
^  = A . i P , - P )  equation ( 2-38 )
Where mp, is the total mass flow per unit time, V, is the exit exhaust velocity, is the exit 
cross-section area of the nozzle, is the exit pressure, and P^  is the atmospheric pressure.
The rocket exhaust nozzle is usually so designed that the exhaust pressure is equal to or 
slightly higher than the ambient pressure. When P=P , the thrust is maximum and this 
referred to as a nozzle with optimum expansion or adapted nozzle. The thrust coefficient is 
defined as
C f = p  ^  . equation ( 2-39 )
J r  cch A .ih
Where A,  ^ is the critical cross-section area o f the nozzle, P^ ^^  is the working pressure in the 
combustion chamber. The thrust coefficient has values which are from 0.8 to 1.9 [6].
2-12-5 Real Nozzle;
Conical nozzle shapes are simple and usually easy to fabricate. Optimum divergence cone 
half angles are chosen generally from 12” to 18°. In order to correct the non-axial components 
of the gas an ideal rocket with a conical nozzle exhaust. This factor is the ratio between the 
momentum o f the gases in a nozzle with a fine nozzle divergence angle 20;, and the ideal 
momentum of a nozzle with all gases flowing in an axial direction.
À = 0.5(1 + cos an) equation ( 2-40 )
Small nozzle divergence angle causes most o f the momentum to be axial and thus gives a 
high specific impulse. In this case the nozzle is longer, leading to a penalty in the rocket 
weight and design complexity. A large nozzle divergence angle gives short, light weight 
designs but the performance is low. There are an optimum nozzle shape and an optimum 
length depending on the specific application and flight path. The optimum configuration is 
also influenced by the heat transfer, rocket aerodynamic drag, internal nozzle wall friction, 
and possible flow separation penalties.
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2-12-6 Nozzle Exhaust Velocity:
The velocity o f gases at the exit section of the nozzle can be expressed under the form.
L±
1 - P  e
1 \ P  cch)
R -  equation( 2-41 )M
Where y is the specific heat ratio, R is the gas constant, T^ ,^, is the combustion gas temprature, 
Ru is the universal gas constant, and M is the molecular weight.
The values obtained with this relation and these actually obtained experimentally seldom 
differ by than 6%.
As seen from the expression the velocity increases with pressure ratio A moderate
pressure ratio, in the range o f 30-50 is generally chosen (if the system work in atmospheric 
conditions), except when the rocket is intended to operate at veiy high altitudes (vacuum 
conditions).
The velocity V„ increases with the square root o f the ratio of the combustion temperature and 
the molecular weight. The temperature limit is set practically between 2750 and 3500 *K. The 
molecular weight o f the reaction products must be as low as possible. Finally the exhaust 
velocity decreases slightly with increasing y .However, varying y has no practical use. The 
range o f y is 1.14 to 1.31.
2-16-7 Total Impulse:
Total impulse is defined as the integral o f thnist over the operating combustion time.
= ^Fdt equation( 2-42 )
0
The total impulse can be accurately determined in testing by in teg ra+ ^ j^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^y d e r the
thrust time curve. It can be expressed in terms o f the average thrust as
J^ = F  equation ( 2-43 )
Where F is the average thrust over the burning time t^ .
2-16-8 Specific Impulse:
The specific imp impulse is one o f the important performance parameters used in hybrid
rockets. It is defined as the thrust obtained per unit propellant weight flow rate.
FT = ----  equation ( 2-44 )mg
Where g is the gravitational acceleration.
With current hybrid rocket propellants, the specific impulse usually varies from 200 to 350 s
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[49]. The experimental specific impulse is often calculated from the total impulse as.
\F d t
  equation ( 2-45 )
0
However, since it is difficult to measure the propellant flow rate accuracy, the specific 
impulse can be calculated from the thrust, time and propellant weight as.
I  = -------------------------------------------------- equation ( 2-46 )
2-16-9 Com bustion Efficiency Calculation:
The combustion efficiency o f hybrid system can be calculated by comparing the average 
experimental and theoretical values of the characteristic velocity C*. The experimental C* o f 
the motor is defined as
C ‘ equation (2 -4 7 )m,o,
This is determined from an average post-chamber pressure the measured thi*oat area A,,„ 
and the experimentally determined total mass flow rate m^^^by:
mtot = iTiox + iUfi, equation ( 2-48 )
Where m„x.. oxidizer mass flow rate and m,^. fuel mass flow rare. The theoretical C* for the 
fuels and oxidiser used were calculated using a thermochemistiy code (10). The C* for 
equilibrium combustion is a function o f  equivalence ratio, pressure, and reactant 
composition, C*,j,ç„rttcai ~ f(mixture ratio O/F, chamber pressure chemical reaction), this 
allows the computation of a combustion efficiency factor.
y = equation ( 2-49 )
C ' theo
This factor has been used in injector design, propellant, and design evaluation.
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CHAPTER 3 
INTERNAL BALLISTIC COMBUSTION AND 
PERFORMANCE MODEL OF 
HYBRID ROCKET DESIGN
3-1 Introduction:
This chapter present the outlines o f a mathematical model for calculating the behaviour o f 
internal ballistic combustion and performance o f a hybrid rocket motor. Predicting hybrid 
internal ballistics and performance is dependent on an understanding of both combustion and
flow phenomena including:
1-a model for the combustion process;
2-a model for internal flow (boundary layer growth, regression rate, pressure 
loss,...etc.);
3-a description o f the combustor (fuel grain geometry, characteristic length, ...etc.);
4-a means o f predicting the ideal performance.
The internal ballistics o f hybrid combustion are more complex than those of solid and liquid 
combustion.
An understanding o f hybrid internal ballistics is dependent upon an understanding o f the 
interrelationships between the boundary layer characteristics and fuel grain geometry during 
firing time.
It is shown that the aspect o f boundary layer combustion effect on the performance 
parameters during firing time. Considering complete combustion happens in a thin flame 
zone within the turbulent boundary layer above fuel regression surface as shown in Fig. 2-3. 
The theoretical regression rate mathematical model, based on an idealised turbulent boundary 
layer combustion model (interaction between the convective and radiative models o f heat 
transfer and to general aspects o f fluid dynamics), was presented by Marxman and Gilbert
[9].
3-2 Hybrid Internal Ballistic Combustion:
Hybrid internal ballistics modelling has dealt primarily with the transport of heat by 
convection and radiation from a diffusion flame zone (located in a turbulent boundary layer) 
to the solid surface.
The hybrid regression rate based on idealised turbulent boundary layer combustion model.
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was presented in chapter 2, Fig. 2-3. The most complete regression rate analysis is that 
determined by Marxman, et [9]. The governing equations are [8];
' q / . , A /+ e / a
- 0.2
n  = 0.036
G  to ta l —  P e U e  —
Where
C • ^mg
Apo)
equation ( 3 - 1 )
equation ( 3-2 ) 
equation ( 3-3 ) 
equation ( 3-4 )
bulk density o f  volatile component o f fuel grain, 
r  regression rate o f  solid grain,
pj^  ^ density o f fuel grain,
k  mass fraction o f  non-volatile surface material,
convective heat transfer in the absence o f radiation, 
radiative heat transfer, 
hveff effective heat o f  gasification o f solid phase,
mg total gas flow rate,
Apo flow port area,
X distance longitudinal co-ordinate o f fuel grain port cylinder,
p. viscosity o f  combustion gases,
P empirical pressure exponent,
a  empirical radiation coefficient,
s emissivity o f the fuel grain surface,
P* dimension-less pressure,
Tr effective radiation temperature,
N radiation parameter in gas-phase emissivity.
The regression rate described in Equation 3-1, represents the coupling that occurs between 
convection and radiation heat transfer from a thin diffusion flame zone (located in the 
turbulent boundary layer) to the solid surface, given by equations 3-2 and 3-3. Equation 3-2 
depends upon the total local mass flux described by equation 3-4 i.e., upon the regression rate 
at all upstream points.
To this point the following major assumptions have been made [51]:
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1-flat plate turbulent boundary layer analysis is applicable;
2-regression rate o f grain is controlled by heat transfer from a diffusion flame;
3-flame zone is infinitely thin;
4-oxidizer enters port as a uniform gaseous stream;
5-no heat transfer into subsurface region o f solid grain;
6-Renolds analogy is applicable between the flame and the wall in the presence of 
blowing;
7-Lewis number equals Prandtl number equal 1 ;
8-pressure is constant;
9-no radiation heat transfer to the wall.
For hybrid systems which satisfy the above assumptions, equation 3-1 provides a working 
equation for internal ballistics calculations. All the all assumptions and combustion models 
have been discussed by references [9,8,51,29].
The total gas flow at any point o f fuel grain port stream mg composed o f the head-end 
oxidizer flow rate plus the gas evolved from the surface minus the oxidizer used in the 
combustion particles can be calculated as:
mg = mox +  (1 -  -  kiC i)iP ,r/uP dx  equation ( 3-5 )
0
Where:
fhox oxidizer mass flow rate,
k, mass fraction o f volatile surface material with forms particulate
combustion products;
P internal perimeter o f fuel grain.
This equation used, if  assumed a completely vaporising grain produces particulate 
combustion products [8]. account for the mass o f oxidizer consumed in producing the 
product particles.
The average total mass flux is computed by dividing the mass flow rate by the effective port 
area, which is the geometric area minus the area occupied by the boundary layer 
displacement thickness[51]. In general,
Apo = {^ '/^){D p o equation ( 3 - 6 )  
Where
2S  ^= 02lDpo x > xa
Where xa corresponds to the merge point o f the boundary layers and = boundary -layer 
displacement thickness.
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The functional form of the radiation parameter N in equation 3-3 depends upon combustion 
products contains particles [8,29]. In gas-phase systems:
N  = n Z  equation ( 3-7 )
Where Z is the optical path length and n is number density of particles in the flame zone, 
which defined as.
"  "  1 ^7 ~  J — \PvrjuPdx  equation ( 3-8 )^ 7 r \ ~ k  ihg 0
where:
X mass of particulate combustion products formed per unit mass o f
non-volatile surface material; 
p^ density at edge o f  boundary layer or on motor centre line,
Yp radius o f particulate combustion products for solid fuel grains that
contain particles.
The gas density at the edge o f the boundary-layer merge point, is related to the edge 
temperature through the equation o f  state:
equation ( 3 - 9 )
The edge temperature (TJ, can be adequately described to first order by [8]:
T e  = T e o  + ^ ---- —  ^  equation (3 -1 0 )
I X y /  1 D p o  D p o  JDcril
\  /  D p o )
Te = Tr y^Dpo ^  /  Dew, equation (3 -1 1 )
Where (X/D)^, is the length-to-diameter ratio, which for most system « 25.
The fuel grain surface temperature is normally estimated to be between 600 and 800 °K 
[51].The effective radiation temperature, is estimated equal to 2/3 of the stoichiometric 
temperature which can be calculated from Isp codes [49].
The local mixture ratio at the flame zone is known to be fuel rich, and estimates to be % 
stoichiometric mixture ratio [51], considers it to be independent of axial fuel grain length and 
the effective wall emissivity e  is estimated by Muzzy [8] as being 0.90.
3-3 Hybrid Combustion Boundary Layer Fundamentals:
The theoretical predicted boundaiy layer parameters for a flat-plate flow have been compared 
with measurements from a Plexiglas-Oxygen slab burner [9].
The regression rate equation is also applied to a cylindrical port and compared with results 
from a tube burner, good agreement is demonstrated in both cases.
In general, the regression rate o f a hybrid motor is controlled by the flame position in the
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boundary layer established on the fuel surface during firing time. As the boundary-layer 
geometry govern the combustion process, there is a complicated interaction between the 
regression rate and the changing geometry o f the port channel during burning.
3-3-1 T he Flam e H eight Equation:
An equation that relates the flame position in the boundary layer to local oxidizei-fuel ratio 
(O/F) and there by determines the value o f velocity ratio at the flame is given in terms of
the local oxidizer-to-fuel ratio, the chemical parameter j  o f the system and the
concentration o f oxidizer in the free stream [25] has been shown to be:
' o / V a / l  
F ly
U e K o x  +
The flame position described as[9]: 
— 14" 1+
Turbulent boundary layer thickness presented by [2]: 
And boundary layer edge velocity equal to:
tt lto la l
U e  =  --------------—Pg Apo
Where:
equation ( 3-12 )
equation ( 3-13 )
equation ( 3-14 )
equation ( 3-15 )
(j)j. velocity ratio;
Uf flame zone velocity;
Ue boundary layer edge velocity;
{ O I F )  oxidizer-to-fuel ratio;
A h  enthalpy difference between flame and fuel surface;
effective heat o f gasification o f fuel;
oxidizer concentration in the free stream (boundary -layer edge); 
flame height from fuel grain surface; 
boundary layer edge thickness; 
flame position;
h v e f f
F /
Ô
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Rg Reynolds number and,
P  mass transfer number.
It can be shown that a fraction o f the evaporated fuel (about 10 % less in typical hybrid 
system) is carried stream down under the flame and fails to enter to reaction zone (flame 
zone) and escapes as exhaust gases [25]. This fuel loss is the reason for the low combustion 
efficiency o f hybrid systems.
The characteristics o f flame position leads to a very complicated interaction o f the regression 
rate with the changing geometiy o f solid fuel grain. In general, to predict the behaviour from 
equations 3-1, 3-5, 3-6, 3-8, 3-12 and 3-13 it is necessary to determine all these parameters as 
function o f axial fuel grain length and firing time, i.e. the total mass flux G,otai at axial fuel 
position includes the oxidiser flow entering the system at the injector plus all fuel entering 
the port upstream of that point. Consequently, the local G total, the flame position and 
therefore local regression rate, depend on the value o f regression rate at all points upstream of 
fuel grain length. Furthermore, the local Gtotai is inversely proportional to the instantaneous 
local port cross section and also flame height is directly proportional to local fuel grain port 
cross section. Thus, as the port opening increases during burning, Gtotai and regression rate 
tend to decrease as flame high tends to increase.
3-3-2 G eneral A pproach:
As indicated above, the regression rate model must be coupled with grain geometry equations 
and performance parameters such as the ideal thrust coefficient Cf, characteristic exhaust 
velocity C% thrust force F, specific impulse I^ p, and the combustion and nozzle efficiencies. 
These parameters are evaluated in the same manner as for liquid or solid propulsion systems. 
Several grain configurations and propellant combinations have been analysed and evaluated 
in Appendices-A and B.
All o f the equations discussed above, when coupled with fuel grain geometry analysis and 
basic theoretical performance equations, will provide the basis o f a computer program which 
can be used for engineering design and analysis.
The use o f hybrid rocket motors for space satellite applications may necessitate studying 
firing time, on-off (restart) ignition, internal ballistics (combustion phenomena, boundary 
layer, combustion efficiency) behaviour and rocket motor and fuel grain configuration. All of 
these areas are important to achieve suitable hybrid rocket motor for space missions.
3-4 Theoretical H ybrid C om puter Techniques:
One o f the most difficult hybrid parameters to evaluate is the regression rate o f the solid fuel
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grain. This parameter must be known as a function o f grain length and firing duration to 
determine the accurate performance and combustion characteristics during firing time as 
discussed in the previous section.
Hybrid regression rate has been studied experimentally and theoretically, with varying 
degrees o f success. Experimentally, an average value o f weight o f fuel grain loss per total 
burning time can be found by direct weight or volume displacement measurements of the 
motor before and after a test.
The instantaneous hybrid regression rate value can be estimated as a function o f both fuel 
grain length and burning time by equation 3-1, derived by Marxman and Gilbert. They 
summarised many hybrid combustion phenomena like regression rate, combustion model, 
flame position and boundary layer theories [1,8,9,56].
The detailed description o f these equations explained in the previous section, and used in 
computer program to make performance demonstration o f hybrid rocket motor.
This section will only describe how to understand the main steps o f computer program 
procedures and how to use input, main and output files through a computer program block 
diagram and flow chart.
3-4-1 Prediction of Hybrid Fuel Regression Rate:
The computer program can be used to calculate the total mass flow rate through the fuel grain 
port as the cross section area increases with fuel grain length at a certain time interval due to 
the mass injected from the fuel grain surface. Thus, the regression rate increases with fuel 
length according to increasing total mass flow rate. The computer program simulates this 
increases by dividing the fuel grain length into finite increments and assuming the regression 
rate is constant over each fuel grain interval. The regression rate within the first increment is 
calculated assuming the total mass flow rate to be all oxidizer mass flow rate (input oxidiser). 
The regression rate adds a certain amount o f fuel mass flow into the next fuel grain 
increment, provides a larger total mass flow rate to calculate the regression rate over the 
second fuel grain increment.
This additive procedure is continued down the fuel grain length to calculate a regression rate 
for each fuel grain distance increment according to equation 3-1.
Since the regression rate is inversely proportional to fuel port cross section area which 
increases with time, the regression rate tends to decrease with time. To simulate this, the 
computer divides the burning duration into finite time increments. After regression rate 
values have been determined over each distance increment, they are each multiplied by the 
time interval to
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calculate the corresponding change in port radius at each position;
R p o { n e w )  = Roid{old) + rfu{x)At equation (3 -16)
Thus, new values o f the port area are determined and used to calculate new values of 
regression rate at this time.
Generally, once the regression rate is known, the program can calculate the values o f the fuel 
mass flow rate (m/„), total mass flow rate {miowi), mixture ratio (0/F), characteristic velocity 
(C*) and chamber pressure ( f^ ,) .
3-4-2 Prediction of Hybrid Combustion Chamber Pressure:
The chamber pressure varies during burning time, due to the variation o f the total mass flow 
rate which refereed to the variation o f the regression rate.
Once the regression rate is determined, the calculation o f fuel flow rate and mixture ratio are 
as follows.
ihfu{new) = m fu(old)+  J R p X x,t)d x  equation ( 3-17 )
x = 0
And mixture ratio (0/F) equal:
^  equation (3 -18 )
The characteristic exhaust velocity C* corresponding to this calculated O/F and the assumed 
pressure is found from theoretical input data file. Thus a new chamber pressure can be found 
from:
Pcch = ^  equation (3 -19 )
A ih
If  the new and the initially assumed value don’t agree (not approximately the same) 
within a specific tolerance, the assumed value is not coiTect and replaced by the new one, 
and the procedure is repeated through regression rate main Do4oop statement.
This iteration continues until the computer data converges on .and the regression rate 
calculated is satisfies tolerance less than 0.01.
Generally, the assumed and calculated values of F « a are compared. If  not within a specified 
tolerance less than 1.0, the assumed value is replaced by the calculated pressure and used to 
determine a new fuel mass flow rate, 0 /F , total mass flow rate and pressure. This iterative 
process is continued until the new and old calculated values o f  F cca are within accepted 
tolerance.
3-4-3 Prediction of Nozzle Throat Diameter:
The nozzle characteristics which have the major influence on the hybrid motor performance
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are the critical or throat nozzle diameter. During hybrid motor operation the nozzle 
dimensions may change after a certain delay time o f firing (tj^ i^ y) due to thermal expansion 
and nozzle erosion. In the present analysis the nozzle thioat diameter d„, versus time is 
expressed by the following relation:
d,h = dthiin itia l) + lE n^tb  ~ tdeiay) equation ( 3-20 )
where E„ is the radial erosion rate o f nozzle throat material, delay time o f erosion.
Fig. 3-1 Basic dimensions of hybrid rocket motor.
3-5 Hybrid Computer Program Procedure:
The prediction o f hybrid performance variation with time is performed as in the following 
procedure, it can be adopted for the parameters at any time after ignition period Fig. 3-2:
1-Read from input file data, they can be identified program options;
2-Read and write theoretical C* versus O/F data at each chamber pressure assumed;
3-Read additional propellant propeity parameters and wiite to output file;
4-Read geometry parameters and operating conditions o f motor and wiite to output file;
5-Set up general constants that are continually used in the computer program;
6-The initial port radius and distance increments are set up at each point along fuel grain 
length at initial time of burning according to this relation;
increment number (n^) = fuel grain length (L;^)/length of distance increment (Ax)
7-This is one o f the most important section o f the computer program procedure, at this point, 
the computer has all o f the data required to use equations 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3, to calculate 
regression rate. The regression rate is first calculated at the head end o f the fuel grain, based 
up on values of the entering mox and the initial CSA o f the fuel grain port. Then regression 
rate is assumed constant over a small distance increment, adding mass to the centre flow. The 
regression rate calculated for next finite increment is based upon theory discussed in section 
(3-4-2).
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8-Once the regression rate is known for each fuel grain distance increment, these values are 
assumed to arrive at the total fuel mass flow rate equation 3-17. This value when divided by 
mox gives the O/F ratio equation 3-18. The O/F ratio is compared with minimum and 
maximum 0/F_read in as input C* data. If  it is outside o f these domains, the computer 
program give output message and stop;
9-The nozzle throat erosion will start to calculate according to equation 3-20;
10-Determine the position of P^, within the input C* data;
11-Determine the slop (interpolation) of C* to O/F between each input data interval;
12-The correct C* value will be determined according to the O/F calculated in step 8;
13-Calculate the new theoretical from equation 3-19, and compare between the new 
calculated and old value o f p^ ,. If  within a tolerance less than 1.0, go to step 14, other wise it 
replaces the old with the new and determines a new regression rate, fuel mass flow rate and 
O/F in step 7 (iterates);
14-The computer has calculated values for fuel mass flow rate, O/F, total mass flow and
It now checks to see if  it has reached either the quit time o f the run or a printout time, if 
satisfied, it prints out the results, if  this point have been reached, it also calculates and writes 
out hybrid performance ( go to step 17), if  not satisfied then go to next step;
15-Incresing burning time by increment delta time and fuel grain radius port is enlarged as 
the following:
Time{new) =  Tim eiold) + A time increm ent equation (3-21 )
Rpo{new) =  Rpo{old) + equation ( 3-22 )
The program returns to step 7 to repeat regression rate, fuel mass flow rate, O/F calculations 
for this new time interval with new fuel grain dimensions;
16-If operating time is equal to quit time or fuel grain web thickness is finished, the computer 
will go to step 22;
17-calculate the area ratio (e) at each time interval using this relation,
s  -  ' equation ( 3-23 )
A i f , ( t )
18-Calculate the nozzle exit pressure as:
A,/, _  r  7^+
2 j
f  Pex^
1
r
r
y +1
r - \ ^ P c c /i
equation ( 3-24 )
As the area ratio o f nozzle, y and p ^  are known, the exit pressure can be determined;
19-After the has been calculated, the thrust coefficient Cf can be calculated using;
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C/ = 2 /r ~ l \ y  +  l 1 - ^ Pcch' +
Pex ~  Pa Aex
Pcell Atll
equation ( 3-25 )
The thrust is then determined from the product o f the Cf, the \  and the Pa/, .as;
F  = C f A,I, Peel, equation ( 3-26 )
Dividing this thrust value by the total mass flow rate to get the specific impulse as;
F
I s p  = - —  equation ( 3-27 )
Ifltolal
20-This step prints out the results at each print time and at each fuel grain length increment 
(n,.) step 6 as the follows:
-The port radius (RpJ equation 3-16,
-port geometrical CSA (ApJ equation 3-6,
-The regression rate {rju) equation 3-1,
-Total mass flux (Gto,ai) equation 3-4,
-Mixture ratio (O/F) equation 3-18,
-Velocity ratio ((f)f) equation 3-12,
-Flame position (rif) equation 3-13,
-Boundary layer thickness (6) equation 3-14;
-Boundary edge and flame stream velocity (u  ^and u^ equation 3-15.
All these parameters through the fuel grain port channel increments are written as a function 
o f distance down the fuel grain length for each firing time.
-The combustion chamber pressure (P«y,) equation 3-19,
-Oxidiser flow rate {jhox ) given data,
-Characteristic exhaust velocity (C*) equation 3-19,
-Thrust coefficient (Cf) equation 3-25,
-Nozzle critical CSA (A^,) equation 3-23,
-Total mass flow rate {rhtoiai) equation 3-5,
-Specific impulse (I^ p) equation 3-27,
-Thrust force (F) equation 3-26,
-Mixture ratio (O/F) equation 3-18,
-Fuel flow rate {m/u) equation 3-17,
-Total mass loss o f fuel grain (m fj.
All these parameters also printed out as a function o f burning time increment.
21-If the calculated time is still less than operating time and fuel grain web thickness still has
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values, go to step 7 for new time interval with new fuel grain configuration;
22-At the end o f the program, write out
-The maximum firing time that has been reached,
-Average values o f fuel mass flow rate ( );
-Regression rate calculated over the time o f  the run.
1:0 Tiicr. code
INPUT FILE
C*. O/F «t m different Pcch
PTODclliint P«rnoelcrs
Ceomtlry Parameters and. 
pperallne Conditions
M IAIN PROGRAM
Readlop Input File
Calculate at cacli increment of grain 
lenEth (X. R. r. Aoo. G. O/F. 6. vf. \i  Vft
Calculate at each increment of (irini* time 
IPcch. F. C*. O/F. rfu. mfu. ï:o>
Calculate average values of Uie previous. 
paranK!ters
Tct+Af
W=t-Aw
r<new)=r(old)
dih=dih+Addi
yes IfToTstop
ttW=Zero
No
OUTPUT FILE
Writing Innut Data
Writing Grain Length 
R(x), r(x), Apo(x), 
G<x), r(x), 0 /F (x), 
6(x), yftx). VetxI. Vffxl)
Firing Time 
tPcch(t), F(l), C*(t), 
0/F(f), r(t), lufu(t), 
Isp(t),Ct(t),Ath{t), 
nmftL mfuftl. 0 /t» ll
Average Values
Excel 1 Radial 
Analysis F un  (t)
Excel 2 Axial 
Analysis Fun (x)
Fig. 3-2 Soft ware program flow chart
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CHAPTER 4
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
OF A HYBRID ROCKET MOTOR
4-1 Introduction:
In order to check the validity o f the developed hybrid computer program, it is used to predict 
the variation o f chamber pressure, characteristic exhaust velocity, regression rate and fuel 
mass flow rate with firing time for a known hybrid rocket motor. The selected hybrid rocket 
motor, was Burton’s (USAF cadet) Hybrid motor. Available experimental data were 
compared to results obtained from theoretical computation. The comparison has shown good 
agreement, which proves the validity o f  the developed computer program and mathematical 
model to demonstrate hybrid rocket motor performance.
4-2 Theoretical Determination of Hybrid Rocket Parameters:
The basic configuration o f the Burton’s Hybrid Motor is shown in Fig. 4-1 [58]. The tubular 
solid fuel grain is made from PMMA material and used gaseous Oxygen as oxidiser. The 
propellant characteristics, the basic motor dimensions, the basic performance constants and
INJECTOR 1 ! - NOZZLEFUEL GRAIN
C h am b er
Pressure"* ■*“i
TH R U STGaseous 
Oxygen ““ 
(GOX, Oj) 7 7 7 7 / 7 / / / /  
PMMA, CcHgOn)/
Fig. 4-1 Burton’s motor, tested hybrid rocket motor
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other input variables necessary for the computations are given in T able 4-1 as the input file 
format. A typical main output parameters and performance is shown in Table 4-2. Also, a 
variables definition which print out o f the Excel files is shown in Tables 4-3 and 4-4, all 
input, output, excel, main program files and all definitions exist at Appendix-C.
Table 4-1 Input data file parameters.
Line 1; b inary  variables [Form a t 51101
ICST: binary variable, if  it equal zero, the main program does not read and
write Isp code data and any value greater than zero, the Isp data are 
read and printed out the first output file.
IFC; lO X ; ISUB: binary variable, when set equal to greater than one, these indicators tell
the computer the operating pressure and oxidiser mass flow does not 
constant, i.e. function o f time. 
lER R : binary variable, to calculate the nozzle erosion material, when set
equal zero, other else, cancelled this calculation.
Line 2: Therm ochem istrey code da ta  m a trix  [Form a t HQ, 6F10.3 + F20.3, 5F10.31 
NPCST number o f pressure values in data matrix.
PCST value o f pressures in data matrix.
Line 3: [Form at IIP , 6F10.3 + F20.3, 5F10.31
NCST number o f C-star values in data matrix.
CST value o f C-star in data matrix.
O FF value o f mixture ratio in data matrix.
Line 4; Propellan t Param eters da ta  [Form a t 4F10.41 
PERM E mass fraction constant.
T R  effective radiation temperature.
GAMMA specific heat ratio.
ZETA mass o f oxidiser consumed
Line 5; [Form at 3F10.41
B thermochemical mass transfer number.
HV heat o f gasification
LAMBDA combustion product constant.
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Line 6: Geom etry param eters and opera ting conditions [Form at 7F10.4]
LNG length o f fuel grain.
W  fuel grain web thickness.
D fuel grain outer diameter.
DT nozzle critical diameter
DELAY erosion delay time.
E R R  erosion rate.
AR nozzle area ratio.
Line 7: [Form a t 4F10.4]
M DOTOX oxidizer mass flow rate.
PS initial operating pressure.
PATM OS P' phase firing atmospheric pressure.
PATSUS 2"** phase firing atmospheric pressure.
Line 8: [Form a t 2F10.4, E10.5,3F10.41
R H O T
A
A LPHA
CSTEFF
CSTEFS
STIM E
solid fuel grain density, 
regression rate constant, 
empirical radiation coefficient.
P ‘ phase combustion efficiency.
2"'* phase combustion efficiency.
2"** phase start time.
Line 9; [Form a t 4F10.4 ,151 
PO T print out time.
QT tun off time (quite time).
D ELT delta (increment) time at each calculation.
DELX delta (increment) fuel grain length.
N1 print increment for fuel grain length data.
Line 10; mass flow ra te  options [Form at 15, F15.5, 2F10.51 
N O TIM E number o f times that mass is throttled (proposal).
CH G T time at which the motor is throttled (proposal).
NEW OX new oxidiser mass flow rate (proposal).
NSCTEF new combustion efficiency (proposal).
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Table 4-2 Main output data file parameters.
1 ' block da ta; theoretical da ta Isp code; [Form a t 3(1 IX,2F10.5)1 
2“* block da ta; p ropellan t param eters as the following;
• chemical propellant properties: [Format 7 (F I0.5,/)]
• solid fuel grain geometry: [Format 7 (F I0.3,/)]
• estimated parameter for motor: [Format 14 (F I0.5,/)]
3"** block da ta; param eters as a function of fuel grain  length;
• T  print out time: [Format F 10.5,/]
• XPRNT print out increment: [Format F 10.5,/]
• X(x) grain length [Format 8X F9.5]
• RAD(x) radius grain length [Format IX  F9.5]
• APGEOM (x)fuel grain port area [Format IX  F9.5]
• R(x) regression rate [Format 5X F9.5]
• G(x) total mass flux. [Format 8X F9.5]
• OFX(x) local mixture ratio [Format 8X F8.3]
• VEX(x) boundary layer edge velocity [Format 8X F9.3]
• FAYX(x) velocity ratio [Format I OX F8.6]
• EXAYX(x) flame position [Format 7X F8.6]
• VFX(x) flame zone velocity [Format 9X F8.5]
• YBLX(x) boundary layer thickness [Format 7X F8.7]
• YFLX(x) flame zone position [Format 5X F8.7]
• TEBLX(x) boundary layer edge temperature [Format 5X F9.3] 
4**' block da ta; param eters as a function of firing time;
• P(t) steady state operating pressure [Format F 10.5].
• OX(t) oxidiser mass flow rate [Format F 10.5].
• CSTAR(t)characteristic velocity [Format F 10.5].
• THCOE(t)thrust coefficient [Foimat F 10.5,/].
• AT(t) critical cross section area [Foimat F 10.5,/].
• W T(t) total mass flow rate [Format F10.5,/].
• ISP(t) specific impulse [Format F 10.5,/].
• TH(t) thrust [Format F 10.5,/].
• O F(t) mixture ratio [Foimat F 10.5,/].
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• SUM(t) total weight loss at this time [Format F 10.5,/].
• W F(t) fuel mass flow rate [Format F 10.5,/].
5“’ block da ta; average param eters as a function of total firing time;
• Q T maximum time of run [Format F 10.5,/].
• RMASS average fuel mass flow rate [Format F 10.5,/].
• RAVE average regression rate [Format F 10.5,/].
Table 4-3 First output Excel file parameters.
T print out time [Format F9.4,5X].
P(t) steady state operating pressure [Format F9.4,5X].
TH(t) thrust force [Format F9.4,5X].
CSTAR(t) characteristic velocity [Format F9.4,5X].
ISP(t) specific impulse [Format F9.4,5X].
OF(t) mixture ratio [Format F9.4,5X].
W F(t) fuel mass flow rate [Format F9.4,5X].
Table 4-4 Second output Excel file parameters.
T print out time: [Format F 10.5,/]
X(x) grain length [Format 8X F9.5]
RAD(x) radius grain length [Format IX  F9.5]
APGEOM (x) fuel grain port area [Format IX F9.5]
R(x) regression rate [Format 5X F9.5]
G(x) total mass flux. [Format 8X F9.5]
OFX(x) local mixture ratio [Format 8X F8.3]
VEX(x) boundary layer edge velocity [Format 8X F9.3]
FAYX(x) velocity ratio [Format lOX F8.6]
EXAYX(x) flame position [Foimat 7X F8.6]
VFX(x) flame zone velocity [Format 9X F8.5]
YBLX(x) boundary layer thickness [Format 7X F8.7]
YFLX(x) flame zone position [Format 5X F8.7]
TEBLX(x) boundary layer edge temperature [Format 5X F9.3]
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The following graphical representation o f  results obtained from computer program and 
mathematical model at minimum, average and maximum Travis’s oxidiser mass flow rate. 
These variables analysed as a function o f  firing duration, and sometimes with fuel grain 
length or both parameters.
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2 15
« 10
mox=12.5gm/s 
mox=10gm/s 
mox=7.5 gm/a
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
Firing Time (Sec)
Fig. 4-2 Shows the variation of calculated chamber pressure with firing time.
e .  25
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
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Fig. 4-3 Shows the variation of calculated thrust with firing time.
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Fig. 4-4 Shows the variation of calculated specific impulse with firing time.
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Fig. 4-5 Shows the variation of calculated average mixture ratio with firing time.
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Fig. 4-6 Shows the variation of calculated characteristic velocity with firing time.
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Fig. 4-7 Shows the variation of calculated fuel mass flow rate with firing time.
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Fig. 4-8 Shows the variation of calculated average regression rate firing time.
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Fig. 4-9(a) Shows the variation of calculated regression rate with fuel grain length during 25 Sec.
firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-9(b) Shows the variation of calculated regression rate with fuel grain length during 25 Sec.
firing time, three dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-10(a) Shows the variation of calculated fuel grain port radius with fuel grain length 
during 25 Sec. firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-10(b) Shows the variation of calculated fuel grain port radius with fuel grain length 
during 25 Sec. firing time, three dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-11(a) Shows the variation of calculated mixture ratio with fuel grain length during 25 Sec.
firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-11(b) Shows the variation of calculated mixture ratio with fuel grain length during 25 Sec,
firing time, three dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-12(a) Shows the variation of calculated boundary layer thickness with fuel grain length 
during 25 Sec. firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-12(b) Shows the variation of calculated boundary layer thickness with fuel grain length 
during 25 Sec. firing time, three dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-13(a) Shows the variation of calculated flame height though boundary layer with fuel grain 
length during 25 Sec. firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-13(b) Shows the variation of calculated flame height though boundary layer with fuel grain 
length during 25 Sec. firing time, three dimension graph.
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Fig, 4 -14(a) Shows the variation of calculated boundary edge velocity with fuel grain length during
25 Sec. firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-14(b) Shows the variation of calculated boundary edge velocity with fuel grain length during
25 Sec. firing time, three dimension graph.
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Fig. 4 -15(a) Shows the variation of calculated boundary layer flame position with fuel grain length
during 25 Sec. firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-15(b) Shows the variation of calculated boundary layer flame position with fuel grain length
during 25 Sec. firing time, three dimension graph.
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Fig. 4 -16(a) Shows the variation of calculated boundary layer velocity ratio with fuel grain length
during 25 Sec. firing time, two dimension graph.
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Fig. 4-16(b) Shows the variation o f calculated boundary layer velocity ratio with fuel grain length 
during 25 Sec. firing time, three dimension graph.
The general trend is described the regression rate decreases during firing time, by time, the 
fuel grain port area is continuously increasing as Fig. 4-10 which follow equation 3-16, 
which means reducing a flow stream velocity as Fig. 4-14 which follow equation 3-15, that 
tends to increasing the flame height as Fig. 4-13 which makes minimizing amount o f heat 
transfer to fuel grain surface, hence reducing the solid fuel evaporated to gases (section 2- 10, 
Fig. 2-6), then finally decreasing the regression rate as Fig. 4-9 and equation 2-10 and 3-1. 
This has the overall effect o f reducing fuel mass flow rate and total mass flow rate through 
the firing duration at constant oxidiser mass flow rate injection, as shown graphically in Fig.
4-7, this also results in an increasing mixture ratio (O/F) as Fig. 4-5.
The performance parameters, combustion chamber equation 2-39, thrust equation 2-38, 
specific impulse equation 2-46 and characteristic velocity equation 2-47, are also effected by 
the reducing total mass flow rate as shown in Fig. 4-2 to 4-6.
4-3 Evaluation O f PMM A And G 0 2  Propellant Parameters:
There are some fundamental parameters that be used to evaluated for each propellant 
combination. They were introduced in the input file data as propellant characteristics.
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4-3-1 PM M A  Effective H ea t O f G asifica tion:
One o f the solid fuel propellant parameters is the heat o f gasification o f the binder which 
represents the total amount o f heat necessary to convert the solid binder at room temperature 
(=25®C) to its vaporized state at the temperature o f regressing fuel surface. The schematic 
process for each component o f  the binder is [8].
Solid AH, Solid AHz liquid AH3 liquid AH4 gaseous AHs gaseous
fuel fuel fuel fuel fuel fuel
T=25C T=Tm T=Tm T=Tv T=Ts
material leaving surface 
T=Ts
The effective heat o f gasification for PM MA (Plexiglass), assuming the temperature is 600 
®K is calculated as follows [57]:
Process Heat
(Kcal/mol)
AH, 0.0
AH; PM MA (solid) at 25 °C to PM MA (liquid) at 25 °C 13.0
AH3 PMMA (liquid) at 25 ®C to PMMA (liquid) at 101 “C 3.3
AH4 PMMA (liquid) at 10 TC to PMMA (gaseous) at 101 “C 8.1
AHs PMMA (gaseous) at 10 TC to PMMA (gaseous) at 600 °C 11.2
AH, 0.0
35.6 K  Cal/mol 
352.12 Cal/gm 
or 630.5 B tu/Ib
This value close to value which described equal 310.0 Cal/g by M arxman [56] and the value 
which described equal to 350.0 Cal/gm by Wooldridge and M uzzy[8].
4-3-2 PM M A  and  G 0 2  S tochiom etric M ix tu re  Ratio:
The local mixture ratio at the flame zone is known to be fuel rich, estimates O/F to be % O/F 
stoichiometric and considers it to be independent o f axial position.[44]. The first step is to
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perform a stoichiometric mixture ratio calculation is assuming that all the PMMA particles 
completely bums by oxygen particles as the follows:
X (92 + Cs H% Ô 2 ^  y C  O 2 + z H i  O
Completing molecular balance for products and reactions gives:
Oxygen: 2X + 2 = Z + 2 y
Carbon: 5 = y
Hydrogen: 8 = 2 Z
Then: y = 5 , Z = 4 and X = 6
This leads to the balance reaction equation as:
6 Oi  +  C . m O i  => 5 C O 2 H i O
The stoichiometric mixture ratio = ----------- 6 x 2 x 1 6 ------------_  1,^2
5 x 1 2 +  8 x 1  +  16 X 2
4-3-3 The M ass T ran sfe r N um ber (P):
The mass transfer number which is a governing parameter in the convective heat transfer 
equation, can be evaluated according to this equation as [44,8]:
P  _  equation ( 4-1 )
U b  h y
This equation requires the calculations o f both the sensible enthalpy difference between the 
flame zone and the regression surface and the effective heat o f gasification, assuming the 
wall temperature is 600 K and the ambient temperature deep in the grain is 300 K, as the 
follows [8]:
à h ~ Q ^ - C p {Ts -  To) equation ( 4-2 )
&  = ^ V .A f t .(0 ) - E v , A A , ( 0 ) equation ( 4-3 )
ZlVrM r
Where:
Vr, Vp the mass fraction o f  reactants and products;
A /ir (0 ), A /îp (0 ) heat o f formation o f  the reactants and products;
Cp heat capacity at constant pressure o f  gases at the regressing surface
= 0.4 cal/g-K;
Mr molecular weight o f the reactants;
Tj regression surface temperature;
Tq fuel grain deep temperature;
Qr heat o f reaction per unit mass o f reactant.
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A mass transfer number for Plexiglas-gaseous oxygen hybrid system calculated as follows: 
The stoichiometric mixing ratio for this system is 1.92 and the balance reaction equation is,
6  O 2 +  C s H s O i  = >  5  C O 2 +  ^  H 2O
Then, using standard heats o f formation [57], the heat o f radiation per unit mass according to 
equation 4-3 is.
[(5x12 + 1x8 + 1 6 x 2 )+ (6 x 2 x 1 6 )]
This value close to value which described equal 1820 Cal/g [56]. Assuming the wall
temperature is 600 °K and the ambient temperature in grain is 300 K, and using 0.4 Cal/g-K
as the specific heat o f  the species at the wall, the enthalpy difference between the flame zone
and the regression surface according to equation 4-2 is.
A/i =  1771.5 -  0 .4(600 -  300) =  1651.5 Cal /  gm
This value close to value which described equal 1700 Cal/g [56]. Using equation 3-12, to 
calculates the velocity ratio at the flame, is given in terms o f  the O/F, the chemical parameter 
of system is calculated, and the concentration o f oxidiser in the free stream 
If assumed the flame zone reaction is stiochmetric, then at boundary layer edge = 1.0 and 
the corresponding temperature = 2600 K [56]. The velocity ratio at the flame is.
^   =  0.6183
Ut 1 +  (1.92 +  1)(5.4)
Substituting in equation 4-1, then the thermodynamic parameter is.
f i  =  — -— — — = 7.58 ^ 0.6183 352.12
In fact, p never deviates significantly from 10 [8]. According to this reference, the propellant 
under present consideration, p =9.3 for pure Plexiglas and 9.6 for 80 % Plexiglas 20% 
aluminium with oxygen as the oxidiser.
4-4 Comparison W ith Experimental Results:
Static firing testes on small scale hybrid rocket motor (Travis’s Motor) were performed in the 
test facility o f "Royal ordnance at Westcott” and supported by Malcolm Paul (Technical 
director) and Dr. Guy Richardson (Academic Supervisor). A sample o f the test data and 
output result is given in Fig. 4-17 and Table 4-5 [58].
In Fig. 4-18 the chamber pressure versus firing time obtained from the computer program are 
plotted and compared with the test computer program results. It can be seen that theoretical 
predictions are in good agreement with the results. In Fig. 4-19 and 4-20 the same
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comparison is made for the mixture ratio and fuel mass flow rate. It is clear that good 
agreement between theoretical and experimental results.
In T ab le 4-6 are presented the average parameters obtained from computation as compared to 
the average measured values. It can be seen that maximum error is less than about 5.4% for 
fuel mass flow rate, it is due to not accurate measured mass fuel change during firing period.
Test
No
L2 (160 mm length and 15mm diameter) 82 (80 mm length and 15mm diam eter)
Duration
(Sec)
fuel
mass
(gm)
oxidiser 
flow rate 
(gm/s)
Pressure
(bar)
Duration
(Sec)
fuel mass 
(gm)
oxidiser 
flow rate 
(gm/s)
Pressure
(bar)
1 2 9 10.04 13.125 2.25 5 9.327 12.22
2 2 8 10.8 15.2 2 7 11.587 14.59
3 2.5 10 11.3 16.4 2.5 6 10.87 13.939
4 2.5 10 11.544 15.5 2.25 7 11.865 15.312
5 3.25 11 10.327 15.625 2.25 6 10.84 14.166
6 3.25 9 10.998 16.66 2 7 13.379 15.729
7 3.5 13 10.818 17.5 2 6 13.89 16.75
8 3.5 14 10.259 17.5 2.25 8 13.5 17.272
9 3.75 15 9.88 17.29 2 6 13.714 15.405
10 3,75 13 9.784 17.708
11 4 17 9.5007 17.916
12 4 17 8.998 18.125
13 4.25 14 7.13 14.8
14 4.25 15 7.365 15.2
Table 4-5 Travis’s static firing results [58].
A verage Param eter Program output Measured value Error %
Pressure (bar) 16.5107 16.3249 1.125
Fuel flow rate (gm/s) 3.7 3.5 5.4
M ixture ratio ( - ) 2.69815 2.6453 1.95
Table 4-6 Comparison of computed and measured values.
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Fig. 4-17 Shows the variation of measured parameters (pressure and oxidiser mass flow) during
firing time.
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Fig. 4-18 Measured and calculated chamber pressure for Travis’s motor during 25 sec. Firing.
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Fig. 4-19 Measured and calculated fuel mass flow rate for Travis’s motor during 25 sec. Firing.
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Fig. 4-20 Measured and calculated mixture ratio for Travis’s motor during 25 sec. firing.
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It can be seen from Fig. 4-18 to 4-20 that the computer program predicts similar values to 
those obtained experimentally. However, the predicted typical particularly in Fig. 4-18, 
disagrees with the experimented data. There are two noted reasons for this disagreement.
1 - the experimental data are not obtained using a constant oxidizer mass flow rate,
2- the experimental data presented is from a series o f short firing and the analysis 
assumes a continuous burn.
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CHAPTER 5 
HYBRID PROPELLANT SELECTION AND 
CHARACTERISATION
5-1 In troduction:
The internal ballistics o f hybrid engines differ markedly from those in liquid and solid 
systems. To predict internal ballistic behaviour, the regression rate o f hybrid engines is 
sensitive to the instantaneous fuel grain port geometry during firing operation. This chapter 
analyses different grain geometries used witli hybrid engines, multi-cylindrical, double D 
active channel, fore port active channel, wagon wheel triangle and special geometry active 
channel to calculate the perimeter, port aiea, fuel grain cross section area, volumetric 
coefficient and sliver. Sliver can be defined as unburned propellant remaining the time o f 
web burnout, the practical value for solid rocket motor is less than 1% but in hybrid motor is 
more than 5% o f total mass according the grain configuration parameters. The program is 
able to evaluate the burning perimeter, port area, fiiel cross section area, volumetric grain 
efficiency, and sliver fraction for each configuration during time o f firing. All theoretical 
formulation and subroutine computer program discussed in A ppendix B.
The proper solid fuel grain design must give the required port area and mixture ratio program 
which essentially for hybrid engine design. The design must have a high propellant mass 
fraction and small final losses. In majority o f cases the grain length is required to be short as 
possible and mixture ratio shaft is minimum during the whole time o f function. This 
requirement o f course is not valid generally. Consequently, these exist many geometrical 
shapes o f fuel grain charges, the typical shapes are shown in Fig. 5-1. The program study is 
capable o f dealing with all grain configuration if  defined by the following three independent 
geometric parameters: grain outer radius, number o f  area port, and web thickness.
The volumetric fuel grain efficiency is the volume o f solid fuel grain divided by total volume 
occupied by solid fuel grain must be greater than 50%, it is function o f number o f ports, and 
web thickness.
5-2 Fundam entals O f G rain  Design:
The hybrid rocket system is more sensitive to fuel grain port channel, and insensitive to 
cracks because the hybrid combustion process is driven by convective and radiative heat
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transfer from the flame zone over the grain surface. In the case o f  a crack, the flow rate o f the 
gases over the crack is very slow so the resulting combustion occurs at a slower rate than an 
the fuel grain surface. This cracks slowly are eroded a way with time, reducing the potential 
5-2-1 T ube G eom etry:
For a tube grain in which has an external rod diameter D,,,, number o f port channel N  and an 
web thickness W, the proved equation in A ppendix-B  Fig. B-2.
5-2-2 Pie G eom etry:
A schematic o f the pie geometry used to describe special wagon wheel type grain* Initially, 
the pie grain geometry is described in A ppendix-B  Fig. B-3.
5-2-3 T rian g u la r  P o rt G eom etry:
When a large number o f  ports is used in the design grain, they can be simplified form a pie 
geometry to triangular port. This reduces the cost o f  constructing the casting mandrels. The 
comers o f the ports are usually rounded because o f stress considerations, this also has been 
incorporated into the geometry. The triangular port is described in A ppendix-B  Fig. B-4. 
o f a bum through to the motor case.
Cylindrical Douba-D
4*Port Wagon Wheel Wagon Wheel
y
7-Cylinder Cluster.
Double Flow
Fig. 5-1 Typical geometrical shapes of fuel grain charges [2].
To predict ballistic behaviour, the regression rate equations must be coupled through a 
machine analysis to equations that describe the instantaneous port geometry o f the fuel grain. 
The present analysis program employ three fundamental different geometries: rod or tube, an 
pie-shaped ports, and an triangular ports Fig. 5-2, to calculates fuel grain geometry 
parameters (perimeter, port area and fuel grain cross section area) and grain efficiency
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(volumetric coefficient and silver amount).
'a t e
M sLiVaÆ- 
EZ» p u e t  p r ê p e h n t  
d  P ort /luti
Fig. 5-2 Typical fundamental geometrical shapes.
5-2-4 Effect The Port Configuration:
Since the regression surface S, and the cross section area Ap„ are both dependent on the active 
channel radius. The fuel mass flo’w rate will generally change as ablation proceeds [2], and 
both the mixture ratio and the combustion chamber pressure will therefore vary. It follows 
from equation o f steady state operation as.
P cch  A th ikox +  rhfi!
s p j .rrioxApoJ
equation ( 5 - 1 )
equation ( 5-2 )
At fixed oxidiser mass flow rate, change in the combustion chamber pressure is caused by the 
term S  , and all other effects must therefore be understood as a consequence o f this 
discussion.
Given a hollow cylinder o f length Lf„, the geometric parameters are. Apo = S=27irpoLf„ 
And the term SA~^o^ will there fore be given by S  Apo -  constant r  Follows this
equation in the case of a cylindrical port grain, if  we need not any change o f the operating 
point when the mass flow exponent n is equal to 0.5.
Generally, the operating pressure will rise when n is greater than 0.5, and will decrease 
when it is smaller.
5-3 General Aspects O f Solid Fuel Grain Design:
The fuel charge must be designed in accordance with the particular demands o f the required 
mission. The design includes the dimensions o f  the solid fuel grain (geometry and length), 
and the optimal initial mixture ratio.
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5-3-1 Length O f Propellant Grain;
Since in the case o f hybrid propulsion unit it is normal for the chamber pressure and therefore 
also the thrust to under go variations during the combustion period, the dimensions o f the 
solid fuel grain can be determined only in relation to a particular point o f time in operating 
design.
Using the thrust initial F^, and specific impulse I^ p, one obtains the initial oxidiser mass flow 
rate as
ikox  --------------  T equation ( 5-3 )
^sp{o) + %
The initial geometry can be written from equation 5-2 as:
Si A'jPoiO = — [ikoxf~'' = Ko equation ( 5-4 )
The right hand side of equation can be assumed as constant k<, for any design mission. Then 
burning surface Sj is proportional to the length o f  the propellant grain. This means that the 
length o f  the fuel grain increases as the thrust raised to the power (1-n). An increase in the 
circumference will lead only to a very slight increase o f the thrust, because an enlargement o f 
the circumference is inevitably associated with a reduction o f the mass flow through port.
For a cylindrical fuel grain with number N  bored channels and using constant o f equation 
described K^, the length o f  the fuel block is obtained as.
V  = equation ( 5 - 5 )Eo.1—-po
This equation can be summarised as:
Lsp = J equation ( 5-6 )
Given a constant initial mass rate, the length is therefore directly proportional to the square 
root o f the thrust and inversely proportional to the square root o f the number o f borings. 
Generally; the challenge to the hybrid rocket designer is to select a fuel grain design so that 
the average o f 0 /F  ratio is near optimum value.
5-3-2 Fuel And Oxidiser Selection:
The designer o f hybrid propellant rocket motor must first select a propellant type from a large 
a variety o f operational propellants. These presently available offer a wide range of 
storability, specific impulses, densities, burning rate, mechanical and safety or hazard 
properties and environmental capabilities.
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Hybrid propulsion systems offers the designer greater flexibility in fuel and oxidiser selection 
when compared with liquid or solid propellant systems, virtually any material that bums can 
be used as the fuel and any highly oxidising material can be used as oxidiser [55]. The most 
common solid fuels are a plastic materials (Polyethylene, and Polymethylacrelate) and 
hydrocarbon materials like P-toluidine.
A number o f additive to improve chemical properties and internal ballistic parameters like 
AL, Mg, Beryllium and Copper, and oxidiser can be one o f variety o f gas or liquid like liquid 
Nitric acid (H N03), liquid Hydrogen peroxide (H 202), liquid or gaseous oxygen (02), liquid 
Nitrogen tetroxide (N 204), liquid or gaseous Fluorine (F2) and gaseous Nitrous oxide 
(N 20). A ppendix-B  contains different types o f  propellant, chemical and internal ballistics 
parameters for different combination between oxidiser and fuel.
5-4 Lee Cowie’s H ybrid  M o to r Fuel G rain  A nalysis:
At this point in Lee Cowie’s fuel grain design, we want to analyse on the number and 
configuration o f ports in the combustion chamber.
Lee’s hybrid motor (10 N thrust),which used a single hole ( 6mm diameter & 100 to 150 mm 
length ) through a cylindrical fuel grain is simple, cheep and quick to machine, relatively 
simple to analyse and remains the most effective solution for small hybrid motor [55].
5-4-1 M ult-Port Analysis A nd Discussion:
I f  we used the same fuel grain external and port diameter to design different mult-port 
configuration as shown in Fig. 5-3, the analyses output files program for fuel grain 
parameters (perimeter, port area, fuel grain cross section area) increasing with mult-port fuel 
grain numbers but decreasing the fuel grain web thickness which decreasing the firing 
duration Figs. 5-4 to 5-6.
Bomtn
Fig. 5-3 Multi-port fuel grain shapes.
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Fig. 5-4 Variation of perimeter values for different multi-port fuel grain.
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Fig. 5-5 Variation of fuel grain CSA values for different multi-port fuel grain.
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Fig. 5-6 Variation of fuel grain port area values for different multi-port fuel grain.
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The multi-port fuel grain performance (volumetric coefficient and silver value), increasing 
fuel grain port number increasing sliver amount and decreasing volumetric coefficient as 
Figs. 5-7 and  5-8 describe.
w
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Fig. 5-7 Variation of sliver values for different multi-port fuel grain.
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Fig. 5-8 Variation of volumetric coefficient values for multi-port fuel grain.
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Generally; the design fuel grain configuration used with small hybrid motor (less than 15 N 
thrust) is a single cylindrical port with L/D ratios will be from 15 to 25. The maximum 
performance deviation during 20 sec. duration describe as the following T able 5-1.
Parameter Max. deviation value
average value initial value
Regression rate (mm/s) 2% 0.7%
Thrust (N) 0 .6% 0.5%
Characteristic velocity (m/s) 1.1% 0.1%
Specific impulse (Sec.) 0.4% 0.3%
Mixture ratio (0 /F ) 0.6% 1.1%
Fuel mass flow rate (gm/s) 0 .8% 0.5%
Table 5-1 Small hybrid motor parameters deviation during 20 sec.
When multi-ports are required to get high value o f thrust for large motors, the single and 
multi-port circular cross section is not efficient because a uniform web cannot be constructed 
between adjacent ports. W hen motors become large, the single cylindrical grain loses 
efficiency, largely because the web thickness (which typically does not vary much with size) 
becomes a smaller fraction o f the diameter. This situation requires a longer motor, creating 
control problems in flight. Humble [2] describes the single cylinder is more volumetiically 
efficient for fuel masses under 700 Kg, but the port L/D becomes quite volumetric efficiency 
in the modest range o f 50% to 58%, but it has the great advantage o f being compact, with a 
small L/D in the range o f 12 to 16.
5-4-2 Single P o rt A nd Double-D P o rt A nalysis A nd Discussion:
Fig. 5-9 shows typical Lee’s hybrid motor grain configurations. Note that for double-D and 
cylindrical port had the same initial port area.
Fig. 5-9 Single and double-D port fuel grain shape.
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Double-D grain also considered simple shape after cylindrical port, but it is still had low 
sliver value when compared with single port which does not have any sliver Fig. 5-10, the 
volumetric coefficient for double -D higher than single port at the same web thickness as 
shown in Fig. 5-11.
Generally: If  we want long firing duration with low performance configuration parameters 
(perimeter, port area, fuel grain cross section area), we can select single port cylindrical 
shape, but if  we need satisfy the simplicity configuration and high value parameters we can 
select double-D shape as shown in Figs. 5-12 to 5-14.
0.25
0.9
0.20.8
Volumetric Coeff.■S 0.7I 0.6
8.g ■§ 0.4
I  0.3 
 ^ 0.2
0.15 %
Sliver
0.05
0.1
121086420
Burning web (mm)
Fig. 5-10 Variation of sliver and volumetric coefficient values for double-D shape.
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0
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Burning w eb (mm)
Fig. 5-11 Variation o f  volum etric coeffic ien t va lu es for sin g le  and double-D  shapes.
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12 Variation o f fuel grain port perimeter values for different shapes of grain.
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Fig. 5-13 Variation of fuel grain port CSA values for different shapes of grain.
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Fig. 5-14 Variation of fuel grain port area values for different shapes of grain.
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The multi-port fuel grain performance, increasing fuel grain port number increasing sliver 
amount and also with fuel grain port diameter, volumetric coefficient decreases with 
increasing fuel grain port number and also increasing port diameter as Figs. 5-7 and 5-8 
describe.
5-5 Discussion A nd Conclusion:
Criteria For the Selection o f  Grain Configuration. For the selection o f grain configuration, the
main factors which are to be taken into account are :
1. Initial port configuration;
2. Grain length-to-diameter ratio;
3. Mixture ratio optimised.
4. Volumetric loading fraction;
5. Manufacturing practicality,
6. Fabrication cost;
7. Volume available for the fuel grain;
8. Web thickens satisfy the operating time, and maximum volumetric efficiency. 
Criteria for the selection o f propellant type:
Generally, The designer selects a propellant types that is likely to give the required 
performance, internal ballistics flame temperature, cost and mechanical properties as well as 
the necessary storage stability, the best hazard properties and any specialized property (e.g.; 
toxicity and smokeless).
Criteria for selection high combustion efficiency o f  any hybrid propellant depend on:
1. Residence time o f  combustion gases within the combustion chamber;
2. The combustion chamber pressure;
3. Boundary layer distribution over burning surface;
4. Equilibrium flame temperature o f  the chamber products;
5. The characteristics o f metal additives;
6. Combustion flow pattern and post combustion chamber configuration.
Lee’s hybrid motor analyses and discussion through the following Figs. 5-15 to 5-22.
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Fig. 5-15 variation of average regression rate with L/Dpo during 20 Sec. Duration.
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Fig. 5-16 variation of average regression rate with total mass flux during 20 Sec. Duration.
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Fig. 5-17 variation of average regression rate with firing time during 20 Sec.
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Fig. 5-18 variation of chamber pressure with port diameter during 20 Sec. Duration.
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Fig. 5-20 variation of thrust with port diameter during 20 Sec. Duration.
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Fig. 5-21 variation of characteristic velocity with port diameter during 20 Sec. Duration.
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Fig. 5-22 variation of specific impulse with port diameter during 20 Sec. Duration.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND 
FUTURE WORK
A computational computer program code based on a simplified theoretical model has been 
developed to predict the hybrid performance (thrust, characteristic velocity, specific impulse), 
hybrid motor parameters (chamber pressure, fuel mass flow rate, regression rate, mixture 
ratio, fuel grain dimensions) and boundary layer internal ballistics combustion (flame height, 
boundary layer thickness, boundary layer edge velocity, flame velocity, velocity ratio, flame 
position) with firing duration and also along fuel grain length.
The validity o f the computer program code has been tested by comparing with experimental 
data and has shown good agreement.
The computer code is very useful to estimate operating parameters and maximum deviation 
during firing period and also variation o f parameters along fuel grain combustion chamber. 
Moreover, the computer program code is used to evaluate quantitatively the effect o f changes 
in various design parameters. The increase in flame height during operation tends to 
diminish the initial regression rate during firing duration, while an decrease in the fuel mass 
flow generate leads to remarkable increase in the mixture ratio, it has a considerable 
influence on the specific impulse , thrust, combustion pressure and characteristic velocity 
during firing time.
The computer program is developed to calculate at the final o f  firing time the average 
regression rate and average mass fuel flow rate.
The flexibility o f the computer program makes to combine with the thermochemical analysis 
code (Isp code) to makes complete analysis for propellant and motor. It can be considered as 
a powerful tool for the analysis and optimisation o f hybrid rocket motor.
A comprehensive analysis o f the fuel grain geometry (multi cylinder, double D active 
channel, fore port active channel, wagon wheel triangle and special geometry channel), which 
has a wide range o f application in the hybrid rocket motors is presented as theoretical 
calculation to predict the burning perimeter, fuel grain and port cross section area, filing 
coefficient and sliver amount.
The choice o f optimum configuration for minimum sliver fraction, maximum loading density 
and required level o f fuel port dimensions (length, diameter).
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A comprehensive investigation about regression rate for Plexiglas and Polyethylene as fuels 
with gaseous oxygen in hybrid rocket motors. The experiments take place in the combustion 
pressure region between 0.3 Mpa and 2.5 Mpa for short (about 5 Sec.) and long firing 
duration (about 25 Sec.) with long (over 300mm) and short (less than 300 mm) fuel grain 
length.
The following conclusions are reached:
• The regression rate o f Plexiglas and Polyethylene is effected by the mass flux,
the geometry o f the fuel grain, firing duration, the chamber pressure level and the 
composition o f the oxidiser;
• Two types o f empirical relations have been found to be useful; the first being:
V fu ~~ Clp Cjnolat Pceh
and the second:
r  f jr  fu Clp Giolal Pcch
The range o f the values o f the regression rate lies between 0.18 mm/s and 0.99 
mm/s.
• The total mass flow rate thiough the fuel grain port area increases with fuel grain 
length Thus, the regression rate increases with fuel length according to increasing 
total mass flow rate, but that compensated by decreasing amount o f heat transfer 
to regression surface at the o f grain due to the flame height higher than the first 
part o f grain, the general form can be simplified as:
f " f u~ ^  CnolalL% *
• The effect o f combustion pressure on the regression rate appears to be stronger at 
low pressure for Polyethylene, no pressure effect was noticeable above 1 Mpa 
while for Plexiglas this tends to disappear at 2 Mpa.
In general, the regression rate o f a hybrid motor is controlled by the flame position in the
boundary layer established on the fuel surface during firing time. As the boundary4ayer
geometry govern the combustion process, there is a complicated interaction between the
regression rate and the changing geometry o f the port channel during burning.
As the small (L/D) value the total mass flow rate m,o,ai approximately closed to oxidiser mass
flow rate thox, then in this case the regression rate rfu strong dependent on oxidiser mass
flow rate jhox •
=> small oc (Gox)°*
On the other hand, if (L/D) is large, then total mass flow rate mwiai larger than oxidiser mass 
flow rate mox > that tends to the regression rate strong dependent on total mass flow rate mwiai
=> Large => r/« a  (Gox)*^ ^
As a future work, it is recommended to extend the present work to cover throttling
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phenomena, it is means construct subroutine file for various oxidiser mass flow rate data 
parameters. The code can be extended to include all hybrid fuel grain configurations, by built 
separate subroutines for the investigation shape parameters.
It is possible to adapt the present code to be dealing directly with thermochemical 
calculations, structure analysis, aerodynamics and other area o f investigation to provides 
complete a tool for optimum hybrid rocket motor design.
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APPENDIX-A 
PROPELLANT CHARACTERISTICS AND 
COLLECTED EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Thermochemical calculations were carried out for all o f PMMA, PE and HTPB as a solid fuel 
with each one o f  oxygen, Fluorine + Oxygen, Oxygen + Nitrogen, and N 2 0  as oxidiser, 
propellant combination studies theoretically at combustion chamber pressure equal 100.0 
through 500 psia, exit pressure satisfy adapted condition at sea level =1 bar, vacuum 
condition equal zero bar and area ratio equal 4.0 as application at sea level and as application 
in upper-space
Thermochemical data for several propellant combinations, shows performances versus ratios 
o f mixture rates 0 /F  for various propellant combinations at a specific design conditions.
The data, as a function o f 0 /F  includes characteristic velocity C*, specific impulse at see 
level (Isp), specific impulse at vacuum Igp(vac), and flame temperature T^. The results are 
obtained by using the Isp computer code [49].
Oxidiser Fuel 0/F(opt.) c* (m/s) I,o(s) Tc(K)
Liquid Oxygen PMMA 1.5 1749.101 254.837 3574.312
02 PE 2.5 1780.072 259.694 3474.351
HTPB 2.0 1785.713 261.117 3465.217
Liquid Oxygen + PMMA 1.5 1940.006 283.638 2713.786
Flourine PE 3.0 1974.546 288.817 2677.383
02+F2 HTPB 2.5 1977.097 289.578 2507.029
Liquid Oxygen + PMMA 2.5 1564.157 228.736 1849.965
Nitrogen PE 5.5 1519.029 222.093 1839.094
02 + N2 HTPB 5.0 1522.189 222.682 1897.688
Nitrous Oxide PMMA 3.5 1610.347 235.827 2063.685
N20 PE 7.0 1580.412 231.391 3182.271
HTPB 6.5 1582.537 231.807 2024.202
Table A-1 ; Theoretical performance using Igp computer code, for the condition of a 20 bar 
combustion pressure, exit pressure =1 bar and 4:1 expansion ratio.
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Fuel Oxidiser Optimum O/F Isp(sec)
HTPB L02 2.4 359
N204 3.8 332
IRFNA 4.6 317
HN03 4.6 317
85% H202 7.5 312
N20 8.0 319
LF2 2.0 373
FLOX 2.4 386
LNF3 2.5 334
PMMA L02 1.8 341
N204 2.5 321
IRFNA 3.0 308
HN03 3.0 308
85% H202 4.5 304
N20 5.0 312
LF2 1.5 370
FLOX 2.0 379
Table A-2 Hybrid performance for the conditions of a 20 bar chamber pressure
and 60:1 expansion ratio.
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK COLLECTED
Rodney A. Bryant [59], at university o f  Maryland. A total o f 28 test runs, presented in the 
Table A-3. Three different test sequences, A, B and C., the test sequences consisted o f an 
initial five second bum on virgin PM M A fuel grains (Dpo(i)= 0.5 in, L ,^ =  12 in) with gaseous 
Oxygen, test 1 - 4, and a subsequent five-second bum  on the same fuel grain, test 5 - 8 ,  for a 
total bum time o f ten seconds. Test sequence D, consisting o f  four single ten-second firing, 
provided an extension o f the results from sequences A, B, C.
The results o f the experiment are summarised in T able A-4. Two o f the test runs, 6B and 7A, 
experienced fuel grain seal failures early in the run, and therefore produced no useful 
qualitative results.
Regression rate law resulted in the following expression:
rju = 0.0608 G i f  (in/sec), G ox (Ibm/in^-sec)
C ontrol Param eters M easu rem en ts
test rh^y b u rn  
# (Ibm /sec) d u ra tion
(sec)
fu e l
Test Sequence A,B,C
1 /5 0.02 5.0/5 .0 PM M A r /Pcl/Pc2/Tci,Tc2/thrust
2 /6 0.04 5 .0 /5 .0 P M M A r,Pci,Pc2/Tci,Tc2,thrust
3 /7 0.06 5 .0 /5 .0 P M M A f ,Pc1/Pc2/Tc1,Tc2, thrust
4 /8 0.08 5 .0 /5 .0 PM M A r/Pcl/Pc2/Tci,Tc2,thrust
Test Sequence D
1 0.02 10.0 PM M A r /Pcl/Pc2/Tci,Tc2,thrust
2 0.04 10.0 P M M A r /Pcl/Pc2/Tci,Tc2/thrust
3 0.06 10.0 P M M A f ,Pci,Pc2/Tci,Tc2/thrust
4 0.08 10.0 P M M A r .Pcl/Pc2/Tci,Tc2,thrust
Table A-3 Summary of experimental results
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T e s t#
F u el 
G rain # I* ox (Ibm /sec)
P c i
(psia)
Pc2
(psia)
M ax
T e l
(°F)
M ax
Tc2
(°F)
T h ru st
(Ibf)
f
( in /se c )
l A l A 0.0275 89 86 1267 1565 8 0.0177
IB IB 0.0288 84 81 1288 1062 9 0.0189
1C 1C 0.0277 89 86 1293 1094 8 0.0185
5 A lA 0.0298 72 71 1236 1501 7 0.0114
5B IB 0.0283 78 77 1487 1566 7 0.0116
5C 1C 0.0289 78 77 1293 1398 7 0.0113
ID ID 0.0278 85 82 1597 1486 8 0.0155
2 A 2A 0.0418 120 117 1583 1471 13 0.0234
2B 2B 0.0424 120 116 1541 1382 13 0.0228
2C 2C 0.0412 128 124 1553 1968 13 0.0247
6 A 2 A 0.0453 107 106 1465 1812 12 0.0147
6B 2B fa ilure - - - - - -
6C 2C 0.0430 114 112 1542 2255 12 0.0140
2D 2D 0.0411 118 115 1830 1737 13 0.0194
3 A 3A 0.0560 157 152 1602 1594 18 0.0288
3B 3B 0.0558 154 150 1689 1616 18 0.0271
3C 3C 0.0541 165 160 1692 2171 18 0.0300
7A 3A fa ilu re - - - - - -
7B 3B 0.0576 154 152 1555 2317 17 0.0172
7C 3C 0.0562 147 • 144 1621 1819 16 0.0165
3D 3D 0.0549 148 144 1957 2550 17 0.0230
4 A 4À 0.0716 194 190 1709 2544 23 0.0324
4B 4B 0.0689 183 177 1807 2152 22 0.0301
4C 4C 0.0666 195 190 1778 1396 22 0.0324
8A 4A 0.0722 161 159 1684 1994 19 0.0185
8B 4B 0.0696 183 181 1619 2668 20 0.0193
8C 4C 0.0682 172 170 1783 2737 20 0.0182
4D 4D 0.0671 160 156 2117 2550 20 0.0251
Table A-4 Hybrid rocket experimental test matrix.
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Y.M. Timnat [34], at Delft university o f  Technology, presents over 150 experiments. T ables 
A“5 to A-8 present a list o f the major series o f  testes, using PE and PMMA as fuel and pure 
oxygen, using two fuel grain lengths, 0.12 and 0.3 m. The chamber pressure in a range 
between 0.3 and 1.9 Mpa, most test runs lasted between 15.5 and 17.5 seconds, the initial 
diameter ranged between 18.8 to 40.8 mm, while the mass flux rates varied between 30 and 
141 kg/m ls.
The simple form o f regression low proposed as:
r f i t -  0.1  (mm/s)  (kg/m ls)
Test
number
Oxidiser 
mass flow 
(gm/s)
Fuel mass 
flow 
(gm/s)
Initial port 
diameter 
(mm)
Burning time 
(sec)
Combustion
pressure
(Mpa)
Regression
rate
(mm/s)
1 40.1 8.3 19.0 16.4 0.909 0.37
2 35.1 8.5 30.2 16.4 0.885 0.28
3 36.9 9.9 38.7 16.5 0.971 0.26
4 38.8 8.4 18.8 16.4 0.931 0.38
5 38.4 8.2 31.6 16.5 0.929 0.26
6 35.7 8.4 18.8 16.8 0.910 0.31
7 41.9 8.7 19.0 16.5 1.051 0.32
Table A-5 Experimental data For PE-Oxygen combustion with grain length 0.3 m.
Test
number
Oxidiser 
mass flow 
(gm/s)
Fuel mass 
flow 
(gm/s)
Initial port 
diameter 
(mm)
Burning
time
(sec)
Combustion
pressure
(Mpa)
Regression
rate
(mm/s)
1 51.2 3.7 19.0 17.3 1.351 0.399
2 47.3 3.4 32.0 17.4 1.322 0.261
3 48.2 4.1 40.8 17.4 1.269 0.254
4 44.9 3.5 19.0 17.3 1.276 0.391
5 48.5 3.4 31.8 17.4 1.292 0.267
6 40.5 4.4 40.4 17.3 1.264 0.279
Table A-6 Experimental data for PE-Oxygen combustion with grain length 0.12 m.
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Test
number
Oxidiser 
mass flow 
(gm/s)
Fuel mass 
flow 
(gm/s)
Initial port 
diameter 
(mm)
Burning time 
(sec)
Combustion
pressure
(Mpa)
Regress 
ion rate 
(mm/s)
1 58.3 17.4 18.8 5.2 0.45 0.699
2 59.6 17.8 19.0 5.1 0.46 0.710
3 56.5 17.7 18.9 4.8 0.46 0.712
4 58.0 17.9 18.9 5,0 0.46 0.715
5 55.3 15.6 26.3 5.1 0.42 0.485
6 48.7 15.3 30.5 5.1 0.41 0.421
7 48.7 16.1 31.3 5.0 0.41 0.433
8 52.6 16.6 34.8 5.1 0.44 0.404
9 49.9 16.6 35.7 5.1 0.42 0.395
Table A-7 Experimental data for PMMA - Oxygen combustion with short burning time.
Test
number
Oxidiser 
mass flow 
(gm/s)
Fuel
mass
flow
(gm/s)
Initial
port
diameter
(mm)
Burning
time
(sec)
Combustion
pressure
(Mpa)
Regression
rate
(mm/s)
1 68.5 13.3 19.9 15.8 0.340 0.443
2 55.8 11.0 19.0 20.8 0.370 0.371
3 51.8 lO.l 18.9 25.9 0.340 0.330
4 51.3 10.1 19.0 25.9 0.340 0.330
5 52.9 10.3 19.0 25.9 0.340 0.334
6 50.8 7.3 19.0 20.5 0.340 0.318
7 51.4 7.8 19.3 20.4 0.360 0.334
8 51.2 6.8 19.0 30.8 0.360 0.27
9 54.9 7.0 18.9 30.7 0.370 0.287
10 48.6 10,1 19.0 25.3 0.340 0.333
11 51.7 9.8 18.9 25.2 0.338 0.324
12 48.0 9.9 18.9 25.2 0.348 0.327
Table A-8 Experimental data for PMMA - Oxygen combustion with long burning time.
The regression law for Polyethylene and nitrogen tetroxide for preliminary design for a 3 KN 
hybrid propellant engine, is assumed by D.Jansen and Ph. Kletzkine [60], as the follows:
rju = 0.05 Glotat (mm/s)
W. Waidmann [33.] described the regression law as a function o f  chamber pressure during 
the experimental work with UPTII (76% Urotropin, 16% P-Toluidin, 3% Ferrocen, 5% 
Araldid) as fuel and RFNA (red fuming nitric acid) as oxidiser by that equation: 
r / ,  = 0 .022Æ  GV,ui (mm/s)
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R. Bunker, M. Letson and P. Peralta [61] developed ballistics program to study 18% 
aluminium + HTPB as a solid fuel with gaseous oxygen as oxidiser for hybrid system at 
university o f Alabama, Eleven testes conducts and several bum rate equations been 
developed which characterise and model the hybrid regression rate. Table A -10 provides the 
actual data from the characterisation tests used to develop bum rate equation:
Oxidiser Fuel Dpo
(mm)
Efu
(mm)
Otot
(gm/mm2.s)
Rfu
(mm/s)
L/d Ref. Comments
02  (g) PMMA 50.8
101.6
203.2
508
1016
2032
0.562453
0.281226
0.140613
1.9812
0.9652
0.508
10
10
10
[8] chamber 
pressure = 35 
bar
50.8
101.6
203.2
508
1016
2032
0.140613
0.070307
0.035153
0.762
0.381
0.1778
10
10
10
50.8
101.6
203.2
508
1016
1524
0.028123
0.014061
0.007031
0.2032
0.09652
0.04826
10
10
7.5
G02 HTPB 12.7 0.10546 0.8382 [47] chamber
25.4 0.05273 0.5334 pressure =3
38.1 0.035153 0.2794 to 13.79 bar
H202 PE 18.161 365.76 0.215138 0.33528 20.14 [48] chamber
19.2278 368.3 0.215841 0.3048 19.15 pressure =
22.1488 368.3 0.181391 0.2794 16.63 5 to 6.5 bar
22.3012 196.85 0.175063 0.26924 8.827
22.3266 266.7 0.15819 0.26162 11.95
25.4254 370,84 0.151862 0.21082 14.59
25.7302 370.84 0.151159 0.23114 14.41
31.8516 365.76 0.128661 0.1778 11.48
Table A-9 Summary of experimental results fuel grain study.
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Test Length
(cm)
Pressure
(bar)
Gox
(kfii/m mâ.s)
Time
(sec)
D.h
(mm)
Dpo(i)
(mm)
Dpo(f)
(mm)
Reg. Rate 
(mm/s)
1 355.6 25.51724 0.031638 9.5 7.1882 27.94 37.084 0.481263
2 355.6 22.75862 0.032341 9.5 7.1882 37.084 44.196 0.374316
3 355.6 28.27586 0.05273 9.5 7.2136 27.686 37.592 0.521368
4 355.6 28.27586 0.05273 9.5 7.2136 44.196 51.054 0.360947
5 355.6 34.48276 0.084368 9.5 6.9342 37.592 47.244 0.508
6 355.6 30.68966 0.075228 9.5 7.112 58.42 65.024 0.347579
7 457.2 31.03448 0.087883 9.5 7.112 58.42 63.5 0.267368
8 457.2 34.48276 0.087883 9.5 7.1882 60.96 66.04 0.267368
9 355.6 24.48276 0.054136 9.5 7.1882 47.244 53.086 0.307474
10 355.6 25.86207 0.056948 14.5 7.239 50.8 71.12 0.70069
11 355.6 29.65517 0.0689 24.5 7.239 59.69 61.214 0.031102
Table A -10 Hybrid rocket motor experimental work [61].
Several new bum rate equations were investigated in an attempt to obtain better predicted 
values o f  actual regression rate, the correlation o f the data resulted in the constants for each 
equation, there are listed in the Table A l l .
(1) r>  =  0 .015G “ W
(2) r > =  0.005
(in/s)
(in/s)
for tests 1 through 3 
for tests 4 through 11
(3) rjki — k G 'lx I ^ c c h i^ ^ ^
(4) r f i , - ^ k G l c P ^ c c h
(5) =
(6) rfi. = k G l ,P ^ c J ¥ ,^ ‘\ /  1^1
(7) r/u = k  Glx Plch ( % o O o )
Constant Equation 3 Equation 4 Equation 5 Equation 6 Equation 7
k 0.047 1.033 0.006 338.54 0.02
a 0.340 0.480 0.348 0.73 0.60
b -0.020 -0.470 0.355 -1.06 0.28
c -1.460 0.000 -1.310 -0.67 -1.90
d 0.00 0.000 -0.245 0.00 0.00
Table A-11 Regression rate equation constants
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APPENDIX: B 
FUEL GRAIN GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
In this item described formulas o f the geometric parameters, the burning perimeter, burning 
surface, port area, wet perimeter as function o f  burnt thickness for many shapes o f solid grain 
used with hybrid rocket motor. The configuration is defined by three parameters. This is very 
useful for predicting the initial and final shape o f  solid grain, volumetric fuel grain efficiency 
(volume o f solid fuel grain divided by total volume o f solid fuel grain bust be grater than 
50%, it is function o f number o f  ports, web thickness, and oxidiser mass flux), and also the 
amount o f sliver pait o f fuel grain.
Sliver can be defined as unbumed propellant remaining (lost fuel, that is, expelled through 
the nozzle) at the time o f web burnout. The practical value o f the sliver fraction for solid
motors is less than 2% ( Ms.c, M akled ), but in hybrid motor is larger than solid motors, can
be reach 4 to 5% o f  total mass o f solid fuel grain.
N om encla ture;
Ro outer radius o f solid fuel grain;
W web thickness in the solid fuel grain;
N  number o f  effective ports;
y variable depth o f  regression surface;
P burning perimeter;
A pi initial port area;
Ap  variable port area;
A fi initial burning surface;
A f  variable burning surface;
Aceh cross section area o f combustion chamber;
Volumetric solid grain efficiency;
^sliver Sliver solid grain amount.
The fuel grain configuration considered is defined by the following three independent 
geometric parameters: grain outside radius ,number o f area ports N, and web thickness W. 
The program study is capable o f considering five different configurations o f the hybrid fuel 
grains:
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1. Cylindrical shape port, as shown in Fig. B-1,
2. Double- D shape port as shown in Fig. B-1,
3. Fore port wagon wheel shape port as shown in Fig. B-1,
4. Wagon wheel triangle shape port as shown in Fig. B-1,
5. Wagon wheel special shape port as shown in Fig. B-1.
The values o f these parameters can be changed within large ranges, so that a very large 
number o f configurations can be drown. Based on the different geometric evaluations o f the 
shape during the web combustion. A analysing the geometric evaluations o f  grains, some 
web intervals were identified by depth o f  burning y, named sectors, in which, burning 
perimeters, port areas, and fuel wet p areas can be evaluated, during the web consumption, by 
means o f the some formulas.
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7-Cylinder Oluste Double-D
o o o o o o o
InEUtI ih ip e Silver
Silver part
P rsp o itl (liipc
4-Port.Wagon Whee
S )  #
lallial thape «» Silver part
^  Active channel 
Non ac tive channel
Wagon Wheel
Initial chape
f M '
silver part
Active channel
Fropocal ih ap e
Fig. B-1 Hybrid fuel grain configuration.
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Geometrical Parameters O f The Port Are Presented in Fig. B-1 
Multi-cvlindrical cluster shape:
f o r  0 ^ y < W
P(y)  -  2 N tc{R o - Ï V  + y)
Ap  O') =  Api + - W  + y f - { R , - w f ' j
Api = N > i{Ro-'rV f
O') = -4/Î -  -  (fi„ - Ï V  + } .y
A j, =
Acch = ^ R i
^cch ~  -^pi
■^ cch
Geometrical parameters of the port are presented in Fig. B-1 
Double-D shape;
h = {R„-w)
fo rO  :<y
P { y )  =  4(P1 + ? 2  + P3) 
P l  =  h
P2(y) = |: ) '
P3(y) =  | ( & - 2 r + j ' )
Ap{y )  = Api + 4hy + )!:y^ + r[\(R „ -2 fV  + y Y  - ( r „ - 2IV) 
Ap,  = A ji{ R „ -2 w Y
A f ( y )  =  A f i - %KW - y )  + 7 t(jV - y f  + M r o  -  f f ' Y  -  (Ro - 2 f f '  + y)
Ayi = 4hW + ^ ff' +^J(R„-ff'Y -{Ro-2W)
A c e h  =  ^ R I
Aceh ~ A pi%g =
^sl iver
A e e h
A e e h  ~ (4^; A  A  j i )  
A c e h  ~  A p i
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Geometrical parameters of the port are presented in Fig. B-1 
Four-port wagon wheel shape;
h  =  { { R c - f v f - f V ^ - I V t a n
4 .  _ r  W
f i  =  j { 2  +  s )
f o r  0 < y < W
P  = 8 (P1  + P 2  + P 3  + P 4 )  
Where
Pl(y) = ( l - e ) ^ ( i î , - r  + ;;)
P2 =  y^y 
P3 = h
P4(y) =  ^ y
A p ( y ) - A P i  +  ^ ^ - s ^ ^ { R o ~ ^ ^  +  y )  ~ { R o ~ ^ }  j+8Av + +
Api = ;c(l-ej {^R„-lvf ~rVh\
A/(y)  = /Î? -  (/fo ~ j + — y) + (^ + 4 )^(fT -  y) I
A/, = pr(l-siRl-(R„-lvy] + 8hfV + {^ +4jg)lV^
^cch =
^cch ~~ ^p i
^sliver
^cch
^ cch~ ( ^ p i +  ^ / i )  
■^ cch ~  ^ p i
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Geometrical parameters of the port are presented in Fig. B-1 
W agon wheel triangle shape;
h =  -  fry frtm\  ^  ^V2
7U \ R o ~ W J
 ^ n  n 
0 ^  y ^ W
P =  2N  (PI +  P2 +  P3 +  P4 )
PI -  h sin —N
P 2 ( y )  =  
P 3 =  h
y
P 4 ( y ) -  [ ^ - ^ y
n 1
{ y )  -  A p i  + 2//[ y h  s i n — - \ r h y - \ - — T t yN
A pi = sin ^  cos Y
A f { y ) -  Af i - I N
A f i ~ 2 N h W  s m
h { W  -  y )  sin[ —  J + h { w  “  3^ ) + ^
Aceh ^ R I
Aceh ~ Api
% g -
^ sliver
Aceh
Aceh -  ( A p i +  Ayi)
Aceh ~  A P'
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Geometrical parameters o f  the port are presented in Fig. B-1 
Wagon wheel special shape;
h  =  - W ^  - W t a n
f o r  0 < y  < W  
W
n  K  
2 n
n  . _i 
e  =  —sm  
n R o - W _
„  7U n
POO = 2 «( P1  + P 2  + P 3  + P 4 )  
Where
P l ( y )  — (l -  £ ) ~ - { R o  + y )
n
P2(y) =  ^ y  
P3 =  h
P4(y) =  ( £ - £ ] y
A p (y) = Api + 2n | ^ ( l - - ^ ) - W  + y Y  - (Ro-  
Api  = 2n \ ^ { \ - e ) ~ [ { R o - W f  - W h ^
+ /iy + “ î - i * >
Af{y)  = A f i-2 n \—(}.-e')-^ R^- {Ro- W y) ‘ + h ( W  - y )  + 1
A f i  =  2 n \ - ( ) . - s ) ~  R l - { R o - ^ Y ^  +  h W  +  -12
A ceh  =  ^ R I  
A ceh  ~  A p iTlyg-
Acch
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Multi-port Fuel Grain Subroutine
C 1 SUBROUTINE (MODEFIBD)
C SUBROUTINE AREAS(MULTI-CYLINDRICAL CLUSTER SHAPE)
C FILE NAME FIG4.F0R
C FILENAME FIG4.XLS
INTEGER NP
REAL W,RO,ACCH,DELY,P 
REAL API,AP,AFI,AF 
C0MM0N/C0NST1/W,R0,NP,ACCH 
CHARACTER* 12 FNAME 
774 FORMAT(A)
776 FORMATCENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME EXTENSION.FOR....',$)
WRITE(*,776)
READ(*,774)FNAME
0PEN(6.FILE=FNAME,STATUS=’UNKN0WN')
1=0
100 WI=21.5
RO=25.0 
PI=3.14159 
WI=WI-I 
1= 1+1
DELY=0.0
Y=0.0
WRITE(6,6)RO,WI 
6 FORMATCOUTER FUEL GRAIN DIAMETER=',F9.4,' MM',/,
I'THE BURNING WEB= \F9.4,' MM')
WRITE(6,2)
2 FORMAT (3X,' DEPTH',5X,* PERAMETER',5X,'PORT AREA',5X,
1' FUELC.S.A')
NP=1 
50 Y=Y+DELY
RPO=(RO-WI*NP)/NP
ACCH=PI*R0**2.
P=NP*2*PI*(RP0+Y)
API=NP*PI*(RP0)**2.
AP=API+NP*PI*((RPO+Y)* *2-(RP0)* *2)
AFI=NP*PI*((RPO+WI)* *2-(RP0)* *2)
AF=AFI-(NP*PI*((RPO+WI)* *2-(RPO+Y)* *2))
VOLEFF=(ACCH-API)/ACCH
SLIV=(ACCH-(API+AFI))/(ACCH-API)
IF(Y.GT.WI) GOTO 10 
WRITE(6,1)Y,P,AP,AF 
1 FORMAT(4(5X,F9.4))
DELY=.l 
GO TO 50 
10 WRITE(6,4)VOLEFF,SLIV
4 FORMAT('VOLEMETRIC VALUE EFFICIENCY=’,F9.4, '%',/,
1 'SLIVER AMOUNT*' F9.4,' %',/,)
IF (WI.LE.5.0 ) GO TO 200 
GOTO 100 
200 WRITE(6,5)
5 FORMAT (5X,/,'*****THE END*****')
CLOSE(6)
STOP
 2 2 ______________________________________________________
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Double-D port Fuel Grain Subroutine
C SUBROUTINE AREAS(DOUBLE D-SHAPE)
C FILE NAME FIG5.FOR
C OUTPUT FILE FIG5.XLS
INTEGER NP
REAL W,RO,ACCH,DELY,H,EPSN,PETA,PI,P2.P3,P 
REAL API,AP,AFI,AF
COMMON/CONSTlAV,RO,NP,ACCH,DELT 
CHARACTER* 12 FNAME 
NP=4 
RO=25.0 
W=0.75 
Y=0.0 
DELY=0.0 
PI=3.14159 
774 FORMAT(A)
776 FORMATCENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME EXTENSION .FOR....',$)
WRITE(*,776)
READ(*,774)FNAME
0PEN(6,FILE=FNAME,STATUS-*UNKN0WN')
WRITE(6,2)
2 FORMAT (3X,‘ DEPTH',5X,‘ PERAMETER',5X,’ PORT AREA',5X,
1' FUEL C.S.A')
50 Y=Y+DELY
H=((RO-W)* *2-W* *2)* *(0.5)
EPSN=2./PI*ASIN(W/(RO-W))
PETA=PI/2.*(1+EPSN)
ACCH=PI*RO**2.
P1=(R0-W+Y)*(PI/2.)*(1-EPSN)
P2=PETA*Y
P3=H
P=NP*(P1+P2+P3)
API=(RO-W)**2.*PI*(l-EPSN)-(2*H*W)
AP=API+((RO-W+Y)**2.*PI*(l-EPSN)-(l-EPSN)*PI*(RO-
1W)**2.+4.*H*Y+2.*Y**2.*PETA)
AFI=((l-EPSN)*PI*(RO**2.-(RO-W)**2.)+4*H*W+2*W**2*PETA)
AF=AFI-((1-EPSN)*PI*(R0**2.-(R0-W+Y)**2.)+4.*H*(W-Y)+
12.*PETA*(W-Y)**2.)
VOLEFF=(ACCH-API)/ACCH
SLIV=(ACCH-(API+AFI))/(ACCH-API)
IF(Y.GT.W) GOTO 10 
WRITE(6,1)Y,P,AP,AF 
1 FORMAT(4(5X,F9.4))
DELY=.l 
GO TO 50 
10 WRITE(6,4)VOLEFF,SLI V
4 FORMATCVOLEMETRIC VALUE EFFICIENCY*',F9.4, '%',/,
1'SLIVER AMOUNT-' F9.4,' %')
CL0SE(6)
STOP
END
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APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
A Regression rate constant.
ALPHA Radiation constant.
AP General fuel grain port area.
APGEOM Geometry fuel grain port area.
AR Area ratio.
AT Critical cross section area.
ATI Critical cross section area (preliminary value).
AVED Average diameter.
AVERAD Average radius.
B Thermochemical mass transfer number.
BETAX Local thermochemical mass transfer number through grain length.
CS C-star as calculated from C-star from Isp code,
CSDIFF Different between C-star values.
CST Value of C-star from Isp code.
CSTARC-star calculated using combustion pressure.
CSTEFF ist phase combustion efficiency.
CSTEFS 2*^ 4 phase combustion efficiency.
D Fuel grain outer diameter.
DELAY Erosion delay time.
DELP Difference in pressures (calculated and Isp code)
DELR Difference in port radius values.
DELT Delta (increment) time.
DELX Delta (increment) fuel grain length.
DIPT Difference between reduction times
DIN Initial fuel grain diameter.
DISDIA Boundary layer displacement thickness.
DT Nozzle critical diameter
ERR Nozzle material erosion rate.
EXAYX Flame position.
F Do loop counter values.
FAYX Velocity ratio through grain length.
FRACTDifference between two values.
G Total mass flux.
GAMMA Specific heat ratio.
HV Heat of gasification.
I Do loop counter values.
ICST Code (option) for C-star Isp code data.
lOX Code (option) for reading subroutine.
IPC Code (option) for reading Combustion pressure.
ISP Specific impulse.
J Do loop counter,
K Counter value.
KOXE Boundary layer edge oxidiser concentration.
L Counter value.
LAMBDA Combustion product constant.
—
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LNG Length of fuel grain.
MOOT Total gas flow rate.
MDOTOX Oxidiser mass flow rate.
MOLWT Molecular weight of gas.
N1 Print increment for fuel grain length data.
NCST Number of C-star + O/F values from Isp code.
NP Do loop counter.
NPCST Number of pressure values from Isp code.
NX Integral value of XN value.
OF Calculated mixture ratio.
OFF Isp code mixture ratio data.
OX Oxidiser mass flow rate (replace value).
OXF Local mixture ratio through fuel grain length.
OXFLOW Call for subroutine.
P Steady state operating time.
PATMOS Ist phase firing atmospheric pressure.
PATMOS Nozzle exit pressure.
PATSUS 2^^ phase firing atmospheric pressure.
PCOUNT Counter for chamber pressure for each time iteration. 
PCST Value of pressure from Isp code.
PER Perimeter of port.
PERME Mass fraction constant.
PI Constant = 3.14159.
PLA Constant = PI/4.
POT Print out time.
PRNT Print time interval.
PS Initial operating pressure.
PSTORE Stored value of chamber pressure.
QC Convective feat transfer.
QR Radiation heat transfer.
QRQC Radiative to convective heat transfer ratio.
QT Turn off time (quite time)
R Regression rate.
RAD Radius grain length,
RADP Constant value = 0.59E-04
RATE Regression rate (replace value).
RAVE Average regression rate.
RCOUNT Counter for regression rate for each time.
RDIFF Regression rate difference for two iterations.
RDIFF Regression rate difference.
REX Reynolds number.
RHOT Solid fuel grain density.
RMASS Average fuel mass flow rate.
SIGMAStafan-Boltzman constant.
SLOPE Slop of C-star versus O/F from Isp code data.
STIME 2^^ phase start time.
SUM Summation of fuel mass flow rate loss at this time.
T Time used in calculations.
TE Effective radiation temperature.
TH Thrust.
THCOE Thrust coefficient.
TIME Run Time.
C-2
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TO Initial surface temperature.
TR Radiation temperature.
TRAD Radiation temperature power 4.0.
VEX Boundary layer edge velocity.
VFX Boundary layer flame velocity.Vise Viscosity of combustion gases.
W Fuel grain web thickness.
WEBCHK Indication of web bum out during firing.
WEUFL Fuel grain weight
WF Fuel mass flow rate.
WT Total mass flow rate (oxidiser +fuel).
X Distance increment (number).
XA Value of boundary layer merge point.
XBL Boundary layer merge point.
XCRIT Critical value of L/D = 25.
XM Mass flow rate.
XN Fuel grain length over DELX.
XNl RealN l.
XOD X/diameter.
XX Summation of DELX (XX=XX+DELX).
YBLX Boundary layer thickness
YFLX Flame zone height from regression surface
Z Optical path length.
ZETA Mass of oxidiser consumed = 0.666.
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In p u t File D a ta
5 0 0 0 0 (Format 5110)
10 50.000 100.000 150.000 200.000 250.000 300.00 (Format I10,6F10.3)
350.00 400.000 450.000 500.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
6 788.710 1.000 5604.06 1.500 5382.600 2.000 (Format I10,6F10.3)
5199.86 2.500 5048.88 3.000 4918.33 3.500 (Format F20J,5F10.3)
5828.81 1.000 5657.75 1.500 5434.41 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5247.18 5247.18 2.500 5092.53 3.000 4958.950 3.500 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5849.41 1.000 5688.39 1.500 5463.07 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5274.12 2.500 5116.53 3.000 4982.44 3.500 (Format F20.3,5FI0.3)
5863.86 1.000 5710.10 1.500 5485.35 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5295.12 2.500 5135.55 3.000 4997.82 3.500 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5875.25 1.000 5726.98 1.500 5501.54 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3
5310.17 2.500 5148.66 3.000 5009.77 3.500 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5883.76 1.000 5741.02 1.500 5514.32 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5322.07 2.500 5160.83 3.000 5020.04 3.500 (Form at F20.3,5F10.3)
5891.49 1.000 5751.48 1.500 5525.49 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F1G.3)
5331.69 2.500 5169.62 3.000 5028.88 3.500 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5897.54 1.000 5762.67 1.500 5535.41 2.000 (Form at F20.3,5FI0.3)
5341.63 2.500 5177.56 3.000 5036.35 3.500 (Format F20.3,5FI0.3)
5901.65 1.000 5771.61 1.500 5542.82 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5349.18 2.500 5183.97 3.000 5042.63 3.500 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
5905.39 1.000 5778.48 1.500 5551.04 2.000 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
2.500 5191.33 3.000 5049.47 3.50 (Format F20.3,5F10.3)
0.000 2400.00 1.300 0.6660 (Format 4F10.4)
9.50 650.000 1.600 (Format 3F10.4)
6.2992 7.6200 0.5905 0.1570 30.000 0.00001 7.5625 (Format 7F10.4)
0.0275 300.000 14.503 14.503 (Format 4F10.4)
0.0580 0.0360 0.4E+12 0.930 0.930 100.000 (Format
2F10.4,E10.5^F10.4)
1.000 25.0000 1.0000 0.1000 1 (Format 4F10.4,I5)
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (Format
I5,F15.5,2F10.5)
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Main Computer Program
C NAME ENG. Ahmed Makled (MS.C)
C START DATE JANUARY 1998 
C HYBRID ROCKET MOTOR DESIGN PROGRAM
C INPUT FILE WITH EXTIONSTION "DAT"
C THIS FILE CONTAINS THREE GROUP OF DATA
C 1-PRESSURE, MIXURE RATIO AND CHARACTRISTIC VELOCITY FROM
C THERMOCHEMISTREY CODE (Isp PROGRAM) BY CURT SELPH, 1994
C 2-PROELLANT CHARACTRISTIC PARAMETES
C 3-GEOMETRY PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CONDATION
C OUTPUT FILE WITH EXTIONTION "FOR"
C THIS FILE CONTAINS FOUR GROUP OF DATA
C 1-INPUT FILE DATA
C 2-AXIAL DIRECTION DATA FUNCTION WITH FUEL GRAIN LENGTH
C 3-PERFORMANCE DATA AFTER EACH DELTA TIME (RADIAL DIRECTION)
C 4-AVERAGE PERFORMANCE ABOUT TOTAL FIRING
C OUTPUT FILE WITH EXTIONTION " 1 .XLS"
C THIS FILE CAN WORK WITH EXCEL PROGRAM TO ANALYSIS HYBRID
C PRAMETERS IN RADIAL DIECTION (AS FUNCTION OF DELTA TIME)
C OUTPUT FILE WITH EXTIONSION "2.XLS"
C THIS FILE CAN ALSO WORK WITH EXCEL PROGRAM TO ANALYSIS
C HYBRID PRAMETERS IN AXIAL DIRECTION (AS FUNCTION OF DELTA
C FUEL GRAIN LENGTH)
C THIS PROGRAM USES FOR HYBRID ROCKET MOTOR SIMULATION AND
DEMOSTRATION.
C OPERATING CHAMBER PRESSURE, THRUST AND REGRESSION RATE VERSUS
C FIRING TIME. TO CALCULATE OXIDIZER MASS FLOW VERSUS TIME AND FUEL
C MASS FLOW RATE VERSUS TIME. THE THEORETICAL EXPRESSIONS DEVELOPED \
C AND MODEFIED TO USED FOR CALCULATE THE HYBRID ROCKET MOTOR
C PERFORMANCES. THE EFFECT OF FUEL MASS FLOW ADDITION WITH FUEL
C GRAIN PORT LENGTH AND CHANGE OF FUEL GRAIN PORT DIAMETER WITH
C TIME ARE ACCOUNTED. FOR. HOWEVER, THE OPTION TO ITERATE ON CHAMBER 
C PRESSURE IS THE MAIN FUNCTION IN THIS PROGRAM.
C ********PRAMETERS DEFINATION**********
INTEGER F
REAL LAMBDA, MDOT, NEWOX, NCSTEF, LNG, MOLWT, ISP, MDOTOX, OF
COMMON/CONSTl/GPl,GAMMA,RHOT,RAD134,TERR,ICST,PUT,GASCOM
COMMON/CONST2/BOT,TOP,ZAP,CAPGAM,TIM,MUE
COMMONA^ARIA I/UNIT,ITEM,NOFU,BETAX
COMMON/VARIA2A^PCCH,VFCCH,TTF,PST,PT
LOGICAL THROT
COMMON/OXDATA/NRUN,NDP,TIME(500),PC(500),WOX(500)
DIMENSION R(300),G(300),XM(300),RAD(300),UNIT(24),OFX(100)
1,NEWOX(40),CHGT(40),NCSTEF(40),PCST(40),CST(40,40),OFF(40,40)
2, SLOPE(40,40),X(200),APGEOM(200).MDOT(200),WFUEL(500)
3, VEX(200),FAYX(200),EXAYX(200),VFX(200),YbLX(200),YFLX(200)
4, REX(200)
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C ******+**READ a n d  w r it e  in p u t ,o u t  a n d  e x c e l  FILE*********** 
CHARACTER* 12 FNAME
774 FORMAT(A)
775 FORMATC Enter Input File Name With Extionstion.DAT....',$)
776 FORMATC Enter Output File Name Withe Extionstion.FOR....',$)
777 FORMATC Enter Graphic File(l)Name With Extionstionl .XLS....',$)
778 Formate Enter Graphic File(2)Name With Extionsion2.XLS ',$)
WRITE(*,775)
READ(*,774)FNAME
OPEN(5,FILE=FNAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(*,776)
READ(*,774)FNAME
OPEN(6,FILE=FNAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(*,777)
READ(*,774)FNAME
0PEN(7,FILE=FNAME,STATUS='UNKN0WN‘)
WRITE(*,778)
READ(*,774)FNAME
OPEN(8,FILE=FNAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
1000 READ(5,101) ICST, IPC, lOX, ISUB, lERR 
101 FORMAT (5110)
C READ PRESSURE, C-STAR AND MIXURE RATIO DATA
C FROM INPUT FILE AND WRITE IN OUTPUT FIELE
IF (ICST.EQ.O) GO TO 1060 
READ (5,103) NPCST, (PCST(I), 1=1,NPCST)
103 FORMAT (I10,6F10.3 / (F20.3,5F10.3))
READ (5,104) NCST, ((CST(K,J), OFF(K,J), J=l,NCST),K=l,NPCST)
104 FORMAT(I10,6F10.3 /(F20.3, 5F10.3))
WRITE (6,201)
201 FORMAT (20X,'*** THEORITICAL PRESSURE, C-STAR & O/F DATA ***'
1,/,23X,'ALL THESE DATA FROM THERMOCHEMISTREY CODE BY CURT SELPH'
2,//,'l- Thearitical data Isp program')
F=0
1001 I=F+1 
F=I+2
IF (F.GT.NPCST) F=NPCST 
WRITE(6,203) (PCST(K),K=I,F)
203 F0RMAT(3(F9.4,'Psia',2X,'C-STAR',4X,'0/F'2X))
DO 1002 J=1,NCST
1002 WRITE(6,204) (CST(K,J), OFF(K,J), K=I,F)
204 FORMAT (3(1 IX, 2F10.5))
IF (F.LT.NPCST) GO TO 1001 
C CALL SUBROUTINE FILE. THIS FILE WILL BE CONTAIN 
C VARIUS OPERATING PARAMETERS WITH DIFFERENT OXIDIZER 
C MASS FLOW RATE (THROTTLING)
C (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)
1060 IF (IPC.EQ.O.AND.IOX.EQ.O) GO TO 1003 
IF (ISUB.EQ.O) GO TO 1003 
CALL OXFLOW
C READ FROM INPUT FILE THE ADDITIONAL PROPELLANT PARAMETERS
1003 READ (5,106)PERME, TR, GAMMA, ZETA 
106 FORMAT (4F 10.4)
— —
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(5 25)B, HV, LAMBDA ""Q ********* NOTES *********
C HV = 650.0 (Btu/Ibu) = 363.0 (Ca!/gm)
C OR HV = 555.1 (Btu/Ibu) = 310.0 (Cal/gm)Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
25 FORMAT(3F10.4)
WRITE(6,205)
205 FORMAT (/,20X,'*** PROPELLANT PARAMETERS ***',/,
1'2- Chemical propellant properties')
WRITE (6,207) PERME, TR, GAMMA, ZETA
207 FORMAT ('MATERIAL PERCENTME =',F 10.5,' %',/,
I’RADIATION TEMP. =',F10.5,3X,’(0K)',/,
2'SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO =',F10.5,3X,'(—) ' /
3'COEFFICENT (ZETA) =',F10.5)
WRITE(6,208) B, HV, LAMBDA
208 FORMAT ('COEFFICIENT (B) =',F 10.5,/,'HEAT OF VAPORIZATION =', 
lF10.5,3X,'(Btu/Ibm)',/,'COEFFICIENT (LAMBDA) =',F10.5)
C READ FROM INPUT FILE THE SOLID FUEL GRADI GEOMETRY PARAMETERS 
C AND HYBRID ROCKET MOTOR OPERATING CONDITIONS 
1004 READ (5,107) LNG, W,D,DT,DELAY,ERR,AR
107 FORMAT (7F 10.4)
READ (5,108) MDOTOX,PS,PATMOS,PATSUS
108 FORMAT(4F10.4)
READ (5,114) RHOT,A,ALPHA,CSTEFF,CSTEFS,STIME 
114 FORMAT (2F10.4,E10.5,3F10.4)
READ(5,113) POT,QT,DELT,DELX,Nl 
113 FORMAT (4F10.4,15)
WRITE (6,209)
209 FORMAT (/,'3- Solid fuel grain geometry')
WRITE(6,211)LNG,W,D
211 FORMATC'FUEL GRAIN LENTH =',F10.5,3X,'(E4)',/,
I'FUEL GRAIN WEB THICKNESS =’,F10.5,3X,'(IN)',/,
2'FUEL GRAIN PORT DIAMETER =',F10.5,3X,'(IN)')
WRITE(6,212) DT, DELAY, ERR,AR
212 FORMAT('THROAT DIAMITER =',F10.5,3X,'(IN)',/,
I'Delay TIME OF ERROSION =',F10.5,3X,'(Sec)',/,
2'ERROSION RATE =',F10.5,3X,'(IN/Sec)',/,
3'NOZZLE THROATTLING AREA =',F10.5,3X,'(—)' )
WRITE (6,270)
270 FORMAT (/,'4-Estmated parameter for motor')
WRITE(6,213) MDOTOX,PS
213 FORMATCOXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE =',F10.5,3X,'(ibm/Sec)',/,
I'INITIAL OPERATING PRESSURE =',F10.5,3X,'(Psia)')
WRITE(6,214) PATMOS, PATSUS
214 FORMAT (’ATMOSHERIC PRESSURE (1st IMPULSE FIRING) =',F10.5, 
13X,'(Psia)',/,'ATMOSHERIC PRESSURE (2nd IMPULSE FIRING) =', 
2F10.5,3X,'(Psia)')
WRITE(6,215) RHOT, CSTEFF, CSTEFS
215 FORMATCFUEL GRAIN DENSITY =',F10.5,3 X,'(ibm/IN'^3)’,/,
1'C-STAR EFF.(lst IMPULSE FIRING) =',F10.5,Ix,'%',/,
2'C-STAR EFF.(2nd IMPULSE FIRING) =',F10.5,lx,'%')
WRITE(6,216) POT, QT, NI
— -
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216 FORMATCPRINT OUTPUT Time =',F10.5,3X,'(Sec)',/,
1'FIRING (OPERATING) Time =',F10.5,3X,'(Sec)',/,
2'COEFFICENT (N l) =',I5,3X,'(—)')
WRITE(6,217) DELX, DELT
217 FORMAT(’DELTA FUEL GRAIN LENGTH =',F 10.5,3X,'(IN)',/,
I'DelTA FIRING TIME =',F10.5,3X,'(Sec)’)
WRITE(6,218) A, ALPHA
218 FORMAT ('REGRESSION RATE COEFF.(A) =',F 10.5,3X,'(—)',/, 
I'COEFFICENT (ALPHA) =',E10.5,3X,'(—)'/)
WRITE(7,700)
700 FORMAT(lX,'TIME(Sec)',5X,’PRESSURE(Psia)',2X,'THRUST(ibf)',2X, 
l'C-STAR(Ft/Sec)',2X,'I-SP(Sec)',8X,'0/F(—)'5X,'MD-FU(Ibm/Sec)')
C THROTTLING 1st, 2nd AND nth IMPULSE FIRING
C ((((?????UNDER CONSTRUCTION??????)))
IF (IOX.GT.O) GO TO 112
READ(5,109) NOTIME, CHGT(1), NEWOX(l), NCSTEF(l)
109 FORMAT ( 15, F15.5,2F10.5)
IF(NOTIME.LE.l)GOTO 111
READ (5,110) (CHGT(I), NEWOX(I), NCSTEF(I), I = 2, NOTIME)
110 FORMAT( F20.5,2F10.5 )
111 IF( NOTIME .EQ. 0) GO TO 112 
WRITE(6,219) NOTIME
219 FORMATC 'NUMBER OF THROTTLING =',I5,’TIMES') 
WRITE(6,220)(CHGT(I), NEWOX(I), NCSTEF(I), I = 1, NOTIME )
220 FORMAT('TIME OF THROUTTLING =', F10.5,'(Sec)'/,
I'NEW OXDIXER MASS FLOW RATE = ',F10.4,' (Ibm/Sec)'/,
2-NEW C-STAR =',F10.4,3X,'(Ft/Sec)')
C GENERAL CONSTANTS USD DURING HYBRID PROGRAM
112 RADP = 0.59E-04 
RHOP = 0.137 
VISC=0.550E-05 
TEO=800.0
EW = 0.9
PI = 3.14159
PIA = PI/4.0
SIGMA = 3.307E-15
GEE = 386.4
PERMl = 1.0- PERME
RHOV = RHOT * PERMl
PRNT = QT
XCRIT = 25.0
XBL = 5.0
DELR = 0.0
XNl =N1
XN = LNG/DELX
NX = XN
PERMR = PERME / PERM 1 
GASCON = 1.0 
MOLWT = 33.0 
SUM = 0.0 
F=  1Q ******** hJOTES ********
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C DELH/HV = 5.5 WITH NO OXIDIZER DILUTION (PURE OXYGEN)
C DELH = 1700 CaL/gm, KOXE = 1.0 
C HV = 310CaL/gm
C DELH/HV = 3.25 WITH 50% DILUTION 
C DELH = 1005 CaL/gm, KOXE = 0.5 
C HV=310CaL/gm
DELH = 5.5*HV 
KOXE = 1.0 
THROT = .FALSE.
C MIXING DIAPHRAGM OR TURBULENT DISC STUDY 
C ATHER OPTION
C DIFFERENT FUEL GRAIN PORT DIAMETER 
C (UNDER CONSTRUCTION?????????)
DIN = D 
XX = 0.0 
RAD134 = D/2.0 
RAD2 = D/2.0 
1005 DO 1007 I=1,NX 
XX=XX+DELX 
X(I)=XX 
RAD(I)=RAD2 
1007 CONTINUE
C SET VALUES OF CHAMBER PRESSURE (P) AND OXIDIZER FLOW RATE (OX),
C RELATED TO SUBROUTAIN OXFLOW 
C ((UNDER CONSTRUCTION?????????)
NT=1
IF(IOX.GT.O)GO TO 1009
OX=MDOTOX
P=PS
T=0.0
NT=1
GO TO 1022
1009 OX=WOX(NT)
C IF SUBROUTAIN OXFLOW ROVIDES VALUES OF P AND OX FOR EACH TIME, 
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE USED AS (????????)EXPLOSION CASE?? 
IF (OX.GE.0.2) GO TO 1021 
NT=NT+1 
GOTO 1009
1021 P=PC(NT)
IF(IPC.EQ.O) P=PS 
T=TIME(NT)
1022 R(l)=0.01 
RCOUNT=1.0 
PCOUNT=1.0
1010 WF=0.0 
PMDOT=OX 
RADSUM=0.0
C MAIN DO LOOP FOR REGRESSION RATE CALCULATION AS A FUNCTION OF 
C FUEL GRAIN LENGTH
C (EQUATION 8) BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS 
C (EQUATION 7) TOTAL GAS FLOW RATE 
C AS A COMPLETELY VAPORIZING GRAIN PRODUCES
—
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C PARTICULATE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 
C J.SPACECRAFT, VOL.4, N0.2, FEB. 1967 
C C.E. WOOLDRIDGE & R. j. MUZZY 
DO 1030 1=1,NX
1011 X=XBL*2.0*RAD(I)
IF(X(I).GT.XA) GOTO 1012 
DISDIA=0.42*RAD(I)*(X(I)/XA)**0.8 
GOTO 1013
1012 DISDI A=0.42*RAD(I)
1013 AP=PI A*(2.0*RAD(I)-DISDI A)* *2 
APGEOM(I)=PIA»(2.0*RAD(I))**2 
PER=PI*2.0*^D(I)
1014 MDOT(I)=PMDOT+( 1.0-PERME-PERME*ZETA)*RHOT*R(I)*PER*DELX 
G(I)=MDOT(I)/AP
C HEAT TRANSFER FROM CONVECTION IS NOW CALCULATED 
C (EQUATION 42) FROM HYBRID ROCKET INTERNAL BALLISTICS 
C (DAVID W. NETZER, JAN. 1972)
C (EQUATION 15-10) SUTTON,G.P "ROCKET PROPULSION ELEMENTS" 
QC=A*HV*B**0.23*(G(I)*+0.8)*(X(I)/VISC)**(-0.2)
C PREPARATION STEPS TO CALCULATE THE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
C (EQUATIONS 12,11,8&3) J.SPACECRAFT, VOL.4, N0.2, FEB. 1967 
C C.E. WOOLDRIDGE & R. j. MUZZY 
XOD=X(I)/(2.0*RAD(I))
IF(XOD.LE.XCRIT) GO TO 1015
TE=TR
GOTO 1016
1015 TE=TEO+((TR-TEO)/XCRIT)*XOD
1016 RADCON=0.75*LAMBDA/PI*PERMR*(1.0/((RADP**3)*RHOP)) 
RDEN=(P*MOLWT)/(GASCON*TE)
RADN=RADCON*RDEN*(1.0/MDOT(I))*RHOV*R(I)*PER*DELX
IF(X(I).GT.XA) GO TO 1017
RADN=RADN*(XA/X(I))**0.8
1017 IF(G(I).GT.0.05) GO TO 1018 
CORR=(G(I)/0.05)**0.2 
TRAD=C0RR*TR**4 
GOTO 1019
1018 TRAD=TR**4
1019 Z=RAD(I)
RHOOPT=(RADN+RADSUM)*Z 
EG=1.0-EXP(-ALPHA*RHOOPT)
C THE RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER IS NOW CALCULATED 
C (EQUATION 43) FROM HYBRID ROCKET INTERNAL BALLISTICS 
C (DAVID W. NETZER, JAN. 1972)
C (EQUATIONS 1,2&3) J.SPACECRAFT, VOL.4, N0.2, FEB. 1967 
C C.E. WOOLDRIDGE & R. j . MUZZY
QR=SIGMA*EW*TRAD*EG 
QRQC=QR/QC
RHOVR=QC/HV*(QRQC+EXP(-QRQC))
C REGRESSION RATE (INCHES/SEC) IS NOW CALCULATED 
C (EQUATION 1 ) FROM J.SPACECRAFT, VOL.4, N0.2, FEB. 1967 
C C.E. WOOLDRIDGE & R. j. MUZZY
C (EQUATION 41 ) FROM HYBRID ROCKET INTERNAL BALLISTICS
CÏÏÔ
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C (DAVID W. NETZER, JAN. 1972)
C (EQUATION 7) FROM HETROGENEOUS COMBUSTION, PAGE 491 
C (HANS G. WOLFHARD,DEC. 1963)
RATE=RHOVR/RHOV 
C ITERATIVE METHOD TO CALCULATE ACCURATE REGRESSION RATE 
C UP TILL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO SUCCESSIVE VALUE 
C BECOMES LESS THAN 0.01 
RDIFF=R(I)-RATE
IF(ABS(RDIFF).LE.0.01*R(I)) GO TO 1020 
R(I)=(R(I)+RATE)/2.0 
GOTO 1014 
1020 R(I)=RATE
RADSUM=RADSUM+RADN
XM(I)=R(I)*RHOT*6.28*RAD(I)*DELX
WF=WF+XM(I)
PMDOT=MDOT(I)
FX=RHOT*PER*R(I)*X(I)
OX=MDOTOX
OFX(I)=OX/FX
C ********** BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION *********
C (EQUATION 2,3 & 6) FROM HETROGENEOUS COMBUSTION, PAGE 491 
C (HANS G. WOLFHARD,DEC. 1963)
C VELOCITY RATIO=VELOCITY OF FLAME ZONE OVER bL EDGE VELOCITY 
C MASS TANSFER PARAMETER=THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETER=BETAX(I)
C FALME POSmON=FALME ZONE POSITION/bL EDGE POSITION=EXAYX(I)
C VELOCITY OF STREAM LINE AT bL EDGE=VE(I)
C VELOCITY OF STREAM LINE AT FLAME ZONE=VF(I)
C BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS FROM REGRESSION SURFACE=YbL(I)
C (EQUATIONS CHAPTER 13) PAGE 691 MECHANICS OF FLUIDS 
C IRVING H.SHAMES, ISBN 0-07-112815-8
C FLAME ZONE HIGHT FROM REGRESSION SURFACE=YF(I) 
FAYT=OFX(I)*(DELH/HV)
FAYB=KOXE+(OFX(I)+KOXE)*(DELH7HV)
FAYX(I)=FAYT/FAYB
BETAX=FAYX(I)*(DELH/HV)
EXAYT=-1+(1+2*BETAX*FAYX(I)*(1+0.5*BETAX))**0.5
EXAYX(I)=(EXAYT/BETAX)**7.0
VEX(I)=(WF+OX)/(RHOP*APGEOM(I))
VFX(I)=VEX(I)*FAYX(I)
REX(I)=RH0P*VEX(I)*2.*RAD(I)/VISC
YbLX(I)=X(I)*4.96*REX(I)**(-.5)
YFLX(I)=YbLX(I)*EXAYX(I)
1030 CONTINUE 
C NOW THAT FUEL MASS FLOW RATE IS KNOWN,
C ABLE TO CALCULATE TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW OF PROPELLANT,
C AND MIXTURE RATIO.
WT=OX+WF
OF=OX/WF
C CHECKS TO MAKE SURE CALCULATED (O/F) IS WITHIN DOMAIN OF INPUT DATA 
IF(OF.LT.OFF( 1,1 ).OR.OF.GT.OFF( 1 ,NCST)) GO TO 2020 
GO TO 2021 
2020 WRITE(6,253) OF
_
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253 f o r m a t (2o x ; m e s s a g e  n u m b e r  1 '
1/1  OX/STOP, INPUT FILE DATA IS NOT ENOUGH', 1 OX,/,
2'i.e THE PROGRAM CALCULATION (O/F) OUT THE DOMAIN OF INPUT DATA' 
3,10X,/,'THE CALCULATED MIXURE RATI0(0/F) =',F10.5,/,
410X,'THANK YOU AND GOOD LUCK')
C OF =1.92
C THE NOZZLE THROUT AREA IS NOW CALCULATED
2021 IF(IERR.GT.O.AND.T.GE.STIME) GO TO 2026 
AT1=PIA*(DT**2.0)
IF(T.LE.DELAY) GO TO 2022 
AT=PIA*((DT+ERR*(T-DBLAY))**2.0)
GO TO 2026
2022 AT=PIA*(DT**2.0)
2026 IF(IPC.GT.O) GO TO 273
C CURVE FITTING (????????????)
C DO 2025 K=l, NPCST 
C DO 2024 J=2, NCST 
C JM1=J-1
C 2024 SLOPE(K,JMl)=(CST(K,J)-CST(K,JMl))/(OFF(K,J)-OFF(K,JMl))
C 2025 CONTINUE
C THE POSITION OF PRESSURE IN THE THEORETICAL INPUT FILE DATA 
C (THIS DATA FROM I-SP THERMOCHEMISTRY CODE)
PSTORE=P
NP=NPCST-1
2000 DO 2002 K=1,NP 
IF(P-PCST(K)) 2004,2005, 2001
2001 IF(P.LT.PCST(K+1)) GO TO 2005
2002 CONTINUE
C CHECKS TO MAKE SURE CALCULATED PRESSURE IS WITHIN DOMAIN OF INPUT 
DATA
2004 WRITE(6,250)P
250 FORMAT(20X,'MESSAGE NUMBER 2',/, 1 OX,
I'STOP, INPUT FILE DATA IS NOT ENOUGH', 1 OX,/
2,'i.e THE INPUT OPERATING PRESSURE OUT THE DOMAIN OF INPUT DATA' 
3 ,10X /’THE ESTIMATED CHAMBER PRESSURE ='
4,F10.5,/,10X,'THANK YOU AND GOOD LUCK')
GOTO 1000
C IF THE PRESSURE IS BETWEEN TWO VALUES IN THE INPUT DATA.
C CALCULATE SLOPE (USED TO INTERPOLATE BETWEEN C-STAR POINTS)
2023 DO 2025 K=l, NPCST 
DO 2024 J=2, NCST 
JM1=J-1
2024 SLOPE(K,JM1 )=(CST(K,J)-CST(K,JM1 ))/(OFF(K,J)-OFF(K,JM1 ))
2025 CONTINUE
C PROGRAM HAS LOCATED PC, IT IS BETWEEN PCST(K) AND PCST(K+1)
C THE O/F RATIO IS LOCATED IN EACH OF THESE PRESSURE TABLES FOLLOWED
C BY CALCULATION OF C-STAR VALUES USING THE SLOPES DETERMINED IN 12.2
2005 CSDIFF=0.0 
DO 2015 1=1,2 
K=K+I-1
J=2
2006 IF(OF-OFF(K,J)) 2013,2007,2008
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2007 CS=CST(K,J)
GO TO 2014
2008 IF(J.GT.NCST) GO TO 3000 
J=J+1
GO TO 2006
2013 JM1=J-1
CS=CST(K, JM 1 )+SLOPE(K, JM 1 )*(OF-OFF(K, JM 1 ))
2014 CSDIFF=CS-CSDIFF
2015 CONTINUE
C PROGRAM HAS NOW LOCATED PC BETWEEN PCST(K+1) AND PCST(K), AND 
C (O/F) AND C-STAR ARE CORRESPONDING TO EACH PRESSURE (K+1) AND (K)
C NOW INTERPOLATES TO FIND C-STAR CORRESPONDING TO PC 
C SINCE K=K+1 FROM PREVIOUS DO LOOP, MUST SET BACK TO ORIGINAL VALUE 
K=K-1
DELP=PCST(K+1)-PCST(K)
FRACT=(P-PCST(K))/DELP
CSKP1=CS
CSK=CS-CSDIFF
IF(T.GE.STIME) CSTEFF=CSTEFS 
CSTIN=12.0*CSTEFF*(CSDIFF*FRACT+CSK)
C CHAMBER PRESSURE IS NOW CALCULATED 
PCALC=(CSTIN*WT)/(GEE*AT)
CSTAR=CSTIN/12.0 
C DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NEW AND OLD CHAMBER PRESSURES 
PDIFF=PCALC-P 
C (TEST FOR PRESSURE CONVERGENE)
2016 IF(IPC.GT.O) GO TO 1023
IF (ABS(PCALC-P).GT. 1.0) GO TO 2017 
GO TO 1023
2017 CONTINUE 
P=PCALC 
GOTO 1010
C WHEN OXFLOW PROVIDES Pcch DIRECTLY, CSTAR IS CALCULATED DIRECTLY 
273 CSTAR=P*AT*32.2/WT
C THE PROGRAM NOW PROVIDES A TIME CHECK
C IF TIME HAS REACHED EITHER PR.TIME OR Q.TIME, THE PROGRAM WRITES 
C OUT ITS RESULTS
C IF TIME IS LESS THAN Q.TIME, NEW VALUES FOR THE PORT RADIUS ARE 
C CALCULATED AND, IF APPLICABLE, NEW VALUES FOR PC AND OX FLOW ARE 
C OBTAINED.
C THE REGRESSION RATE CALCULATIONS ARE THEN REPEATED USING THESE 
C NEW VALUES OF RADIUS, FLOW RATE, PC, AND TIME.
1023 IF(T.LE.QT) GO TO 1036
IF(T.GE.PRNT.OR.T.GE.QT) GO TO 1035 
C IF WOX,PC, AND TIME VALUES ARE AVAILABLE FROM OXFLOW, THIS 
C SECTION IS USED TO INCREMENT T AND PREPARE FOR THE NEXT FUEL 
C FLOW CALCULATION AT THIS NEW TIME.
C THROUTTLING ?????????
1031 IF(IOX.EQ.O) GO TO 1051 
NT=NT+1
DIFT=TIME(NT)-TIME(NT-1 )
SUM=SUM+WF*DIFT
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WFUEL(NT-1)=WF
DO 1032 1=1,NX
RAD(I)=RAD(I)+R(I)*DIFT
WEBCHK=W+D/2.0
IF (RAD(I).LE.WEBCHK) GO TO 1032
GO TO 1033
1032 CONTINUE 
T=TIME(NT)
OX=WOX(NT)
P=PC(NT)
IF(IPC.EQ.O) P=PS 
GOTO 1010
1033 WRITE(6,254)T
254 FORMATC*** Terminattion Due To Webb Burn-out At Time =',F10.5,
1 ' Secs')
WRITE(6,272) RAD(I),X(I)
272 FORMAT ( 1 HO, 2F9.4)
GOTO 1000 
1051 T=T+DELT
IF(T.EQ.CHGT(F)) THROT=.TRUE.
IF (THROT) GO TO 1052 
GOTO 1053 
1052 CSTEFF=NCSTEF(F)
OX=NEWOX(F)
WRITE(6,255)T
255 FORMATC*** Motor has throttled At Time =',F10.5,' Secs')
F=F+1
THROT=.FALSE.
C 1053 DO 1061 I=1,QT
1053 DO 1061 I=1,NX 
RAD(I)=RAD(I)+R(I)*DELT 
WEBCHK=W+D/2.0 
IF (RAD(I).LE.WEBCHK) GO TO 1061 
GOTO 1033 
1061 CONTINUE
SUM=SUM+WF*DELT 
WFUEL(NT)=WF 
NT=NT+1 
GOTO 1010 
103 5 PRNT=PRNT+POT 
C CALCULATION OF THE THRUST COEFFICIENT
C EQUATION IN CHAPTER-3 FROM SUTTON BOOK IS USED TO CALCULATE THE 
C NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE. THIS MUST BE AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE DUE TO 
C THE NON-LINEAR NATURE OF THE EQUATION.
1036 ASSIGN 3003 TON 
GP1=GAMMA+1.0 
GM1=GAMMA-1.0 
ARNEW=AR*AT1/AT 
P2=PATMOS 
3001 T1=(GP1/2.0)**(1.0/GM1)
T2=(P2/P)**(1.0/GAMMA)
T3=SQRT(GP1/GM1*(1.0-(P2/P)**(GM1/GAMMA)))
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EQ=(1.0/ARNEW)-Tl *T2*T3 
IF (ABS(EQ)-O.Ol) 3005, 3005,3002
3002 GO TO N, (3003, 3004)
3003 ASSIGN 3004 TO N 
P1=P2
EQ1=EQ 
P2=P2/2.0 
GO TO 3001
3004 PNEW=(P 1 *EQ-P2*EQ 1 )/(EQ-EQ 1 )
P1=P2
EQ1=EQ 
P2=PNEW 
GO TO 3001
3005 CONTINUE
C THERMOCHEMICAL CALCULATION SUTTON'S BOOK AND HUMBUL'S BOOK
T1=(2.0*GAMMA**2.0)/GM1 
T2=(2.0/GP1)**(GP1/GM1)
T3=1.0-((P2/P)**(GM1/GAMMA))
IF (T.GE.STIME) PATMOS=PATSUS
THCOE=SQRT(Tl*T2*T3)+(P2-PATMOS)/P*ARNEW
TH=THCOE*AT*P
ISP=TH/WT
C PROGRAM PRINTS RESULTS WHEN TIME = POT OR WHEN TIME = QT OR WHEN 
C THROmNG OCCURS(?????)
WRITE(6,260) T
260 F0RMAT(5X,'TIME = ', F10.5,3X,'(Sec.)')
XPRNT=XN1*DELX
WRITE(6,261)XPRNT
261 FORMATCINCREMENT OF BURNING WEB =',F10.5,3X,'(IN.)')
WRITE(6,262)
262 FORMAT('FUEL GRAIN DISTANCE’,2X,'RADIUS',2X,
I'PORT AREA',2X,'REGRESSI0N RATE',2X,
2'TOTAL MASS FLUX',2X,'MIXTURE RATI0',2X,
3'bL.EDGE VELOVITY',2X,'VELOCITY RATIO',2X,
4'FLAME POSmON',2X,'FLAME VEL0CITY',2X,
5'bL.THICKNESS',2X,'FLAME H IG H T / 
613X,'(IN)',5X,'(IN)',5X,'(IN^2)',7X,'(IN/Sec)'
7,7X,'(Ibm/Sec.IN^2)',6X,'(—)', 1 OX,'(IN/Sec)', 1 OX,
8'(—)’, 10X,'(—)', 1 OX,’(IN/Sec)', 10X,'(IN)',9X,'(IN)') 
WRITE(6,263)(X(I),RAD(I),APGEOM(I),R(I),G(I),
1 OFX(I),VEX(I),FAYX(I),EXAYX(I),VFX(I),
2 YbLX(I),YFLX(I), I=1,NX,N1)
263 F0RMAT(8X,F9.5,1X,F9.5,1X,F9.5,5X,F9.5,8X,F9.5,
1 8X,F8.3,8X,F8.3,10X,F8.6,7X,F8.6,9X,F8.5,
2 7X,F8.7,5X,F8.7)
WRITE(8,*)'TIME OF BURNING AT THIS STEP= ',T,' SEC 
WRITE(8,707)
707 FORMAT(3X,'LENGTH',5X,'RADIUS',5X,'REG. RATE',5X,'MIXTUR RATIO' 
15X,'BL.VELOVITY')
WRITE(8,702)(X(I),RAD(I),R(I),OFX(I), VEX(I), 1= 1 ,NX,N 1 )
WRITE(8,*)
WRITE(6,264)P,OX,CSTAR
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264 FORMATCCOMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE =',F10.5,3X,'(Psia)’,/,
1'OXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE =',F10.5,3X,'(ibm/Sec.)'/
2'CHARACTRISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY =',F10.5,3X,'(ft/Sec.)')
WRITE(6,265) THCOE, AT, WT
265 FORMAT('THRUST COEFFECENT =',F 10.5,3X,
I'NOZZLE THROUT AREA =',F10.5,3X,'(IN^2)'/
2'TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE(OX+FUEL) =',F10.5,3X,'(ibm/Sec.)') 
WRITE(6,266)ISP,TH,OF
266 FORMATC'SPECIFIC IMPULSE =',F 10.5,3X ,'(Sec.)'/
1'THRUST = ',F10.5,3X,'(ibf)',/,
2'MIXURE RATIO (OX/FU) =',F10.5,3X,'(—)')
WRITE(6,267) SUM, WF
267 FORMATCTOTAL FUEL WEIGHT COMBUSTED AT THAT TIME = ' 
l,F10.5,3X,'(ibf)',/,'FUEL MASS FLOW RATE =',F10.5,
23X,'(ibm/Sec.)',/)
WRITE(7,701)T,P,TH,CSTAR,ISP,OF,WF
701 FORMAT(7(F9.4,5X))
702 FORMAT(5(F9.4,5X))
IF (IPC.EQ.O) GOTO 1100 
1100 IF (T.LT.QT) GO TO 1031 
WRITE(6,268) QT
268 FORMAT ('MAXIMUM TIME OF FIRING =',F10.5,3X,'(SEC.)')
WRITE(6,300)
300 FORMAT('AVERAGE THRUST='/’AVERAGE SPECIFIC IMPULSE=',/, 
l'TOTALIMPULSE=')
C AT END OF RUN PROGRAM CALCULATES THE AVERAGE FUEL FLOW RATE 
RADTOT=0.0 
DO 1046 I=1,NX 
1046 RADTOT=RAD(I)+RADTOT 
A VERAD = RADTOT/XN 
AVED = 2.0*AVERAD
RMASS = (3.14/4.0)*LNG*RHOT*(AVED**2.0-D**2.0)/(T) 
RAVE=12.0*(AVED-D)/(2.0*T)
WRITE(6,269) RMASS, RAVE,AVED
269 FORMATC AVERAGE FUEL MASS FLOW RATE =',F10.5,3X,'(IBM/SEC)'/ 
I'AVERAGE REGRESSION RATE =',F10.5,3X,'(IN/SEC)'/
2'AVERAGE FINAL DIAMETER =',F10.5,3X,'(IN)')
C P***+* PRESSURE AT THE END OF STEADY STATE REGION 
C CSTAR
C T***** TIME AT THE END OF STEADY STATE REGION 
C GAMMA
C AT**** THROIT CROSS SECTION AREA AT THE END OF STEADY STATE REGION 
WRITE(6,801)T
801 FORMAT(/,5X,'******EXHAUST CURVE REGIME********',/,'START TIME = ' 
1.F9.5,' SEC)
DPCCH=1.2
LPCCH=.l
VPCCH=PIA*DPCCH**2.*LPCCH 
VFCCH=VPCCH+PI A* A VED* *2. *LNG 
WRITE(6,*)VPCCH,VFCCH 
BOT=GAMMA-l.
TOP=GAMMA+l.
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ZAP=TOP/(2*BOT)
CAPGAM=(GAMMA**.5)*(2./TOP)**ZAP
WRITE(6,804)CAPGAM,P
804 FORMATCCAPTAL SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO = ',F9.5,/,
1'THE PRESSURE AT THE END OF STEADY STATE =',F9.5,' PSIA',/)
802 TTF=T 
DELTAT=0.01
C TTF=TTF+2.5 (FRON EXPERIMENTAL WORK????????????????) 
TIM=TTF+2.0 
PST=P
WRITE(6,805)
805 FORMAT(3X,'EXHAUST TIME (SEC)',3X,'EXHAUST PRESSURE (PSIA)', 
13X,'EXHAUSTEDTHRUST (LBS)')
WRITE(7,807)
807 FORMATCEXHAUST DATA REGIME')
900 T=T+DELTAT
PT=PST/EXP(CAPGAM**2*AT*CSTARA^FCCH*(T-TTF)*12.0)
TH=THCOE*AT*PT
WRITE(6,803)T,PT,TH
WRITE(7,806)T,PT,TH
806 FORMAT(3(F9.4,1X))
IF (T.LT.TIM) GO TO 900
803 FORMAT(9X,F9.5,13X,F9.5,10X,F9.5)
800 WRITE(6,290)
WRITE(8,706)
706 FORMATC *****THE END****',/,
1' ****** EXCEL OUT PUT FILE *****')
290 FORMATC *****THANKS TO GOD*****',/,
1 « ***THEEND***'/
2' **MAIN OUT PUT FILE**', )
GOTO 1000 
C3000 CALL EXIT 
3000 STOP
CL0SE(5)
CL0SE(6)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE MAIN PROGRAM (OXFLOW)
RETURN
STOP
END
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Sample Of Main Output File Data
*** THEORITICAL PRESSURE, C-STAR & O/F DATA *** 
ALL THESE DATA FROM THERMOCHEMISTREY CODE BY CURT SELPH
1- Theoretical da ta  Isp program
50.0000Psia C-STAR O/F lOO.OOOOPsia C-STAR O/F 150.0000Psia C-STAR O/F
5788.71000 1.00000 5828.81000 1.00000 5849.41000 1.00000
5604.06000 1.50000 5657.75000 1.50000 5688.39000 1.50000
5382.60000 2.00000 5434.41000 2.00000 5463.07000 2.00000
5199.86000 2.50000 5247.18000 2.50000 5274.12000 2.50000
5048.88000 3.00000 5092.53000 3.00000 5116.53000 3.00000
4918.33000 3.50000 4958.95000 3.50000 4982.44000 3.50000
200.0000Psia C-STAR O/F 250.0000Psia C-STAR O/F 300.0000Psia C-STAR O/F
5863.86000 1.00000 5875.25000 1.00000 5883.76000 1.00000
5710.10000 1.50000 5726.98000 1.50000 5741.02000 1.50000
5485.35000 2.00000 5501.54000 2.00000 5514.32000 2.00000
5295.12000 2.50000 5310.17000 2.50000 5322.07000 2.50000
5135.55000 3.00000 5148.66000 3.00000 5160.83000 3.00000
4997.82000 3.50000 5009.77000 3.50000 5020.04000 3.50000
C-STAR O/F 400.0000Psia C-STAR O/F 450.0000Psia C-STAR O/F
5891.49000 1.00000 5897.54000 1.00000 5901.65000 1.00000
5751.48000 1.50000 5762.67000 1.50000 5771.61000 1.50000
5525.49000 2.00000 5535.41000 2.00000 5542.82000 2.00000
5331.69000 2.50000 5341.63000 2.50000 5349.18000 2.50000
5169.62000 3.00000 5177.56000 3.00000 5183.97000 3.00000
5028.88000 3.50000 5036.35000 3.50000 5042.63000 3.50000
SOO.OOOOPsia C-STAR O/F 
5905.39000 1.00000 
5778.48000 1.50000 
5551.04000 2.00000 
5355.99000 2.50000 
5191.33000 3.00000 
5049.47000 3.50000
*** PROPELLAN T PARAM ETERS ***
2- Chemical p ropellan t properties 
MATERIAL PERCENTME = .00000 %
RADIATION TEMP. =2400.00000 (OK)
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO = 1.30000 (—) 
COEFFICENT (ZETA) = .66600 
COEFFICIENT (B) = 9.50000 
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION = 650.00000 (Btu/Ibm) 
COEFFICIENT (LAMBDA) = 1.60000
—  —
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3- Solid fuel grain geometry
FUEL GRAIN LENTH = 6.29920 (IN)
FUEL GRAIN WEB THICKNESS = 7.62000 (IN)
FUEL GRAIN PORT DIAMETER = .59050 (IN)
THROAT DIAMITER = .15700 (IN)
Delay TIME OF ERROSION = 30.00000 (Sec)
ERROSION RATE = .00001 (IN/Sec)
NOZZLE THROATTLING AREA = 7.56250 (—)
4-Estmated param eter for motor
OXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE = .02750 (ibm/Sec)
INITIAL OPERATING PRESSURE = 300.00000 (Psia)
ATMOSHERIC PRESSURE (1st IMPULSE FIRING) = 14.50300 (Psia)
ATMOSHERIC PRESSURE (2nd IMPULSE FIRING) = 14.50300 (Psia)
FUEL GRAIN DENSITY = .05800 (lbm/IN'^3)
C-STAR EFF.(lst IMPULSE FIRING) = .93000 %
C-STAR EFF.(2nd IMPULSE FIRING) = .93000 %
PRINT OUTPUT Time = 1.00000 (Sec)
FIRING (OPERATING) Time = 25.00000 (Sec)
COEFFICENT (Nl) = 1 (—)
DELTA FUEL GRAIN LENGTH = .10000 (IN)
DelTA FIRING TIME = 1.00000 (Sec)
REGRESSION RATE COEFF.(A) = .03600 (—)
COEFFICENT (ALPHA) =.40000E+12 (—)
T IM E = .00000 (Sec.)
INCREMENT OF BURNING WEB = .10000 (IN.)
FUEL GRAIN DISTANCE RADIUS PORT AREA REGRESSION RATE TOTAL MASS FLUX MIXTURE RATIO 
bL.EDGE VELOVITY VELOCITY RATIO FLAM E POSITION FLAME VELOCITY bL THICKNESS FLAME HIGHT
(IN) (IN) (IN^2) (IN/S«) (Ibm/Sec.IN'^2) (—) (IN/Sec) ( - ) ( - ) (IN/Scc) (IN) (IN)
.10000 .29525 .27386 .02401 .10426 106.470 .740 .989022 .956330 .73172 .0047547 .0045471
.20000 .29525 .27386 .02140 .10738 59.726 .746 .980596 .923709 .73150 .0094702 .0087477
JOOOO .29525 .27386 .02016 .11032 42.257 .752 ,972794 .894181 .73130 .0141506 .0126532
.40000 .29525 .27386 .01943 .11318 32.890 .757 .965314 .866484 .73106 .0187980 .0162882
.50000 .29525 .27386 .01895 .11599 26.977 .763 .958030 .840081 .73074 .0234137 .0196694
.60000 .29525 .27386 .01862 .11880 22.874 .768 .950872 .814673 .73036 .0279986 .0228097
.70000 .29525 .27386 .01840 .12160 19.846 .773 .943799 .790085 .72990 .0325535 .0257200
.80000 .29525 .27386 .01824 .12442 17.512 .779 .936780 .766192 .72937 .0370789 .0284095
.90000 .29525 .27386 .01814 .12725 15.653 .784 .929798 .742914 .72877 .0415751 .0308867
1.00000 .29525 .27386 .01808 .13011 14.134 .789 .922836 .720192 .72810 .0460426 .0331595
1.10000 .29525 .27386 .01806 .13300 12.868 .794 .915885 .697980 .72736 .0504815 .0352351
1.20000 .29525 .27386 .01806 .13592 11.796 .799 .908935 .676243 ,72654 .0548922 .0371205
1.30000 .29525 .27386 .01808 .13889 10,875 .805 .901980 .654956 .72566 .0592747 .0388223
1.40000 .29525 .27386 .01812 .14189 10.075 .810 .895013 .634097 .72470 .0636293 .0403471
1.50000 .29525 .27386 .01818 .14494 9.373 .815 .888030 .613650 .72367 .0679559 .0417012
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1.60000 .29525 .27386 .01825 .14805 8.752 .820 .881029 .593603 .72258 .0722547 .0428906
1.70000 .29525 .27386 .01834 .15120 8.198 .825 .874004 .573946 .72141 .0765258 .0439217
1.80000 .29525 .27386 .01844 .15441 7.701 .831 .866955 .554672 .72017 .0807692 .0448003
1.90000 .29525 .27386 .01855 .15768 7.252 .836 .859880 .535773 .71887 .0849848 .0455326
2.00000 .29525 .27386 .01867 .16101 6.845 .841 .852775 .517246 .71749 .0891728 .0461242
2.10000 .29525 .27386 .01880 .16440 6.474 .847 .845641 .499086 .71604 .0933330 .0465812
2.20000 .29525 .27386 .01894 .16787 6.135 .852 .838476 .481292 .71453 .0974656 .0469094
2.30000 .29525 .27386 .01908 .17139 5.823 .858 .831280 .463862 .71294 .1015703 .0471146
2.40000 .29525 .27386 .01924 .17500 5.535 .863 .824051 .446793 .71129 .1056473 .0472024
2.50000 .29525 .27386 .01940 .17867 5.269 .869 .816790 .430085 .70956 .1096964 .0471787
2.60000 .29525 .27386 .01958 .18243 5.022 .874 .809495 .413737 .70777 .1137176 .0470492
2.70000 .29525 .27386 .01975 .18626 4.792 .880 .802168 .397749 .70590 .1177108 .0468194
2.80000 .29525 .27386 .01994 .19018 4.578 .886 .794808 .382121 .70397 .1216760 .0464949
2.90000 .29525 .27386 .02013 .19419 4J77 .891 .787414 366851 .70196 .1256130 .0460814
3.00000 .29525 .27386 .02022 .19693 4.213 .897 .780926 .353803 .70071 .1295241 .0458260
3.10000 .29525 .27386 .02019 .19820 4.083 .903 .775509 J43155 .70034 .1334119 .0457809
3.20000 .29525 .27386 .02017 .19947 3.960 .909 .770152 .332843 .69995 .1372768 .0456916
3.30000 .29525 .27386 .02015 .20074 3.844 .915 .764854 J322856 .69955 .1411191 .0455611
3.40000 .29525 .27386 .02013 .20201 3.734 .920 .759613 .313181 .69914 .1449389 .0453921
3.50000 .29525 .27386 .02011 J10328 3.631 .926 .754427 J03807 .69872 .1487368 .0451873
3.60000 .29525 .27386 .02010 .20454 3.532 .932 .749296 .294723 .69828 .1525128 .0449491
3.70000 .29525 .27386 .02009 .20581 3.439 .938 .744218 .285920 .69784 .1562672 .0446799
3.80000 .29525 .27386 .02008 .20707 3.350 .943 .739192 .277386 .69738 .1600003 .0443819
3.90000 .29525 .27386 .02007 .20834 3.265 .949 .734217 .269114 .69691 .1637124 .0440573
4.00000 .29525 .27386 .02007 .20960 3.184 .955 .729291 .261094 .69643 .1674036 .0437081
4.10000 .29525 .27386 .02007 J11086 3.107 .961 .724415 .253318 .69594 .1710743 .0433361
4.20000 .29525 .27386 .02007 .21213 3.033 .966 .719587 .245777 .69544 .1747246 .0429432
4.30000 .29525 .27386 .02007 .21339 2.962 .972 .714805 .238463 .69493 .1783548 .0425311
4.40000 .29525 .27386 .02007 .21465 2.894 .978 .710070 .231370 .69441 .1819650 .0421013
4.50000 .29525 .27386 .02007 .21592 2.830 .984 .705380 .224491 .69388 .1855555 .0416555
4.60000 .29525 .27386 .02008 .21718 2.767 .989 .700735 .217817 .69335 .1891266 .0411950
4.70000 .29525 .27386 .02009 .21844 2.707 .995 .696133 .211343 .69280 .1926783 .0407212
4.80000 .29525 .27386 .02009 .21971 2.650 1.001 .691575 .205062 .69225 .1962109 .0402354
4.90000 .29525 .27386 .02010 .22097 2.595 1.007 .687059 .198969 .69169 .1997246 .0397389
5.00000 .29525 .27386 .02011 .22224 2.541 1.012 .682584 .193056 .69112 .2032195 .0392328
5.10000 .29525 .27386 .02013 .22351 2.490 1.018 .678151 .187320 .69054 .2066959 .0387182
5.20000 .29525 .27386 .02014 .22477 2.441 1.024 .673758 .181753 .68995 .2101540 .0381961
5.30000 .29525 .27386 .02015 .22604 2.393 1.030 .669404 .176351 .68936 .2135938 .0376675
5.40000 .29525 .27386 .02017 .22731 2.347 1.036 .665090 .171109 .68876 .2170157 .0371334
5.50000 .29525 .27386 .02018 .22858 2.302 1.041 .660815 .166022 .68816 .2204197 .0365945
5.60000 .29525 .27386 .02020 .22985 2.259 1.047 .656577 .161085 .68755 .2238060 .0360518
5.70000 .29525 .27386 .02022 .23112 2.218 1.053 .652377 .156293 .68693 .2271749 .0355059
5.80000 .29525 .27386 .02024 .23239 2.178 1.059 .648214 .151643 .68631 .2305263 .0349577
5.90000 .29525 .27386 .02025 .23367 2.139 1.065 .644087 .147130 .68568 .2338606 .0344078
6.00000 .29525 .27386 .02028 .23494 2.101 1.070 .639997 .142749 .68504 .2371778 .0338569
6.10000 .29525 .27386 .02030 .23622 2.064 1.076 .635941 .138497 .68440 .2404782 .0333056
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6.20000 .29525 .27386 .02032 .23750 2.029 1.082 .631921 .134370
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 333.97020 (Psia)
OXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE = .02750 (ibm/Sec.)
CHARACTRISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY =5135.37500 (ft/Sec.) 
THRUST COEFFECENT = 1.33241 (—)
NOZZLE THROUT AREA = .01936 (IN^^2)
TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE(OX+FUEL) = .04060 (ibm/Sec.)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE = 212.20060 (Sec.)
THRUST = 8.61457 (ibi)
MIXURE RATIO (OX/FU) = 2.09982 (—)
TOTAL FUEL WEIGHT COMBUSTED AT THAT TIME = .00000 (ibf)
FUEL MASS FLOW RATE = .01310 (ibm/Sec.)
.68375 .2437618 .0327544
T IM E = 1.00000 (Sec.)
INCREMENT OF BURNING WEB = .10000 (IN.)
FUEL GRAIN DISTANCE RADIUS PORT AREA REGRESSION RATE TOTAL MASS FLUX MIXTURE RATIO 
bL.EDGE VELOVITY VELOCITY RATIO FLAME POSITION FLAM E VELOCITY bL.THICKNESS FLAME HIGHT
(IN) (IN) (IN''2) (IN/Scc) (Ibm/Scc.IN^2) (—) (IN/Sec) ( - ) ( - ) (IN/Sec) (IN) (IN)
.10000 .31926 J2020 .02115 .08898 111.775 .632 .989537 .958352 .62587 .0049453 .0047393
.20000 .31665 .31499 .01908 .09303 62.462 .648 .981431 .926905 .63602 .0098113 .0090941
.30000 J1541 .31254 .01807 .09621 44.132 .658 .973919 .898401 .64083 .0146340 ,0131472
.40000 .31468 .31109 .01746 .09905 34J32 .666 .966722 .871654 .64360 .0194204 .0169279
.50000 J1420 .31014 .01706 .10172 28.158 .672 .959719 .846157 .64530 .0241740 .0204550
.60000 .31387 .30950 .01678 .10429 23.881 .678 .952845 .821626 .64632 .0288969 .0237424
.70000 .31365 .30905 .01658 .10679 20.728 .684 .946061 .797893 .64687 .0335905 .0268016
.80000 .31349 .30875 .01644 .10926 18300 .689 .939337 .774837 .64707 .0382559 .0296421
.90000 J1339 .30855 .01635 .11170 16.367 .694 .932656 .752384 .64700 .0428938 .0322726
1.00000 .31333 .30843 .01628 .11414 14.790 .698 .926004 .730473 .64670 .0475049 .0347011
1.10000 J1331 .30838 .01625 .11657 13.476 .703 .919372 .709061 .64622 .0520898 .0369348
1.20000 .31331 .30838 .01623 .11901 12.363 .707 .912749 .688114 .64556 .0566488 .0389808
1.30000 .31333 .30842 .01624 .12145 11.408 .712 .906131 .667605 .64477 .0611823 .0408456
1.40000 .31337 .30851 .01626 .12392 10.579 .716 .899512 .647514 .64384 .0656906 .0425355
1.50000 .31343 .30862 .01629 .12639 9.852 .720 .892887 .627824 .64278 .0701739 .0440569
1.60000 .31350 .30877 .01634 .12890 9.208 .724 .886255 .608523 .64162 .0746326 .0454157
1.70000 .31359 .30894 .01639 .13142 8.635 .728 .879611 .589600 .64035 .0790667 .0466177
1.80000 .31369 .30913 .01646 .13397 8.120 .732 .872954 .571046 .63898 .0834766 .0476689
1.90000 .31380 .30935 .01653 .13655 7.656 .736 .866282 .552854 .63751 .0878623 .0485750
2.00000 .31392 .30959 .01661 .13916 7.235 .740 .859594 .535020 .63595 .0922239 .0493416
2.10000 .31405 .30984 .01670 .14180 6.852 .744 .852889 .517539 .63431 .0965616 .0499744
2.20000 .31419 .31012 .01679 .14447 6.501 .748 .846166 .500407 .63258 .1008756 .0504788
2.30000 .31433 .31041 .01689 .14718 6.178 .751 .839424 .483621 .63077 .1051658 .0508604
2.40000 .31449 .31072 .01700 .14992 5.881 .755 .832664 .467179 .62888 .1094325 .0511245
2.50000 .31465 .31104 .01711 .15271 5.606 .759 .825884 .451079 .62691 .1136756 .0512767
2.60000 .31483 .31138 .01723 .15553 5.351 .763 .819085 .435319 .62487 .1178953 .0513221
2.70000 .31500 .31173 .01735 .15839 5.113 .767 .812268 .419899 .62275 .1220916 .0512662
2.80000 .31519 .31210 .01748 .16129 4.892 .770 .805432 .404817 .62056 .1262646 .0511141
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2.90000 .31538 .31248 .01761 .16424 4.686 .774 .798577 .390071 .61830 .1304144 .0508709
3.00000 .31547 .31266 .01776 .16737 4.491 .779 .791652 .375551 .61636 .1345172 .0505181
3.10000 .31544 .31260 .01792 .17072 4.306 .784 .784643 .361238 .61478 .1385678 .0500560
3.20000 .31542 .31256 .01800 .17306 4.153 .788 .778460 .348928 .61380 .1425932 .0497547
3,30000 .31540 .31251 .01798 .17414 4.032 .793 .773323 .338919 .61356 .1465964 .0496844
3.40000 .31538 .31248 .01796 .17523 3.917 .798 .768240 .329213 .61330 .1505776 .0495722
3.50000 .31536 .31244 .01795 .17630 3.809 .803 .763210 .319799 .61303 .1545369 .0494207
3.60000 .31535 .31242 .01793 .17737 3.706 .808 .758232 .310666 .61273 .1584749 .0492327
3.70000 .31534 .31240 .01792 .17844 3.609 .813 .753305 .301804 .61241 .1623916 .0490105
3.80000 .31533 .31238 .01791 .17951 3.516 .818 .748428 .293205 .61208 .1662874 .0487563
3.90000 .31532 .31236 .01790 .18057 3.427 .823 .743599 .284860 .61173 .1701624 .0484724
4.00000 .31532 J1236 .01790 .18163 3J43 .827 .738818 .276759 .61136 .1740171 .0481608
4.10000 J1532 .31235 .01789 .18269 3.263 .832 .734084 .268896 .61098 .1778515 .0478236
4.20000 J1532 .31235 .01789 .18375 3.186 .837 .729396 .261262 .61058 .1816659 .0474624
4J0000 J1532 .31235 .01789 .18480 3.112 .842 .724752 .253850 .61017 .1854605 .0470792
4.40000 J1532 .31236 .01788 .18585 3.041 .847 .720153 .246653 .60975 .1892356 .0466755
4.50000 J1532 .31236 .01788 .18690 2.974 .851 .715597 .239664 .60931 .1929914 .0462530
4.60000 J1533 J1237 .01789 .18795 2.909 .856 .711084 .232876 .60886 .1967280 .0458133
4.70000 .31534 .31239 .01789 .18900 2.846 .861 .706612 .226284 .60840 .2004457 .0453576
4.80000 .31534 .31240 .01789 .19004 2.786 .866 .702182 .219880 .60792 .2041447 .0448874
4.90000 .31535 .31242 .01790 .19108 2,729 .871 .697792 .213660 .60744 .2078252 .0444040
5.00000 .31536 .31244 .01790 .19213 2.673 .875 .693441 .207618 .60694 .2114873 .0439085
5.10000 .31538 .31247 .01791 .19317 2.620 .880 .689130 .201748 .60643 .2151312 .0434022
5.20000 .31539 .31249 .01792 .19421 2.568 .885 .684858 .196045 .60592 .2187572 .0428861
5.30000 .31540 .31252 .01792 .19524 2.519 .889 .680623 .190504 .60539 .2223653 .0423614
5.40000 .31542 .31255 .01793 .19628 2.471 .894 .676426 .185120 .60485 .2259559 .0418289
5.50000 J1543 .31258 .01794 .19732 2.424 .899 .672266 .179889 .60431 .2295290 .0412896
5.60000 .31545 .31261 .01795 .19836 2.379 .904 .668142 .174805 .60376 .2330847 .0407444
5.70000 J1547 .31265 .01796 .19939 2336 .908 .664053 .169866 .60320 .2366234 .0401942
5.80000 .31549 .31269 .01798 .20043 2.294 .913 .660001 .165065 .60263 .2401451 .0396396
5.90000 J1550 .31272 .01799 .20146 2.254 .918 .655982 .160400 .60205 .2436500 .0390815
6.00000 J1553 ,31276 .01800 .20249 2.214 .922 .651999 .155867 .60147 .2471382 .0385206
6.10000 .31555 .31281 .01802 .20353 2.176 .927 .648049 .151461 .60087 .2506099 .0379576
6.20000 J1557 .31285 .01803 .20456 2.139 .932 .644132 .147179 .60028 .2540653 .0373930
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 329.05270 (Psia)
OXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE = .02750 (ibm/Sec.)
CHARACTRISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY =5134.35400 (ft/Sec.) 
THRUST COEFFECENT = 1.32750 (—)
NOZZLE THROUT AREA = .01936 (IN^2)
TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE(OX+FUEL) = .03994 (ibm/Sec.)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE = 211.71860 (Sec.)
THRUST = 8.45647 (ibf)
MIXURE RATIO (OX/FU) = 2.21025 (—)
TOTAL FUEL WEIGHT COMBUSTED AT THAT TIME = .01310 (ibf)
FUEL MASS FLOW RATE = .01244 (ibm/Sec.)
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TIME = 2.00000 (Sec.)
INCREMENT OF BURNING WEB = .10000 (IN.)
FUEL GRAIN DISTANCE RADIUS PORT AREA REGRESSION RATE TOTAL MASS FLUX MIXTURE RATIO 
bL.EDGE VELOVITY VELOCITY RATIO FLAME POSITION FLAM E VELOCITY bL.THICKNESS FLAME HIGHT
(IN) (IN) (IN'^2) (IN/Scc) {Ibm/Sec.lN''2) (—) (IN/Scc) ( - ) {—) (IN/Scc) (IN) (IN)
.10000 .34040 .36403 .01906 .07813 116.316 .556 .989942 .959939 .55056 .0051073 .0049027
.20000 .33572 35409 .01733 .08252 64.838 .576 .982099 .929471 .56582 .0101057 .0093929
.30000 J3348 34938 .01648 .08574 45.770 .588 .974829 .901822 .57328 .0150540 .0135761
.40000 .33214 34657 .01596 .08849 35.596 .597 .967866 .875869 .57773 .0199633 .0174852
.50000 .33126 34473 .01561 .09100 29.196 .604 .961096 .851127 .58058 .0248386 .0211408
.60000 J3065 34347 .01536 .09337 24.766 .610 .954455 .827324 .58244 .0296830 .0245574
.70000 .33023 .34259 .01518 .09563 21.504 .616 .947905 .804299 ,58361 .0344984 .0277471
.80000 .32994 34199 .01505 .09784 18.993 .621 .941421 .781936 .58428 .0392865 .0307195
.90000 J2974 34158 .01496 .10000 16.996 .625 .934985 .760160 ,58457 .0440483 .0334837
1.00000 .32962 34133 .01490 .10213 15.366 .630 .928583 .738915 ,58455 .0487846 .0360477
1.10000 J2955 34120 .01486 .10424 14.010 .634 .922206 .718157 .58427 .0534961 .0384186
1.20000 .32954 34117 .01484 .10634 12.862 .637 .915845 .697853 .58378 .0581835 .0406035
1.30000 .32957 34122 .01483 .10843 11.876 .641 .909495 .677976 .58310 .0628472 .0426089
1.40000 J2963 34135 .01484 .11052 11.021 .645 .903150 .658506 .58226 .0674877 .0444410
1.50000 .32972 34154 .01486 .11262 10.271 .648 .896808 .639426 .58127 .0721053 .0461060
1.60000 .32984 34179 .01488 .11471 9.607 .652 .890464 ,620724 .58014 .0767003 .0476098
1.70000 .32998 34208 .01492 .11682 9.016 .655 .884116 .602388 .57889 .0812732 .0489580
1.80000 .33015 .34242 .01496 .11894 8.486 .658 .877763 .584409 .57753 .0858240 .0501563
1.90000 J3033 34280 .01501 .12106 8.008 .661 .871403 .566780 .57606 .0903531 .0512104
2.00000 .33053 34322 .01507 .12321 7.575 .664 .865034 .549495 .57449 .0948607 .0521255
2.10000 J3075 34367 .01513 .12536 7.179 .667 .858656 .532550 .57283 .0993470 .0529072
2.20000 .33098 34416 .01520 .12754 6.818 .670 .852268 .515939 ,57108 .1038121 .0535607
2.30000 .33123 .34467 .01527 .12973 6.486 .673 .845869 .499659 .56925 .1082563 .0540912
2.40000 .33149 34522 .01535 .13194 6.180 .676 .839459 .483707 .56733 .1126797 .0545040
2.50000 .33177 34579 .01543 .13417 5.897 .679 .833039 .468082 .56533 .1170824 .0548041
2.60000 .33205 34639 .01551 .13642 5.634 .681 .826608 .452779 .56326 .1214646 ,0549967
2.70000 33236 34702 .01560 .13869 5.390 .684 .820166 .437799 .56112 .1258265 .0550867
2.80000 .33267 .34767 .01569 .14098 5.162 .687 .813714 .423138 .55891 .1301681 .0550790
2.90000 33299 34835 .01579 .14329 4.950 .690 .807251 .408795 .55663 .1344897 .0549787
3.00000 33323 .34885 .01589 .14573 4.749 .693 .800737 .394677 .55459 .1387705 .0547695
3.10000 .33337 34913 .01601 .14832 4.560 .696 .794161 .380768 .55281 .1430063 .0544522
3.20000 .33342 .34925 .01615 .15104 4.380 .700 .787528 .367083 .55123 .1471991 .0540342
3.30000 .33338 34916 .01629 .15392 4.210 .704 .780824 .353599 .54991 .1513431 .0535148
3.40000 33334 .34909 .01633 .15553 4.077 .709 .775283 .342715 .54934 .1554637 .0532798
3.50000 .33331 .34902 .01631 .15647 3.965 .713 .770382 .333281 .54917 .1595629 .0531793
3.60000 .33328 .34896 .01630 .15741 3.859 .717 .765531 .324121 .54897 .1636408 .0530394
3.70000 .33326 34891 .01629 .15834 3.757 .721 .760729 .315225 .54874 .1676977 .0528625
3.80000 .33324 .34887 .01628 .15926 3.661 .726 .755975 .306585 .54850 .1717339 .0526510
3.90000 .33323 34884 .01627 .16019 3.570 .730 .751267 .298191 .54824 .1757496 .0524069
4.00000 .33322 .34882 .01626 .16110 3.482 .734 .746606 .290036 .54796 .1797452 .0521326
4.10000 33321 34880 .01625 .16202 3.399 .738 .741989 .282113 .54766 .1837207 .0518300
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4.20000 .33320 .34879 .01625 .16293 3319 .742 .737416 .274414 .54734 .1876765 .0515010
4.30000 .33320 .34879 .01624 .16384 3.243 .746 .732886 .266931 .54701 .1916129 .0511474
4.40000 .33320 .34879 .01624 .16474 3.169 .750 .728399 .259659 .54666 .1955299 .0507710
4.50000 .33321 34880 .01624 .16564 3.099 .755 .723953 .252589 .54629 .1994278 .0503733
4.60000 .33321 34882 .01624 .16654 3.032 .759 .719548 .245717 .54591 .2033068 .0499560
4.70000 .33322 34884 .01624 .16744 2.968 .763 .715184 .239037 .54552 .2071672 .0495206
4.80000 .33324 .34886 .01624 .16833 2.906 .767 .710859 .232542 .54511 .2110091 .0490684
4.90000 .33325 .34889 .01624 .16922 2.846 .771 .706573 .226226 .54470 .2148327 .0486007
5.00000 .33327 .34892 .01624 .17011 2.788 .775 .702325 .220085 .54427 .2186382 .0481190
5.10000 .33328 .34896 .01624 .17100 2.733 .779 .698114 .214113 .54382 .2224258 .0476243
5.20000 J3330 .34900 .01625 .17189 2.680 .783 .693941 .208306 .54337 .2261957 .0471178
5.30000 J3333 .34905 .01625 .17277 2.628 .787 .689804 .202658 .54291 .2299481 .0466007
5.40000 J3335 34910 .01626 .17365 2.578 .791 .685703 .197164 .54243 .2336830 .0460739
5.50000 33338 34915 .01626 .17453 2.530 .795 .681638 .191821 .54195 .2374008 .0455385
5.60000 33340 34921 .01627 .17541 2.484 .799 .677607 .186624 J54145 .2411016 .0449953
5.70000 33343 34927 .01628 .17628 2.439 .803 .673611 .181568 .54095 .2447855 .0444453
5.80000 .33346 34934 .01629 .17716 2.396 .807 .669648 .176651 .54044 .2484526 .0438893
5.90000 .33349 .34940 .01630 .17803 2.354 .811 .665720 .171867 .53992 .2521032 .0433282
6.00000 33353 34947 .01630 .17891 2313 .815 .661824 .167213 .53939 .2557374 .0427625
6.10000 33356 34954 .01631 .17978 2.273 .819 .657960 .162685 .53885 .2593553 .0421932
6.20000 33360 .34962 .01632 .18065 2.235 .823 .654129 .158280 .53830 .2629572 .0416208
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 324.65990 (Psia)
OXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE = .02750 (ibm/Sec.)
CHARACTRISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY =5133.44100 (ft/Sec.) 
THRUST COEFFECENT = 1.32299 (—)
NOZZLE THROUT AREA = .01936 (IN^2)
TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE(OX+FUEL) = .03942 (ibm/Sec.)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE = 210.95650 (Sec.)
THRUST = 8.31524 (ibf)
MIXURE RATIO (OX/FU) = 2.30766 (—)
TOTAL FUEL WEIGHT COMBUSTED AT THAT TIME = .02554 (ibf)
FUEL MASS FLOW RATE = .01192 (ibm/Sec.)
TO
TIM E= 24.00000 (Sec.)
INCREMENT OF BURNING WEB = .10000 (IN.)
FUEL GRAIN DISTANCE RADIUS PORT AREA REGRESSION RATE TOTAL MASS FLUX MIXTURE RATIO 
bL.EDGE VELOVITY VELOCITY RATIO FLAME POSITION FLAME VELOCITY bL.THICKNESS FLAME HIGHT
(IN) (IN)
.0067542 .0065609
.0132118 .0125371
.0195655 .0181650
.0258526 .0235030
(IN) (IN) (1N^2) (IN/Scc) (Ibm/Scc.lN*2) ( - ) (IN/Scc) ( - ) ( - ) (IN/Scc)
.10000 .59385 1.10790 .00775 .02538 163.928 .182 .992842 .971377 .18098
.20000 .57117 1.02490 .00729 .02794 90.634 .198 .987128 .948932 .19558
.30000 .55959 .98377 .00704 .02961 63.848 .207 .981827 .928424 .20370
.40000 .55229 .95826 .00688 .03090 49.675 .214 .976762 .909116 .20908
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.50000 .54723 .94079 .00676 .03197 40.811 .219 .971857 .890680 .21291 .0320906 .0285825
.60000 .54354 .92815 .00667 .03290 34.706 .223 .967069 .872932 .21575 .0382893 .0334240
.70000 .54077 .91871 .00660 .03373 30.226 .226 .962372 .855755 .21790 .0444552 ,0380428
.80000 .53866 .91155 .00654 .03449 26.788 .229 .957747 .839067 .21954 .0505930 .0424509
.90000 .53704 .90607 .00649 .03520 24.060 .232 .953181 .822812 .22079 .0567058 .0466582
1.00000 .53580 .90189 .00645 .03586 21.840 .234 .948665 .806946 .22173 .0627963 .0506733
1.10000 .53486 .89873 .00641 .03648 19.994 .236 .944191 .791436 .22242 .0688665 .0545034
1.20000 .53417 .89640 .00639 .03707 18.435 .237 .939754 .776254 .22290 .0749181 .0581555
1.30000 .53368 .89476 .00636 .03764 17.098 .239 .935348 .761378 .22320 .0809525 .0616354
1.40000 .53336 .89370 .00634 .03819 15.939 .240 .930971 .746791 .22336 .0869707 .0649489
1.50000 .53319 .89312 .00632 .03871 14.923 .241 .926618 .732477 .22339 .0929739 .0681012
1.60000 .53315 .89298 .00631 .03922 14.026 .242 .922288 .718424 .22330 .0989629 .0710973
1.70000 .53321 .89320 .00629 .03972 13.227 .243 .917979 .704620 .22312 .1049384 .0739417
1.80000 .53338 .89376 .00628 .04020 12.511 .244 .913688 .691056 .22285 .1109011 .0766389
1.90000 .53363 .89460 .00627 .04067 11.865 .245 .909414 .677725 .22250 .1168516 .0791933
2.00000 .53396 .89571 .00627 .04113 11.279 .245 .905156 .664619 .22209 .1227905 .0816088
2.10000 .53436 .89705 .00626 .04158 10.745 .246 .900912 .651730 .22161 .1287181 .0838895
2.20000 .53482 .89860 .00625 .04202 10.257 .247 .896683 .639055 .22107 .1346350 .0860391
2.30000 .53534 .90035 .00625 .04245 9.808 .247 .892466 .626587 .22049 .1405414 .0880615
2.40000 .53592 .90229 .00624 .04287 9.395 .248 .888262 .614322 .21985 .1464379 .0899601
2.50000 .53654 .90438 .00624 .04329 9.012 .248 .834070 .602256 .21918 .1523248 .0917385
2.60000 .53721 .90664 .00624 .04370 8.658 .248 .879890 .590385 .21847 .1582022 .0934002
2.70000 .53792 .90904 .00624 .04410 8.327 .249 .875720 .578705 .21772 .1640706 .0949485
2.80000 .53867 .91157 .00624 .04450 8.020 .249 .871561 .567214 .21693 .1699301 .0963868
2.90000 .53945 .91423 .00624 .04489 7.732 .249 .867412 .555908 .21612 .1757811 .0977181
3.00000 .54023 .91688 .00624 .04529 7.461 .249 .863267 .544766 .21531 .1816172 .0989388
3.10000 .54100 .91950 .00624 .04569 7.207 .250 .859124 .533783 .21451 .1874371 .1000507
3.20000 .54177 .92210 .00625 .04609 6.968 .250 .854984 .522959 .21371 .1932421 .1010577
3.30000 .54252 .92467 .00625 .04649 6.742 .250 .850845 .512288 .21291 .1990306 .1019610
3.40000 .54326 .92718 .00626 .04690 6.528 .251 .846704 .501764 .21213 .2048009 .1027618
3.50000 .54399 .92968 .00627 .04731 6.325 .251 .842566 .491395 .21134 .2105565 .1034663
3.60000 .54469 .93206 .00628 .04774 6.132 .251 .838422 .481158 .21058 .2162895 .1040695
3.70000 .54537 .93440 .00629 .04816 5.949 .252 .834277 .471067 .20983 .2220052 .1045792
3.80000 .54604 .93669 .00630 .04860 5,775 .252 .830129 .461116 .20909 .2277023 .1049971
3.90000 .54667 .93887 .00631 .04904 5.609 .252 .825976 .451296 .20837 .2333776 .1053224
4.00000 .54728 .94096 .00632 .04949 5.451 .253 .821817 .441606 .20766 .2390306 .1055574
4.10000 .54786 .94296 .00634 .04994 5.299 .253 .817653 .432047 .20697 .2446621 .1057055
4.20000 .54842 .94487 .00636 .05041 5.154 .254 .813481 .422615 .20630 .2502707 .1057682
4.30000 .54894 .94667 .00637 .05089 5.015 .254 .809301 .413308 .20564 .2558555 .1057470
4.40000 .54943 .94836 ,00639 .05138 4.882 .255 .805112 .404122 .20500 .2614154 .1056436
4.50000 .54988 .94993 .00641 .05187 4.754 .255 .800913 .395055 .20439 ,2669494 .1054596
4.60000 .55030 .95138 .00644 .05239 4.631 .256 .796703 .386105 .20379 .2724565 .1051967
4.70000 .55068 .95269 .00646 .05291 4.513 .256 .792481 .377269 .20322 .2779359 .1048567
4.80000 .55102 .95387 .00649 .05345 4.399 .257 .788245 .368547 .20267 .2833866 .1044413
4.90000 .55132 .95491 .00651 .05400 4.289 .258 .783996 .359936 .20214 .2888077 .1039524
5.00000 .55158 .95580 .00654 .05457 4.184 .259 .779732 .351435 .20164 .2941984 .1033916
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5.10000 .55179 .95653 .00657 .05516 4.081 .259 .775449 .343037 .20116 .2995556 .1027588
5.20000 .55195 .95709 .00660 .05576 3.982 .260 .771149 .334745 .20071 .3048798 .1020570
5.30000 .55207 .95750 .00664 .05638 3.887 .261 .766831 .326558 .20028 .3101704 .1012885
5.40000 .55214 .95773 .00667 .05702 3.794 .262 .762491 .318469 .19988 .3154245 .1004530
5.50000 .55215 .95778 .00671 .05768 3.704 .263 .758130 .310481 .19950 .3206415 .0995530
5.60000 .55215 .95778 .00671 .05801 3.635 .264 .754655 .304214 .19936 .3258350 .0991237
5.70000 .55216 .95781 .00671 .05823 3.573 .265 .751445 .298504 .19928 .3310122 .0988086
5.80000 .55218 .95786 .00671 .05845 3.513 .266 .748257 .292908 .19919 .3361734 .0984678
5.90000 .55220 .95795 .00671 .05867 3.454 .267 .745092 .287422 .19910 .3413187 .0981025
6.00000 .55223 .95806 .00670 .05889 3.398 .268 .741949 .282045 .19900 .3464482 .0977140
6.10000 .55227 .95819 .00670 .05911 3J43 .269 ,738827 .276774 ,19889 J515622 .0973033
6.20000 .55231 .95834 .00670 .05932 3.290 .270 .735727 .271607 ,19878 .3566607 .0968714
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 273.42640 (Psia)
OXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE = .02750 (ibm/Sec.)
CHARACTRISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY =4793.55700 (ft/Sec.)
THRUST COEFFECENT = 1.25972 (—)
NOZZLE THROUT AREA = .01936 (IN^2)
TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE(OX+FUEL) = .03547 (ibm/Sec.)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE = 187.97550 (Sec.)
THRUST = 6.66814 (ibf)
MIXURE RATIO (OX/FU) = 3.44894 (—)
TOTAL FUEL WEIGHT COMBUSTED AT THAT TIME = ,23388 (ibf)
FUEL MASS FLOW RATE = ,00797 (ibm/Sec,)
T IM E = 25.00000 (Sec.)
INCREMENT OF BURNING WEB = ,10000 (IN.)
FUEL GRAIN DISTANCE RADIUS PO RT AREA REGRESSION RATE TOTAL MASS FLUX MIXTURE RATIO 
bL.EDGE VELOVITY VELOCITY RATIO FLAM E POSITION FLAM E VELOCITY bL.THICKNESS FLAME HIGHT
(IN) (IN) (IN'^2) (IN/Scc) (Ibm/Scc.IN^2)I ( - ) (IN/Scc) ( - ) ( - ) (IN/Sec) (IN) (IN)
.10000 .60160 1.13701 .00759 .02472 165.241 .178 .992899 .971601 .17635 .0067983 .0066052
.20000 .57846 1.05122 .00714 .02723 91.356 .193 .987229 .949324 .19068 .0132964 .0126226
.30000 .56663 1.00868 .00690 .02886 64.359 .202 .981968 .928967 .19868 .0196894 .0182908
.40000 .55917 .98227 .00674 .03012 50.074 .209 .976943 .909801 .20397 .0260153 .0236687
.50000 .55399 .96417 .00662 .03117 41.141 .214 .972076 .891500 .20775 .0322915 .0287879
.60000 .55021 .95106 ,00653 .03207 34.989 .218 .967327 .873880 .21056 .0385282 .0336690
.70000 .54737 .94126 .00646 .03289 30.475 .221 .962667 .856827 .21268 .0447318 .0383274
.80000 .54520 .93381 .00641 .03363 27.010 .224 .958080 .840260 .21431 .0509071 .0427752
.90000 .54353 .92310 .00636 .03431 24.262 .226 .953551 .824121 .21555 .0570574 .0470222
1.00000 .54225 .92373 .00632 .03496 22.024 .228 .949072 .808369 .21649 .0631853 .0510770
1.10000 .54127 .92042 .00629 .03556 20.164 .230 .944636 .792969 ,21719 .0692929 .0549471
1.20000 .54055 .91796 .00626 .03614 18.593 .232 .940236 .777894 .21767 .0753818 .0586390
1.30000 .54004 .91622 .00623 .03669 17.246 .233 .935868 .763123 .21799 .0814535 .0621590
1.40000 .53970 .91507 .00621 .03722 16.078 .234 .931528 .748637 .21816 .0875091 .0655125
1.50000 .53951 .91443 .00619 .03773 15.055 .235 .927213 .734423 .21820 .0935496 .0687050
1.60000 .53945 .91423 .00618 .03822 14.151 .236 .922921 .720466 .21813 .0995760 .0717411
1.70000 .53951 .91441 .00617 .03870 13.346 .237 .918649 .706756 .21797 .1055890 .0746257
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1.80000 .53966 .91494 .00615 .03917 12.624 .238 .914396 .693284 .21772 .1115892 .0773631
1,90000 .53990 .91576 .00614 .03963 11.973 .239 .910161 .680042 .21739 .1175773 .0799575
2.00000 .54022 .91685 .00614 .04007 11.383 .240 .905941 .667022 .21699 .1235537 .0824131
2.10000 .54062 .91818 .00613 .04050 10.845 .240 .901736 .654218 .21654 .1295191 .0847337
2.20000 .54107 .91974 .00612 .04093 10.353 .241 .897545 .641625 .21603 .1354737 .0869233
2.30000 .54159 .92149 .00612 .04135 9.901 .241 .893367 .629237 .21547 .1414180 .0889854
2.40000 .54216 .92344 .00611 .04176 9.485 .242 .889202 .617049 .21486 .1473525 .0909237
2.50000 34278 .92555 .00611 .04216 9.099 .242 .885049 .605057 .21421 .1532773 .0927416
2.60000 .54345 .92782 .00611 .04256 8,742 .242 .880907 .593258 .21352 .1591928 .0944425
2.70000 .54416 .93025 .00611 .04295 8.409 .243 .876776 .581649 .21280 .1650994 .0960299
2.80000 .54491 .93281 .00611 .04333 8.099 .243 .872656 .570225 .21205 .1709972 .0975069
2.90000 .54569 .93550 .00611 .04371 7.809 .243 .868547 .558984 .21127 .1768865 .0988768
3.00000 .54647 .93818 .00611 .04409 7.536 .243 .864441 .547906 .21048 .1827612 .1001359
3.10000 34725 .94084 .00611 .04447 7.280 .244 .860338 .536984 .20971 .1886201 .1012860
3.20000 .54802 .94349 .00611 .04486 7.039 .244 .856238 .526221 .20893 .1944643 .1023311
3.30000 .54878 .94611 .00612 .04525 6.811 .244 .852139 .515609 .20816 .2002923 .1032724
3.40000 34952 .94866 .00612 .04564 6.595 .245 .848040 .505142 .20740 .2061024 .1041111
3.50000 .55026 .95123 .00613 .04604 6.391 .245 .843943 .494829 .20663 .2118982 .1048533
3.60000 35096 .95366 .00614 .04644 6.197 .245 .839841 .484647 .20590 .2176719 .1054940
3.70000 35166 .95606 .00615 .04685 6.013 .245 .835738 .474608 .20516 .2234286 .1060411
3.80000 .55233 .95842 .00616 .04727 5.838 .246 .831634 .464709 .20444 .2291671 .1064961
3.90000 .55298 .96067 .00617 .04769 5.670 .246 .827525 .454940 .20373 .2348844 .1068583
4.00000 .55361 .96283 .00618 .04812 5.511 .247 .823410 .445300 .20305 JZ405798 .1071301
4.10000 .55420 .96491 .00620 .04856 5.358 .247 .819290 .435789 .20237 .2462543 .1073148
4.20000 .55477 .96690 .00621 .04900 5.212 .247 .815164 .426404 .20171 .2519064 .1074139
4.30000 35531 .96879 .00623 .04946 5.072 .248 .811031 .417142 .20107 .2575353 .1074288
4.40000 .55582 .97056 .00625 .04992 4.938 .248 .806889 .408001 .20044 .2631399 .1073614
4.50000 .55630 .97222 .00627 .05040 4.809 .249 .802738 .398978 .19983 ,2687193 .1072131
4.60000 .55674 .97376 .00629 .05089 4.686 .250 .798577 .390071 .19925 .2742725 .1069857
4.70000 .55714 .97517 .00631 .05139 4.566 .250 .794405 .381278 .19868 .2797986 .1066810
4.80000 .55751 .97645 .00633 .05190 4.452 .251 .790220 .372597 .19813 .2852969 .1063007
4.90000 .55783 .97760 .00636 .05242 4.341 .251 .786023 .364026 .19761 .2907664 .1058465
5.00000 .55812 .97860 .00639 .05296 4.235 .252 .781811 .355564 .19711 .2962061 .1053202
5.10000 .55836 .97944 .00641 .05352 4.132 .253 .777583 .347205 .19663 .3016136 .1047217
5.20000 .55856 .98012 .00644 .05409 4.032 .254 .773339 .338950 .19617 .3069888 .1040540
5.30000 .55871 .98066 .00647 .05468 3.936 .255 .769077 .330800 .19574 .3123314 .1033192
5.40000 .55881 .98101 .00651 .05528 3.843 .255 .764796 .322748 .19533 .3176386 .1025173
5.50000 .55886 .98119 .00654 .05591 3.753 .256 .760495 .314795 .19495 .3229098 .1016505
5.60000 .55886 .98121 .00657 .05650 3.668 .257 .756301 .307172 .19463 .3281460 .1007972
5.70000 .55887 .98123 .00657 .05672 3.605 .258 .753109 .301455 .19455 .3333635 .1004941
5.80000 .55888 .98128 .00657 .05694 3.544 .259 .749939 .295851 .19447 .3385649 .1001649
5.90000 .55890 .98135 .00657 .05715 3.486 .260 .746791 .290358 .19438 .3437504 .0998106
6.00000 .55893 .98145 .00656 .05736 3.429 .261 .743665 .284972 .19429 .3489201 .0994325
6.10000 .55897 .98158 .00656 .05757 3.373 .262 .740560 .279692 .19419 .3540743 .0990317
6.20000 .55901 .98173 .00656 .05778 3.320 .263 .737476 .274515 .19408 .3592129 .0986092
COMBUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE = 272.18280 (Psia)
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OXIDIZER MASS FLOW RATE = .02750 (ibm/Sec.)
CHARACTRISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY =4793.27500 (ft/Sec.)
THRUST COEFFECENT = 1.25789 (—)
NOZZLE THROUT AREA = .01936 (IN^2)
TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE(OX+FUEL) = .03540 (ibm/Sec.)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE = 187.26150 (Sec.)
THRUST = 6.62817 (ibf)
MIXURE RATIO (OX/FU) = 3.48310 (—)
TOTAL FUEL WEIGHT COMBUSTED AT THAT TIME = .24186 (ibf)
FUEL MASS FLOW RATE = .00790 (ibm/Sec.)
MAXIMUM TIME OF FIRING = 25.00000 (Sec.) 
AVERAGE FUEL MASS FLOW  RATE = .00952 (ibm/Sec) 
AVERAGE REGRESSION RATE = .11885 (IN/Sec) 
AVERAGE FINAL DIAMETER = 1.08572 (IN) 
******EXHAUST CURVE REGIME********
START TIME = 25.00000 SEC 
Captai Specific heat ratio = .66726 
The pressure at the end of steady state =272.18280 PSIA 
***The End***
**Main out put file**
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E x c e l 1 O u tp u t F ile
T IM E (S ec) R E S S U R E (P sia) T H R U S T (lbO  C -ST A R (F t/S ec) I-SP(Sec) 0 /F ( — ) M D -FU (Ibm /Scc)
0.0000 333.9702 8.6146 5135.3750 212.2006 2.0998 .0131
1.0000 329.0527 8.4565 5134.3540 211.7186 2.2103 .0124
2.0000 324.6599 8.3152 5133.4410 210.9565 2.3077 .0119
3.0000 321.0101 8.1979 5132.6830 210.3062 2.3953 .0115
4.0000 317.9040 8.0980 5132.0380 209.7446 2.4755 .0111
5.0000 304.1967 7.6573 4950.2760 199.9999 2.5494 .0108
6.0000 301.7923 7.5800 4949.8460 199.4590 2.6183 .0105
7.0000 299.7570 7.5146 4949.4710 199.0621 2.6829 .0103
8.0000 297.9243 7.4557 4949.0650 198.7010 2.7439 .0100
9.0000 296.2572 7.4021 4948.6970 198.3663 2.8018 .0098
10.000 294.7351 7.3532 4948.3600 198.0576 2.8567 .0096
11.000 293.3337 7.3081 4948.0490 197.7709 2.9093 .0095
12.000 292.0399 7.2665 4947.7630 197.5053 2.9597 .0093
13.000 282.0193 6.9444 4795.5020 189.5196 3.0081 .0091
14.000 280.8127 6.9056 4795.2290 189.1811 3.0547 .0090
15.000 279.7919 6.8728 4794.9980 188.9581 3.0997 .0089
16.000 279.7919 6.8728 4794.9980 189.5958 3.1430 .0087
17.000 277.9454 6.8134 4794.5800 188.5613 3.1852 .0086
18.000 277.9454 6.8134 4794.5800 189.1319 3.2259 .0085
19.000 276.2834 6.7600 4794.2040 188.1915 3.2657 .0084
20.000 276.2834 6.7600 4794.2040 188.7065 3.3042 .0083
21.000 274.7868 6.7119 4793.8650 187.8550 3.3418 .0082
22.000 274.7868 6.7119 4793.8650 188.3238 3.3783 .0081
23.000 273.4264 6.6681 4793.5570 187.5462 3.4142 .0081
24.000 273.4264 6.6681 4793.5570 187.9755 3.4489 .0080
25.000 272.1828 6.6282 4793.2750 187.2615 3.4831 .0079
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